
Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Freeman: 

March 31, 1982 

The enclosed will speak for itself. 

Perhaps you will want to drop a note to 

Walter about it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Woolf 

Enclosure 
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ROOM::iam E51-232 
CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139 

WALTER A. ROSEN BUTH 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Director 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Dear Harry: 

March 23, 1982 

Do you happen to know whether Freeman Dyson has published 
anywhere the talk he gave to the Humboldt Fellows; the talk was 
entitled: "Unfashionable Pursuits 11

• 

It was nice to see you, and I hope that we shall stay in closer 
touch. 

WAR/je 

Cordially , 

hf ~I l 

Walter A. Rosenblith 
Institute Professor 

TEL: <617) 253-1990 

I 
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March 17, 19&2 

Dr. Walter A. Rosenblith 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
cambtidge, Massachusetts 02139 

Dear Walter: 

Just a quick note to thank you for 

sending me a copy of the issue of Tech Talk 

with the story on Freeman Dyson's lecture. 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 

Director's Office: Faculty Files: Box 5: Dyson, Freeman J., Correspondence 1973-1982 
From the Shelby White and Leon Levy Archives Center, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ, USA



Institute Professor 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusells 02139 
(617) 253-1990 
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Alberty reception 
A reception honoring Dean and Mrs. 

Robert A. Alberty will be held Thursday, 
Feb. 25, 1982, on the occasion of Dr. 
Alberty's retirement from his post as 
dean of the MIT School of Science. 

All members of the MIT community 
are invited to join in the reception, which 
wi ll be from 3:30·6pm in the Forris Jewett 
Moore Room (6-321). 

Dr. Alberty, who has served as dean of 
science for the last 15 years, last year 
announced his decision to relinquish his 
responsibilities as dean, and to return to 
teaching and research in the Depart
ment of Chemistry. He will be succeeded 
by Dr. John M. Deutch, Arthur C. Cope 
Professor of Chemistry, effective March 
1, 1982. 

Watch that mail 
The US Postal Service has notified 

MIT that a ll nonprofit mailings must 
include the words " Massachusetts Insti
tute ofTechnology" as the first line of the 
return address corner card. 

This includes all mail except first class, 
according to Donald A. Collupy, supervi· 
sor of Graphic Arts mail service. The 
Postal Service has already returned one 
large mailing in violation of the reguh1· 
tion, he said. He urged large departmen· 
ta! mailers to make arrangements to 
amend their corner cards until present 
supplies of stationery run out or can be 
replaced. 

Insurance notice 
Once again, MIT students-particular

ly seniors-are receiving sales calls from 
insurance company representatives who 
imply they have a connection with the 
Institute. MIT does not have agreements 
with any insurance companies who seek 
to sell life insurance to undergraduate or 
graduate students. Company represen
tatives often obtain student names and 
numbers from the Student Directory, 
which is for Institute use only, and should 
not be distributed to anyone outside of 
MIT. 

Energy line 
The MIT Chapter of the Massachu

setts Voice of Energy can be contacted 
through James Doyle at x3-8645. The 
MVOE is a nonprofit organization estab
lished as an energy-education resource. 
It provides no-cost spea kers for groups 
ranging from elementary school to adult 
level. The organization a lso has partici· 
pated in conferences a nd debates and 
will train people to be energy educators. 

Inside ... 

Holt memorial service Thursday. 
See page 5. 

Is MIT track champ? See page 8. 

Spring Blood Drive coming. See 
pages 3 and 8. 

Safer air travel forecast. See page 3. 
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STANDING ROOM ONLY was available Monday when scientist-philosopher Freeman 
Dyson of the Institute for Advanced Study atPrinceton, N.J. appeared in Huntington Hall 
(Rm 10-250) to present the·l982 Karl Taylor Compton Lecture. Speaking on "Fighting for 
Freedom with the Technologies o f Death," Professor Dyson said nuclear weapons, both 
tactical and strategic, leading, as they do, to defeat, destruction and chaos for all sides, 
may be politically useful in international relations in peacetime, but they have no use ful 
military purpose in war and the problem for mankind is to persuade soldiers of this. 
Soldiers, he said, are honor-bound to achieve victories and defend their nations, goals 
that cannot be achieved with nuclear weapons. It is not enough to have scientists a nd 
doctors and clergy and even musicians against nuclear war, he said. What's needed, he 
said, are captains and generals against nuclear war. There is hope, he concluded, that 
soldiers will one day rebel against nuclear weapons, not so much out of fear of the 
consequences, but.bec:&1&.11~1U!uJJnnot do t}Ullr jJW.'..' with such technologies of death and 
destruction. 

-Photo by Calvin Campbell 

Sloan undergoing renovations 
Demolition of the interior of the basement 

and first floors of the Sloan Building is 
expected to begin around mid-March, herald· 
ing the next phase of the renovation of Sloan 
School facilities. The recently completed E51 
project provided new classrooms for the 
school, and the E40 project new space for the 
school's research centers. 

The renovated Sloan Building space will 
contain, on the first floor, offices for the staff 
of the school's regular degree programs(under· 
graduate, master's and PhD) and Executive 
Education Programs (the Sloan Fellows and 
Senior Executive Programs), plus the Sloan 
Placement Office, the Joint Program in the 
Management of Technology cosponsored by 
Sloan and the School of Engineering) and the 
Sloan School External Relations Office. 

The present entrance from the plaza of the 
Hermann Building will be widened and will 
lead, in one direction, to an existing tiered 
classroom and offices and, in another, to the 
main lobby. This large lobby will become a 
lounge providing conversation a nd informal 
meeting space for students and faculty; it will 
be flanked on one side by smaller student 
lounges and message areas and on the other 
by a new, informal ea ting facility, successor 

to the Ploughman's P ub, which will be run by 
MIT's Dining Service. 

The basement will contain a new East 
Campus Computer Facility (which has been 
temporari ly relocated to t he third floor of 
E52), a Graphic Arts facility for the East 
Campus(now temporatily located in the base· 
ment of E51), space for a computer research 
project under the direction of Sloan School 
faculty, and lockers for Sloan School students. 

The Faculty Club kitchen, also located in 
the basement of the Sloan building, will not 
be disturbed and will continue to function 
during the renovation. 

Work will begin this summer on a portion of 
the third floor of E52 in the area just off the 
newly-constructed bridge between E51 a nd 
E52. This space will contain a seminar room, 
a classroom, a remote computer terminal 
room and offices for the Sloan Management 
Review. 

All the work is expected to be completed by 
January, 1983. The architect for the project is 
the fi rm of Ellenzweig a nd Moore; the con· 
tractor is the Edward R. Marden Corporation; 
and the project manager is Fay DeAvignon, 
s taff architect in MIT's Office of Architec
ture, Engineering a nd Construction. 

Dresselhaus to head APS in '84 
Dr. Mildred S. Dresselhaus, Abby Rocke· 

feller Mauze"' Professor of Electrica l Engi
neering, has been elected'vice president of the 
American Physical Society. She will become 
president-elect in 1983 and president in 1984. 

Professor Dresselhaus, director of the Cen· 
ter for Materials Science and Engineering at 
MIT since 1977, has made significant research 
contributions across a broad area of condensed 
matter physics. She h as served in several 
advisory roles in government and academe 
and has been a member of the Solid State 
Sciences Committee of the National Academy 
of Sciences, the Assembly of Mathematical 
and Physical Sciences and the Report Review 
Committee of the National Academy of 
Sciences, the Naval Research Advisory Com
mittee, the Steering Committee for the Eval· 
uation Panels of the National Bureau of 
Standards (chairman), the Scientific Advi· 
sory Committee to the Allied Corp. 

She recently won election to the National 
Academy of Engineering Council and will be 
the 1982 Griffin Lecturer of the American 
Carbon Society. 

Dr. Dresselhaus has been a visiting profes
sor of physics at the University of Campinas, 
Brazil (summer 1971), the Technion, Israel 
(summer 1972), Nihon University, Japan 
(summer 1973), and IVIC Caracas, Venezuela 
(summer 1977). 

She joined the MIT faculty in 1967 after 
spending seven years at Lincoln Laborato· 
ry's Solid State Physics Division. She was 
associate department head for electrical 
science and engineering from 1972-74. She 
holds the BA from Hunter College (1951), the 
MA in physics from Harvard (1953) and the 
PhD in physics from the University of Chi
cago (1958). Her honorary degrees are from 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute(D. Eng. 1976) 
and Smith College (D. Sc. 1980). 

Faculty 
considers 
writing 
proposal 

By CHARLES H. BALL 
Staff Writer 

Motions to establish an undergraduate 
Writing Requirement and a Standing Faculty 
Committee to oversee the requirement were 
presented at the February 17 faculty meeting 
by the Committee on Educational Policy. 

Because the motions require amending the 
Faculty Rules , they cannot be voted on until 
the March faculty meeting. 

Some preliminary discussion of the motions 
took place at the Wednesday faculty meeting. 
President Paul E. Gray and Provost Francis 
E. Low noted that the Writing Requirement, if 
adopted, will req uire a considerable segment 
of the faculty to concern itself with the writ
ing proficiency of MIT students. The success 
of the requirement will depend heavily upon 
the acceptance of a broadly shared, Institute· 
wide responsibility to emphasize the impor
tance of writing in a ll subject a reas and to 
provide opportunities for students to write. 
With this in mind, the President and the Pro· 
vost urged faculty members to familiarize 
thems.elvea wit~~J!!oposal and to p¢ci
pateint'Fuii\if arCJi"CLscussiu1. and vole. --

"It would be unfortunate if 50 faculty 
members embarked the entire faculty on this 
venture," the Provost told the Wednesday 
meeting. "If we are to do it, we should have the 
endorsement of a substantial fraction of the 
faculty for this importan~ undertaking." 

The WritingRequirementwould become an 
official part of the faculty's Rules and Regu
lations following a favorable vote in March, 
but its full implementation would be delayed 

(continued on page 8) 

Two named 
to science 
advisory 
council 

By ROBERT M. BYERS 
Staff Writer 

MIT President Paul E . Gray and Professor 
Artur K. Kerman, director of the MJT Center 
for Theoretical Physics, are among 13 leading 
American scientists and engineers appointed 
last week to a newly formed White House 
Science Council organized to provide advice 
to Dr. George A. Keyworth II, director of the 
Office of Science and Technology Policy in 
the Executive Office of the President. 

A White House announcement said the 
Council will deal with specific issues assigned 
by Dr. Keyworth and will keep Dr. Keyworth 
informed of changing perspectives in the 
science a nd technology communities. The 
announcement said members of the Council, 
appointed for one-year terms, will meet up to 
six times a year at regular in terva ls and at 
such other times as they may be called by Dr. 
Keyworth. In addition, the White House 
announcement said, subgroups of the Council 
may be formed to conduct studies on specific 
issues assigned by Dr. Keyworth. 

Council chairman is Solomon J . Buchs· 
baum, executive vice president of Bell Labo
ratories, Inc. Vice chairman is Edward Frie· 
man, vice president of Science Applications, 
Inc. Others appointed are: Harold M. Agnew, 
president of General Atomic Co.; John Bar
deen, emeritus professor of electrical engi
neering and physics at the University of Illi
nois , Urbana; D. Allan Bromley, Henry Ford 

(continued on page 3) 
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Announcements 

Jeffrey L. Pressman Award-Political Science. All 
MIT juniors ore eligible for this nword of $1 ,650 for on 
approved project during the summer months. Application 
deadline is March I , 1982. Further information is available in 
Room 3-234, x3-7752. 

Operation Crossroads Africa, lnc.-is o private non· 
profit, non·A'Ovornmcntal orgunjzntion thut. promotes work, 
trovel, and study in Africa as a vehicle for c ross-cultural 
exchange and understanding. Porticipunts will spend six 
weeks in a rural African community Rnd will be involved in a 
projec t of vigorous physical labor. Two weeks of travel wUI 
follow the project, and the total participation fee is $2,500. 
For more information, contact the Preprofession a l Office, 
7· 102, x3-4158. 

Official Notice-Februery Degree Cendidetes-Prepoid 
posicords enclosed with February degree notice must be 
returned as soon WI received. Please indicate whether diplo· 
mas ore to be moiled, called forin person, or if attendance ot 
Commencement is planned Tuesday, June 1, 1982. 

Overseas Research Stude nts Awarde-Avoilublo in 
United Kingdom. Some 500 new ORS Awards will be offered 
on a competitive basis in 1982 to oversea• pootgraduate s tu· 
dents of outstanding merit and research potential. Aword
holdcrs will be overseas graduate students who, in Session 
1982·83, are comme ncin11 full -time study, os registered 
ri•seurch students, ut one of the Academic Institution• for a 
higher degree, or are already unde rtaking such a course ond 
no not hove an ORS Award. They must be lia ble to pay 
tuition fees a t the "full-cost" rote for overseae students The 
only criteria for Awards a re outstanding merit and research 
potentia l; other factors, such ae means, nationality, 1iroposed 
fi eld and institution of s tudy, will not be taken into account. 
For further information see Ann Wnlloce, f;.112, Ocon for 
Student Affoini Office. 

The Medicul Foundation, Inc. and the Charles A. King 
Tru•t-huveannounced the 1982 Postdoctoral Research Fol· 
lowsh1p Applicutions for invCHtigation in the Rio·Sciences 
and Community Health. Application deadline is Mal'l'h 15, 
19112. For additional information pleaee call Barhnru Stowe, 
x3-3952. 

T h e Office for Career P lanning and P lacement has 
received brochun>s on summer opportunities/ jobs in the Fed· 
erol Governm1•nl. Some of the filing dates for applications 
nro os early as January I· 15, but most ore between Morch I 
and April 15. Opportunities ore limited so applicunl• nre 
encouraged to apply early. We hove addresses of Pereonnel 
Management Feder'KI Job - Information Centers a nd 
oddreeees of departments and agencies as we ll to which you 
may direct inquiriea. 

February Degree Cendidotes-lf you hove loons udmin· 
ietered by MTT, noticee will be moiled requesting you to sche
dule on appointment for o n Exit Interview with the Student 
Loan Office. These interviews are mandated by the U.S. 
Deportment of Education ond ore required hy the Institute to 
maintain your good slandinl( on lhe degree list. The notice 
oleo •crves to activa te the repayment status and terms of the 
loons. Please contoct us at E19-225 or phone x3-4087 if you 
hevP any questions. 

Buraor's Office-Studen t Accounts He lf-Door-will be 
open on edditional forty .five minutes from 4-4:45pm, 
Monday-Friday. The exception to these hours will be the first 
two weeks of Fall and Spring Term regietrotions when the 
hours will be 9·4pm. The Account Repreee.ntative will be 
available to meet with students during regulur office hours of 
9·4pm. For fur ther information contact Richard Davidson, 
Assistant Bur88r , 253-4133. 

Career P lanning and Placement Logis tics••- Wed, 
Feb. 24: TRW, 3:30·5:30pm, Rm 4-l53. Intel CorporaUon , 
4-6pm, Rme 4·149 & 2-136. Schlumberger We ll Ser vices, 
5-7pm, Rm 12-182. 

The J u nior Year (ferm) Abroad Program -is an educe· 
tionol option ovoiloble to every MIT undergraduate. If you 
ere interested in etudyin the United Kin11dom, please come to 
meet and addrcea questions to: 
Robert Collins, Inter.Study Programs, Monday, Morch 1, 
10:30-noon: Kenneth Humphries, Director, Higher Education 
in Europe, Tuesday, Morch 2, IOam-noon : Hobin Gilmour, 
University of Lancaster (Visitin11 Scholar, Harvard), 1'ue•· 
day, Morc h 2, 3-5pm. All meetings will be h eld in the Confer
ence Room, Dean for Student Affair& Office, 7·106. 

Club Notes 

MIT / DL Bridge Club00-ACBL Duplicate bridge, Tues, 
6pm, W20-473. Info: Arthur, xS-1414, Druper 

Ni11htline••-The on-campus hotline information service ie 
open during 11.!l normul hours, 7om-7pm, durin11 IAP. Coll 
x:Vill40. 

T.W.O. Exercise 'Class••-Conducted by profe•eional, 
Patricio Murray, Thuredoy evenin11s, through Moy 6. Held 
7:3Q.8:30pm in Dupont Gym F,xercise Room. Single cla•s ro te, 
$2/clasa for T .W.O. momber; $2.50/cluse for non-T.W.O. 
mcmhrr. For more information, contuct I;>. Murray ot 253 
3.151 or 494-8761 

The MIT Alkldo Club••-Thr MIT Alkido Club meolR for 
practice Mon, T ues, a nd Wed , at 5pm; Thurs and Fri, at 
7::10am, DuPont exercise room. Aikido ie o noncompetitive 
Japanese Mortial l)iaciplino. Beginners ore always welcome. 

Hobby Shop••-Complete facilities for wood work111g, 
motol"workinM ond darkroom, Mon · Fri, 10am·6pm, Wed, 
10om-9pm, W31·03 1. Fee: $12/term studrntR; $20/ wrin com· 
munily. For info rail x3·4:14:1. 

Hillel Gencrnl Membe rBhip Meeting"" 0 -M!T Hillel, 
Sun, Feb. 2R, 3pm, Wrst LounKr, Student Center. 

Womt!n's Weter Polo Club••-Spring Reason is currrntly 
lw1ng plunnrd nnd will •tort in March Any womnn, undor· 
grndu11Le, IO'Oduute or stnff, ie welcome. No experience 
nN•drd. If you ore intereRlrd plcn•e cull Kurrn Furtoul , x3· 
6799 or Karen Klincrwicz, 864 7240. 
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Religious Activities 

. T he C h opel ie open for private meditat.ion 7am-llpm 
d1\lly. 

C h arism atic Preyer Group0 -Mon evenings, 6:45, Ash· 
down Dining Room. Storts with pot-luck supper followed by 
1>royer meeting with Bible s herin11. music and pruise. Con· 
tact Jim Mahoney, x3-3074. 

Christian Science Organization at MIT••-Weekly Tes· 
timony Meeting, Thur•duys, 5:15pm, 6th Or l..oun11e, 
Aithdown. 

lelumic Soclety•-Every Friday prayers will be held at 
I pm, Ashdown, Boeemrnt. 

J••wieh Servlce••-Terumoh, Mon-Fti, Som, Beil Kne•set 
(50·010). Friday: Cnndleliichting 5:10pm; Reform/ Conserva
tive, f>:30 pm, Hillel Lower Level , Orthodox, 5:1Gpm Beit 
Knesset; Mn Tofu's serves ut 6pm. Saturday: Orthodox, 9am, 
Beit Kne•set; El(olitnrion, 9:30om, Chupcl. Shabbot ends 
6:12pm. For information coll 253-2982. 

Lincoln Laboratory Noon Bible Studies•-Tuesdoys 
o nd Thuredaye, M 1'roiler. Contact Annie Lescord, X262. 
Morning Bible Studieo-Fridays, 7:30-ll::JOam, l.r217. Por 
information con tact Ed Bayliss x8289, Linc. 

Luthe ran Epiecopal Ministries•- tn terdenominntional 
eervice of lloly Communion. Wednesdays, 5:10pm, MIT 
Ch npel. Supper follows in Lhe basement of 312 Memorial 
Drive. 

Noon Bible Study0 -Every Thursday, Hrn 3-465, bring your 
lunch, a ll we lcome. Ra lph Burgess, x:l-11121. (Since 1965) 

Prayer Timu"-Frida,v a ftern oons, 1·2pm. weekly Bible 
Closs led by Rev. Miriam R. F.ccles, founder a nd director of 
the Alpha and Omega Miesionory Society. Guest speakers, 
music and rcfreshmenlJi. Rm 20E·207 Welcome! 

Catholic Commun ity-Ash Wednesday Services-Feb. 
2•1, MIT Chapel: 12:05pm, Li turgy of the Euchorisl with dis· 
tribution or o•hes; I :05pm, Liturgy of the Word with distribu· 
tion of ashes; ?pm, Liturgy of the Word with distribution of 
ashes; 9pm, Liturgy of the Euchorist with distribution of 
ashes. 

Tech Catholic Communlty•-Sunduy liturgics: 9um, 12 
noon, 5pm, MIT Chapel. Eucharist on weekdays: Tues. 
5:05pm, Thurs, 5:05pm and Fri, t2:05 MIT Ch apel. Weekly 
bible study: contact Bob Scheri, x3-2981. 

The Church of Christ In Cumbridge 0 - Christ ian• from 
MIT/ Harvnrd/ BU ... Worship nnd Discussion Group, Isl and 
3rd Sunday evening of the month, 6pm, Rm 37-252, Muri or 
Lounge. For in formation coll Robert Randolph, X:J.41161. 

Vedan ta Society•-Meditntion and discourses on lho Gita 
by Swami Snrvogatanonda of the Ramakrishna Vedanta 
Society of Roston. Fridays, IU5pm, MIT Chapel 

The Gospel of John•-Bible study. How Chri•Lcnme to be 
mon's life to produce God'e dwelling place on earth. Tues· 
duys, noon· I pm, llm II· 119. 

Graduate Studies 

The j\faseuchu•ctts Slate Federulion of Women's 
Clubs (MSFWC) is pleased to announce their annual scho· 
lnrship progrum for grnduute s tudy in the fields of business 
a nd denti•try ApplicnntR muHL maintain offidal rosidenc'<' in 
Moesachusetts for at leo•t five years Lo be considered and 
obtain a letter oft•ndorsemrnt from local MSFW(' Women's 
C lub President. Two scholorwhip• in the omount of$2,000 ore 
b1•ing offered For further information uncl upplicutions con· 
tact Ae•o<:iule Oeun J eanne Richard, x:~ 1:16, x48HY. Applica· 
tion dcndlino• Murch I, 1982. 

The Office of Naval Research a nnounces their graduate 
Mlow•hips prol(ram. Awords will he mude lo graduate •IU· 
dents in the followinl( n elde; ~; Jectricol F,nglneering, C'ompu· 
ter Software, Muteriola Science, Naval Architecture, Applied 
Phyeice and Aerospace! ML>chanical Engineering, who have 
not completed more than 20 semester hrs of grod s tudy a t 
time of a pplication. Award will provide $8.000 per yr for 
tuition und foos nnd n stipend of $1,000 per mo. For further 
Information a nd npplicotion write; American Society for 
Engineering Education (ASEE), 11 Dupont Circle, Suite 
#200, Washington, O.C. 20036, (202) 293·7080. Deadline: 
Morch 15, 19112. 

UROP 

For more information on UROP opporriwitics, MI T 1wdrr· 
l(raduates should call or uisit the Undergraduate Research 
Opportunities ProRram Office. Rm 20B·l4/ , XJ.5049 or x3· 
4849, unless otherwise specified in the listing. Undcrgradu· 
ates are also urRed to check the UROP />ul/rtin boards /orated 
1111/ie main corridor of the Institute and in the UROP Office. 

Last Call for Proposals-UROP funding ie dwindling 
fast! Soon we will have to limit spring stipends to deal with 
encroaching summer projects. Proposals for OVERHEAD 
WAIVER arc still being accepted as well. If you huve a ques· 
lion or special situation , eec uel 

E loranta S u mmer Fellowsh ip Program-Several 
eummer research fellowships for MIT undcrgroduatee will be 
awarded this eprlng under the Elorontu Fellowship Pro· 
gram. The fellowships are intended Lo au1>port summer 
resea rch or study projects nnd associoled travel. Deadline: 
April 5, 1982. 

Advance I nformution for S umm er-Summer proposals 
will be accepted beginning Morch 29. Sec u• now for lnformn· 
t ion conccrninH' how to begin, how to r eceive credi t or WUJlCS, 

etc. 

Kerr E lectro-Optic F ield Mapping Mea sure me nts
Some dielectric liquids become electrically birefringent when 
et rc•sed by high voltage. T he change in the indox of refruc· 
tion ie proportional Lo the equure of the locul eleclric field . By 
easily measuring the refractive index change using n circular 
poloriecopc connguation th• electr ic field dietribution is eas· 
ily determined b,v toking a picture or hy usinf{ a photomultip· 
lier tube. A few students ore needed to p.rform these 
ml'os uremcn t.s in varioue motcriole. Cont.net Prof. Murkue 
Zahn, N-10, l lif> Muss. Av•., x.1-4688. 

Hcputic Collul(cn Synthesis in n Rat Model of 
Cirrhosis-We will •turfy the lime courHe of chongr• in 
lln zyrne activity and collogcn bi0t:1y nt heeie in on unimnl 
model of cirrhosis. These • ludirs will includ• enzymo uasuys, 
collagen synthesis. amino ucid onnlysio and liver DNA sys. 
thesis in m l• ft'tl diets which include an okoholictypecirrho
eie. Min. of 12 hr/ wk nnd will work with exporimontal 
unimuls. Buckground in nnulyticul lub work o nd instrumcn· 
tnllon ncerled. PRESHMEN WELC'OMK Credit. Contact 
Prof. Poul Newberne. EIA·Gl 1, x3·6243 or 6241. 

Theatre of the Senses-The LOON & II ERON T H ~;ATR~~ 
FOJi ClllLDREN & CAMBRinGF, 7 ASSOCIA'l'ES ere 
developi ng o new form of lheat rc ond theatre facili ty 
designed to meet the acce••ibility ncc~I• of blind performers 
and audience• StudentR ore •ought for a research and design 
Possibilities s uch as designing o simplc.costeffectivo system 
or C'quipmcnt to enha n cr Acnsory commun ication between 
performers and audience, etc. Credit Only. 

Computer language Design-Work at I. IDS under Profs. 
Bcrtsekea and Gullogcr. A multiprocessor computer is being 
dcei11ncd for uHe in o local network to etudy communicntions 
1>roblems. Project is to dcsi11n o nd implemen t a lunl(unge in 
firmware. S hould have 6.0:m or •imilor experience. Pay 
Avuiloble. Contuct Don Helman, 35-417, x:l-2346. 

Logo and Dys lex ic Children-WP arr interested in a t tract· 
i n~ t1tudenta to 'J)nrticiputo in o project involving the use of 
microcompute'" in tho education of chi ldren with dyslexia. 
An interest in workin11 with children ie essential. A hack· 
ground in psychology, language acquisition ond/ or comput· 
in11 would be on advantage. Will be expected to aprnd 1·2 
mornings/ wk. wi th teacher• a nd pupils of the Carroll School 
in Lincoln, under a upervielon. Conlllt'l Or. Sylvia Wei r, 
OSRK 20C· l 13, x:l-7368 

Impact I 112 Project-Prop. 2 112 I• o measure that limits 
the Moss. property lax to I I / 2% of 11ro11erty value. Tho pro· 
ject is lookin11 for students in tereetcd in public •eclor 011era· 
t.ionM and munnJ{rmenl. Tusks wil1 involve datn collection 
ond a n alysis. (Computer skill• helpful hut not n t.'Cessary). 
l"reshmen Welcome. Contact Karl Kim, x3-130A or x3-1307 
Forully Supervi•or: Prof. I.. Su88kind. 

Human VIHual Pe rception-Thi• iH an exciting project, 
but the nature ofrl!fiearch on human subjo<:ts requires great 
patience ond cure in tht> testing nnd plotlinf.C ofdotn, often on 
repetitive toeks. Must hove excellont t·ommand of English 
nnd he avuiluhlo every nftornoon for on overage of 15 hr/ wk. 
Freshmen W<•lrome. Cnntnt•I Or. Sakitt, x3·n747, slntinl( vour 
nome. phone numb<>r. and be•l hours to be reached 

Non-Invasive Biomedicul Monitoring-We nrr•eekinga 
,Jr. lo hogin during tho •prinl( term, with o i:ood poaibility of 
•ummer UHOP and n •uhRPquen t BS tht•ei•. Sinc·eslmultane· 
ouA moni torin1it of sc·vcrol r hcmicol Rpecies nnd renl time 
computation bn•ed on phy•iolngical models ore sough t, pre
vious experience with computers is dt1siroblc. C.:onLncl Or. 
,Jome• Wi•nvrr, llST, 20A·l2A, x.1.41!14. 

S tudi es on the lntl'roction of Diet ond Cun cer -This 
study will inve•tigote the efft'Ctof polyunHnturatod fol• fed ut 
low nnd high lrvel• on 1,2 Dimethlhydrozine induced colon 
tu more in the rnt . The Htudrnl will porti r ipule in diet preparo· 
Liou. doily unimol care, Uotu collection und necropsy prOC*P· 

dures. R1•quiro• 111 len•t 12 hr wk prr ft•rnhlv 111 ;J hr hlocke. 
l'reehmrn Welcome. C'ontnct Mory Locm•knr, x:l·62:lO. 
l'nculty •u1wrviHor; Jl r. Poul Newberno. 

Huce Cur Aerfoil ProJect-Wo ore s ludy ing th<• design 
c.•rili'rio for lhP negut ivP-llft 1wrofoilR UHt-<l on rare c-ur.M hPgun 
ln• l yenr. 1ponoored by ~;n11gn knc1nR J,td. of ~:n11land :1 
Htudent• un• needed, I with knowledge of Fluid Uynumics, 
one with a good knowledge of digitul elrctronies nnd eompu 
ter programming, und onu prcforubly with machine Hhop 
rxpcriencc to hplp in conRtruction of expl•rimentu.l nppnrntus. 
Contuct Anthony Purnell. 491-3362 Faculty Supervisor: 
Prof. l...arrnb<>e. 

F.ncrgy ConNcrvatlon in Munufucturing-As ene rgy 
coJJtK rise, mnny manufacturing operntionM ore IX"inl( clmu~)y 
exnmined to r•li minntc wut1tc and improve productivity. Stu· 
dents ore necdrd to work on solventseparauon in the ruhber 
111dustry. Interested studen ts in C ra. 5,10, 2 .1 and other 
related are11H ore needed to helJl in building ond te•lin11 exper· 
imen tal uppurotus and the design nnd execut ion of thermo· 
dynomic meuaurements and dala onulysis. Suitnblc for 
Some Freshmen. Credit Only. Contact Prof. T. Gutowski, 
I.MP. :JS.014, x3·2034. 

Placement 

The followinf( c:ompamca will be rccrwting in thtt Cart•er 
P/a1111inR n11d Plal.'<'me11t OfftrP, Rm 12· 170, 011 tlie•e dates : 

February 24: Ampex Corp; GE/ Cal mu Co; General Electric 
Co; General Motors Technocol Cen ter; Institute for Defense 
Ana ly•es 

F"bruory 2(;: Intel Cori>; Schlumberger Well Services; TRW. 

~'ebruury 26: Anser (Ana lytic Services inc.); Bolt Borunek 
and Newman Inc.; Combustion Engineering, Inc.; GPU 
Nuclear: The Maryland-Notional Cnpitnl Park and Planning 
Commission; Metca lf & Eddy, Inc.; The MITRE Corp; Naval 
Civilian Personnel Command; NUTECl l, I nc.; Rol(•r•Corp.; 
Rohn Corp.; TASC (The Ana lytic Sciences Corp.) 

Murch 1: Alhuny Interna tional Corp; Alex, Inc.; BBN Com· 
puter Corp.; DATA General Corp.; F,l)S Nuclear Inc.: E· 
Systems, Inc. Molpot Division; Ford Motor Co.; Goodyear 
Tire und Ruhber Co., Northern Rceeurch and En1:-ineerin~ 

Cable Television Schedu le 
February 24-March 2 

Wednesday , ~'obruory 24 
Chonnel 8: 

I i::IO· l pm MIT IN MOT! ON A weekly progra m about 1wople, 
li fe and work ut MIT. A new s how premiers every Sunduy 
night 111 9pm. If you or your orgnnizntion havr an idru for 11 
program segmen t coll x74:ll or x3625. 
l·:Jpm C'l.ASSIC FILM ~'F.ATUllE " METROPOLIS" · 
llirected hy Frit1 Long. A look at futu re society from the 
viewpoint of 1926. 
:!·5pm MEfllA llF.SIGN · A li ve progrnm uboul t11d11y's 
mcdiu and lhf'ir ottisti" use. 
7 .:lf~Rpm NEWSF11Lf;. A rebroadcast of the 7pm <'BS New• 
fl.IWOpm MIT IN MOTION S<>e 12::Ulpm 
11::1(). IO::IOpm CLASSIC FILM FEATUHF, · "MF.TllOPO· 
LIS" See lpm 

Thursday, Fl'hrunry 25 
C h on ne l 8: 
12:311· 1pm MIT IN MOTION · Sec WednrHday, 12,:!0pm 
l ·:tpm C LASSIC FILM l"~;ATUlt'E " TllREEPENNEY 
Ol'EHA" llirt•t·u•d hy F . W. Murnnu. Th<'nlmicuduptullonof 
Hrocht's clusaic ploy about the underground world of Mack 
thr Knife und l'irutr .Jenny 
7::\().Xpm NEWS l"ll.E A rehroodcust of the 7pm ('HS News 
1!9pm PHYS IC'S K02 LEC'TUR~; Rt•<·urdcd 2 '25,82 
9· 11pm CLM1SI(' Fll.M FJ•;ATllRf; "Tl lHEEPl•:NNEY 
OPEHA" S<!e II>m . 

Fridoy, February 26 
('hannel 8: 
I 2·2pm C.:AN N ~:II GO()llS A WCPkly collection of indl\p~nd 

ent. fil111 und video pr1>jrrt~ from 1t·w Gr1•t1lur 13oHlun Arl'u. 
7::JO·llpm NEWS~"ILE A rebrondco•t ofth1• 7pm <'RS New• 

Sunday , February 21! 
Chunnc l 8: 
A 91lm P llYSIC:S R.02 LF.C''l'URE Ret·orded 2'261112 
!l·!l:30pm Ml'I' IN MOTION See Wednesday, 12::10pm 
q:~O. l 1:30pm Cl..ASSIC Fll. M DOUBLE l"F.A1'lJl!E · "TllE 
L.AST LAUGll " "Tm: C'ARINETOF llR CALl(;AHl"Two 
Pnrlv exprr.Ht'4ioniHt filmM from the 19208 G!!rmony. 

Mo nduy, Morc h I 
Channe l 8 : 
7::10·8pm N~;WSFILE A rrhroodcostofth<· 7pm CBS Nrws. 
ll-R:30pm MIT IN MOTION · See Wt•dnrsday, 12::10pm 
Ch a nne l 12: 
7· 11 pm 6.00:1 ltEVI EW TAP~: Cl2 · Tlw one hour loni: revirw 
tnpt• will lw run four lim<·• during ll11R time period 

Tue•doy, Murch 2 
C h annel 8: 
12::10. lpm MIT IN MOTION See Wtldnt•Mdu.v, 12::101rn1 
I apm CLASSIC FILM n:ATllRE "THIUMPll OF Tim 
WILi." Oiri•ru•d h.v 1.A'ni Rit>rl•nRtnhl ih1s 18 a Nu1.i propu 
gundo film proclucNI in 1q:14 It is n fon11lltRI exprt,.•1on of 
dL•vot1011 lo lhe Third l!ei..11 
4::10·61>m MIT lllOl.OGY JH.:l'AHTMl·:NT S t·:M INA I! f.1vt' 
from Hm t;. I in. 
7::tfl·liJ1m N~;WSFll F, · A r..t1rondL0 1tMt uftlw 7pm <"nS N<'''" 
IH!pm PllYSICS R.02 l.~;('TllJU; RPcordt•d :! I R2 
!1 1 lpm CLASSIC' FILM FEATURE '"l'lllllMl'll CW TllE 
WILL" Hei• lr>m 

Corp., Pratt & Whitney Aircroft Group/ Oiv United Technol· 
OKies; Rohm and Hans Co.; Sprugue Electric Co· 
Semieonductur Division; Storagt• Tt•t·hnology Corp.; 
UHS/ John A. Blume&Aesoc, Engineer•; Ungerinnnn Baas, 
I nr.; XercrJ('y t nc. 

Internships 

Notional Trust For Hi s tori c Preservo t ion, 
Cheaterwood-Stockbridge, MA. Volunteer in!Rrn pro· 
Kmm for undcrKroduutc, graduate s tudents in architectural 
history, morkellng, a rt hi•tory, archaeology, dramu educa· 
tion, landscupe architecture, und hi•lory to B88i8L in lond
mork property in rarryinJC ouc it.e history-related activities. 
Oeodlinc: Murch 15 for summer. 

Luke Michigon Fe clerutlon-Envlronme nUll Inte rn
ship P rogrum-Chicugo, ILL. Full and port-time inttirns to 
work on Michigan issue. Non paid but it i• poe•ible lo hire 11 
work-s tudy studen t on port-time basis. Backgrounds in the 
nutural, phyeicol, ond fmdnl Hcience:R. 

Manage ment lnte rnshi1> Uecruitmenl Progrom-Long 
Beach, CA. Openings for f> Manogemrnl Intern pos1tione. 
l"or individuals interested in u career in local govfrnment. 
Must h ave completed Mn•ter's degree in Public or Busine•s 
Administration by July 1982. Sulory for the pro!!fam is 
$1,629 per month ($ 1 ~.MA annua lly). Ooadline: Murch 8, 
1982. 

Mossachusetts lnte rns hip Offii·e-Bo•ton, MA Cur· 
r cntly h aM interru~hip oppor tunities in; Applied Scie nces, 
Arte, Communication und Media, Coun•eling, Education, 
Environmental Affairs, llenlth , Law and Government, and 
Management.. r··or more information, contact Muss. Intern· 
ahip Office ol 727·8688. 

Environmenlol In tern Progr nm-BQston, MA. Full·time 
Cnl(ineering ussisten t needed in the planning and implcmen· 
talion of an energy conservution progrnm at a major woolens 
manufacturing firm, located near SuKorloaf/ USA. 26-52 
weeks long, Stipend: $350-$600/ week. For more informution 
cu II 4 26·4 783. 

'l'be Maryland-National Capitol und Planning 
Commission-Silver Spring, Merylond. A representative 
wi ll speak with studen ts in the dosi11n and planning di•ci 
phnea on Friduy, Feb. 26. Paid summer and term time intern· 
ship• ere ov111l11ble. For more information contort Joann• 
Brigjls. •3·4737. 

The Commonwealth or MnHsachusettH, Deportment of 
The Stnlo Secre tary- hos opportunities for volunteer 
Interns or work s tudy s tudents. PosillonH open from .Jan.
Moy, t982. Apply immedialoly. Jobs av a liable in nelds eurh 
R8 communications. pohtirnl ec1en cc1 history, public rela· 
tions and in computer uRo. F<>t information call .Jounne 
Briggs, x:J.4737. 

The City of New York: The New York City Urban 
FcllowH Program and the S ummer Manogcment 
Intern Progrom-aelecle 20 senior&, rerentgruds, nnd grad 
atudenlJi to work on a full-time basis from Sept-.lune. ~;nch 
follow receives a $6,ClO tax freesllprnd The S u1nmer Mnnuge· 
menl Intern Program olluwe upper clu!fffmen and recen t. 
11rnde to work in city government full· time from mid-June 
until mid-Aul(u8L Must hovr a permanent addreaB in New 
York C ity For information rall x3-47:17 

American ~'llm Insti tute nnd Sony Notional Video 
Festival-Cumhridge, MA ie offering two internships to 
Hlnrt immed1ntel,v in lhe fo llowing area•: Intern Coordino· 
tors for American Film Institute nnrl Sony Nnllonul Video 
Pestivnl. 12 hrs per wk. Aleo oli({ibility for A Fl/ SONY Com· 
petition. Cnll .Jun Crocktor ur Carolyn Oliver nt 2r13·7612. 

Multlvlelon, lnc.-Necdhnin. MA Internship in video pro· 
duction. Hl!quires a strong inl<•reet in hrondc11stqunlity video 
11roductiun und minimum of 10/ hr wk, eprin~ or summer 
nvnilablo a nd ca r is important. For infllrmotion cull Cathe· 
rine McCn be ur Ju.v !~Qcwe ut ·f49.f>830. 

Massoch ueetts Advanced Studlc• Program, Milton 
Academy-for juniors, sciniors. or master's condidot.ee 
interested in tttuch ing. Ass ist in tcnthmgonccoursc. Anthro· 
pology and url couses arc ulso avuiloble. For information cnll 
Joanne Brigg•, x3·47:17 

UROP hos published a guide to var iou• Institute-based, off 
campus-oriented programs, both nrndemic und non· 
n.rademic, Humrncr and non-eummor. 'rheee include intern· 
ship/ cooperative programs in the School of EngineerinJt, 
various other ucudemic programs, th ci lndustriol Liaison 
Program and the Community Service Fund For o copy of the 
guide of more information get in touch with C lifford Trues· 
dell , 20B·l4 I , x:J.fi049. 

WGBR Educationa l Fou ndation-Boston, MA. announ· 
ces their internehip a nd work•tudy 1>oeitions open for the 
Spring '82 semester . Requires 20 hrs per wk without pay, but 
interns could receive collegP credit for their work nt the sta· 
lion. Apply immediately. For information call x:l-47:37. 

National Aeronautics ond Space Admln lstralion
Lyndon B .• Johnson Space Cent.er, Houston, Texas, nnnoun· 
cee their •ummer internship. Seeking undergruduate 
atudents, l(rud students, or students who have successfully 
completed Bachelor 's progrem and will be entering grad 
school in the foll. Providee opportunity to work in aerospace 
fi eld. MediClll Intern portion of the program is also avail. 
Salaries based on academic achievement. GS·4, GS·7, GS·9 
ovoil. Cull x:l·4737. 

St udent Jobs 

More Jobs ore ovai loble. ContuctStudent Employment 
Office, nm 5-J 19. 

The I 9R2 Summer Employment Directory is now ovailnble in 
the Student Employment Office, .').119 Summer job• ure 
posted there nl•o. 

Two etudenlA needed to sh on1 n mnintenancc/ m('ASeng('r 
posilion. nutic.s include: lischl rnointenoncc scrvire for clase· 
rooms, settin1t up roomH nnd runnin..r errnnchi for special 
functions, nnd other mi11cellonooutt crrunde ne n>quired. 
llour•· Mon· Fri, noon-4 :10pm. Salary' to b<> determi ned. For 
1111 interview uppoin tment, coll Miclwlle Komin , Deon'• 
Offict•, Finan<'•' nnd Adnuni~trutiun Pro~ram OffiC'ee. 2S:J. 
2152. 

TECH TALK 

tt February 24, 1982 
Volume 26 
Number 26 

Tech 'l'nlk i• published :J9 t1mos n yenr by th <1 News 
Office, Ma•sachusi•lt11 l nafltute ofTerhriology lli r<oe· 
tor· Rob.,rt M. ByerR; Assistnnt llirectore: Chnrlcs 
II. Bull, Robert C . Di Iorio, ,Jonnne Miller, Tech 
Talk rclitor, Willlnm T. Struhlt• und Cnlvln D. 
Comphcll, 1>hotojournnliRl; Rcporlor H. nnd ~:ilecn .J. 
Kenn<•ry lln•Ututo C'nl<•ndar, C'lns•1fiod AdH, l n•ti· 
tute Notices). 

Addr••• news and l'd1turial c111nm1•n1 Lt> MIT New• 
Office, Room 5·1 11 , MIT, C'ombridge, MA 021:1!1 Tole· 
phone CHl7) 203°2701 

Mail aubRcription• 11rr $15 pt>r yt•ur by fir.t 1·lnss 
mail. Chf!cks should bt• mode rrnvnhlt· tu MIT nnd 
mni1e-d to RmnntRR Mnnnut•r Rnom fi· l 1:1, Ml'l\ Cnm 
bnd11e, MA 021:19 
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PRI~CETO~ PACKET . 21 Oc t ober 1981 

Wolf physics prize 
to lnstitute's Dyson 

TheWolf Foundation has awarded the 
198 1 Wolf Prize in Physics to Freeman J. 
Dyson of the Institute for Advanced 
Study where Professor Dyson is a mem
ber of the faculty of the School of Natural 
Sciences . 

The $100,000 prire, which Professor 
Dyson shares with Professor Gerard 't 
Hooft of the University of Utrecht and 
Professor Victor Weisskopf of the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, will 
be presented to the recipients atthe Knes
set of the State of Israel in March 1982. 

Professor Dyson was born in England 
m 1923 and joined the faculty of the insti
tute in 1953. He is known for major con
tributions to many different areas of phy
sics and technology in which he has made 
effective use of his deep knowledge of 
mathematics. His wide-ranging interests 
extend from biology to astrophysics, in
cluding such technological areas as nuc
lear reactors and solar energy. 

Through his writings he has contri
buted greatly to the public understanding 
o f science. a notable recent example 

being "disturbing the Universe" (Harj,er 
Row. 1979). The Wolf Prire citation 
noted in particular Professor Dyson's 
•·outstanding contributions to theoretical 
physics, especially in the development 
and application of the quantum theory of 
fields." 

Among Professor D,Yson 's other 
awards are the Danny Heineman Prize by 
the American Institute of Physics ( 1965). 
the Lorentz Medal of the Royal Nether
lands Academy ( 1966), the Hughes Med
al of the Royal Society, London (1968) , 
the Max Planck Medal of the Geyman 
Physical Society (I 969). and the Harvey 
Prize of the Technion. Israel (1977). 

Founded in 1930, the Institute for Adv
anced Study consists of the Schools of 
Historical Studies. Mathematics. Natural 
Sciences. and Social Sciences. Each 
school has a small permanent faculty. and 
some 160 fellowships are awarded each 
year to visiting scholars from other uni
versities and research institutions. In 
1981 -82. visit mg members in residence 
come from 110 institutions in 23 coun
tries . 

D'/S01V 
------
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JR : 

Pr of. Dyson is sharing the 
1981 Wolf Prize with ' t Hooft 
and Weisskopf. 't Hooft ~ INtl~ 
~ a vi sitor in Natural 
Sciences (Nov 1973 and Spring 1976) . 

Among other Wolf Pr i ze winners 
this year , Ahl fors was a member 
in Math in 1966- 67 , and Zariski 
was a member in Mat h from 
Sept 1960 thru Janua r y 1961 . 

Woulm you pls return t hese 
mat erials for the 1980- 81 AR. 
Thanks . 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

NEWS RELEASE 

For immediate release 

For additional information: 

Dr Harry Woolf 
Director 
609-734-8203 

Princeton, NJ, October 13, 1981 The Wolf Foundation has awarded 

the 1981 Wolf Prize in Physics to Freeman J. Dyson of the Institute 

for Advanced Study where Professor Dyson is a member of the Faculty 

of the School of Natural Sciences. The $100 ,000 prize , which 

Professor Dyson shares with Professor Gerard 't Hooft of the University 

of Utrecht and Professor Victor Weisskopf of the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, will be presented to the recipients at the 

Knesset of the State of Israel in March 1982. 

Professor Dyson was born in England in 1923 and joined 

the faculty of the Institute in 1953. He is known for major contri-

butions to many different areas of physics and technology in which 

-more-

Princeton. New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8000 
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The Institute for Advanced Study 2 

Wolf Prize awarded t o Freeman J. Dyson 

he has made effective use of his deep knowledge of mathematics. His 

wide-ranging interests extend from biology to astrophysics, including 

such technological areas as nuclear reactors and solar energy. Through 

his writings he has contributed greatly to the public understanding 

of science, a notable recent example being Disturbing the Universe 

(Harper Row, 1979). The Wolf Prize citation noted in particular 

Professor Dyson's "outstanding contributions to theoretical physics, 

especially in the development and application of the quantum theory 

of fields." 

Among Professor Dyson's other awards are the Danny Heineman 

Prize by the American Institute of Physics (1965), the Lorentz Medal 

of the Royal Netherlands Academy (1966), the Hughes Medal of the 

Royal Society, London (1968), the Max Planck Medal of the German 

Physical Society (1969), and the Harvey Prize of the Technion, Israel 

(1977). 

Founded in 1930, the Institute for Advanced Study consists 

of the Schools of Historical Studies, Mathematics, Natural Sciences, 

and Social Science. Each School has a small permanent faculty, and 

some 160 fellowships are awarded each year to visiting scholars 

from other universities and research institutions. In 1981-82, 

visiting members in residence come from 110 institutions in 23 countries. 

The Institute for Advanced Study is completely independent, 

though relations with other institutions are numerous and mutually beneficial. 

- 30 -
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THE WOLF 

P. 0. B 0 X 3 9 8 
HERZLIA 46103 (ISRAEL) 
TELEPHONE 052-77723 

CABLES: FOUNDATION-HERZLIYYA 

Messrs. 
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Olden Lane, 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
U. s. A. 

Attn.: The President 

Dear Mr. President: 

FOUNDATION 

September 23, 1981 

Heartiest congratulations to you and your Institute on the selection of 
Prof. Freeman J. DYSON as recipient of the 1981 WOLF PRIZE in PHYSICS. 

Our Foundation is very honoured and proud to award this prize to such a 
distinguished scientist as Professor Dyson, of the highest international 
standing. 

The solemn prize-awarding ceremony shall take place at the Knesset in March 
1982, to coincide with the first anniversary of the passing of Dr. and Mrs. 
R. Wolf, the founders of The Wolf Foundation. The President of the State of 
Israel shall hand the prizes to their recipients, in the presence of various 
Ministers, national and foreign dignitaries and academic authorities. 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the material released to the media by the 
Minister of :Education and Culture of Israel, chairman of the Council of our 
Foundation. Your Institute may freely publish all or any part thereof and 
we would appreciate receiving a copy of your publications, for our records. 

Please do not hesitate to request any additional information you may require. 
With kindest greetings, we are pleased to remain, 

Respectfully yours, 
, ·.~ 

encls. 

YG/do.-
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THE WOLF FOUNDATION 
P.O. BOX H8 

HEllZLIA BET - ISRAEL RECIPIENTS OF TifE "WOLF PRIZES - 1981" 

AGRICULTURE - equally shared by: 

1117 

Professor John O. AIMQUIST - Pennsylvania State University, U.S.A. 
for-hfs-slgnificant-cootributions to the application of artificial insemination to 
livestock improvement. 

!'!:>!'.!~~:>!_!.'!~!L~:.-~~.Y - University of Wisconsin, Madison, U.S.A. 
for his pioneering research on storage and preservation of spermatozoa· thus enabling 
artificial insemination to become a universal practice. 

Professor Glen w. SALISBURY - University of Illinois, Urbana, U.S.A. 
for-iiis-outstandtng-achie;ements in basic and applied research on artificial insemnall.cn 

MATIIlMATICS - equally shared by: 

Emeritus Professor Lars V. AHLFORS - Harvard University, Mass., U.S.A. 
for-se;fnal-dfsCOVertes-and-tbe-creation Of powerful new methods in geometric function 
theory. 

Emeritus Professor Oscar ZARISKI - Harvard University, Mass., U.S.A. 
Creator-of-the-;Odern-approach-to Algebraic geometry, by its fusion with Commqtative 
algebra. 

CllE\11 STRY 

Professor Joseph CHATT - University of Sussex, Brighton, England 
ror-pi~neerfng-and-fundamental contributions to synthetic transition metal chemistry, 
particularly transition metal hydrides and dinitrogen complexes. 

T'llYSICS - equally shared by: 

~!~!=~~:>!_!!!!~~-~:._!>~~~~ - Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N.J. - U.S.A. 

~~!!~~~!-~!~~~!_!.'~!! - University of Utrecht, Tbe Netherlands 

U.S.A •. 

for their outstanding contributions to theoretical physics, especially in the develop
ment and application of the quantum theory of fields. 

MEDICINE · - equally shared by: 

Dr, Barbara McCLINTOCK - Carnegie Inst.of Washington, Cold' Spring Harbor Lab., U.S.A. 
for-her-i;aginative-and important contributions to our understanding of chromosome 
structure behaviour and function, and for her identification and description of 
transposable genetic (mobile) elements. 

Professor .Stanley N. COHEN - Stanford Univ, School of Medicine, Stanford, CA.,U.S.A. 
for-his-concepts-underlying genetic engineering; for constructing a biologically 
functional hybrid plasmid, and for achieving actual expression of a foreign gene 
implanted in E. Coli by the recombinant DNA method. 

TIIE WOLF PRIZES.- US$ 500.000.- ere dis.tributeti 1>very year since 1978 for outstanding 
contributions-on behalf of mankind. The Prize cor.~ists of US$ 100,000.- in each of the 
afore111t1ntioned 5 areas. In the event of 2 or even ~ scientists sharing one Prize, 
the honorarium shall be equally divided among them. 

THE PRIZE COMMITTEES.- Five Prize Committees, one for every area indicated above and 
coiiSisting-ot-3-members each, are appointed with worldwide renowned scientists in their 
respective fields of science and have included also this year 6 Nobel Laureate&. 
The decisions of the Prize Committees are final and irrevocable. 

The prize-awarding ceremony shall take place in &larch 1982, to coincide with the first 
anniversary of the passing of Dr. and M.rs. Ricardo Wolf, founders of The Wolf Foundation. 

SPECIAL PRIZE IN ARTS.- In homage to the Founders and to mark the first anniversary of 
the"!;-pa;;iiig~-it-h;;-been decided to add this year a sixth prize in Arts. The decision 
of the respective Prize Committee shall be announced in the near future. 

September 1981 
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AGRICULTURE 

DEX:ISIONS OF THE 5 PRIZE CCN>IJ.llTTEES SET UP FOR THE AWARD OF THE 

1981 "WOLF PRIZES" IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS OF SCIENCE: 

AGRICULTURE - MATHFJdAT.ICS - CHEM! STRY PHYSICS MEDICINE 
====-7---==========-============================-=--=:======~-==~ 

The Prize Committee has unanimously agreed that the Wolf Foundation Prize in Agriculture 
for 1981 should be awarded equally lo: 

Prof. John O. AU.IQUIST 
Pennsylvania State Univ , 
University Park, U.S.A. 

Prof. Henry A, LARDY 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, U.S.A. 

Prof. Glenn W, SALISBURY 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, U.S.A. 

Prof. John 0. AL~QUIST (born 1921 - U.S.A.) - for bis significant contributions to 
the-applicaLion- of-artiLiCial insemination to livestock improvement. 

Prof, Almquist's early work on the addition of antibiotics to bull semen resulted in 
substantial increases in breeding efficiency . This, coupled with his remarkable achieve
ments in developing methods for processing, freezing, and thawing of frozen semen, 
significantly enhanced the practical utilization of artificial insemination in the 
livestock industry, Many techniques developed by him for cattle have been applied to 
other species, including tha human male. 

Prof. Henry A. LARDY (born 1917 - U.S.A.) - for his pioneering research on storage 
and-preser~ation-of-spermatozoa t hus enabling artificial insemination t o become a universal 
practice. 

Professor Lardy, with the late Professor Paul H •. Phillips, made the basic discovery in 
· the early forti~s that a nutrient medium of egg yolk dispersed in a phosphate buffer 

forms an iriea l environment for the storage of spermatozoa of bull, ram, stallion, and 
turkey. Thi s breakt hrough paved t he way to t he rapid expansion of t he practical use of 
artificial insemination ln livestock breeding. Furt her, t he ability to store semen made 
it possible t o ini t iate fundamental studies on the metabolism of spermatozoa. The results 
of this outslanding research work enabled improvements t o semen stora~e technique leadirg 
to more efficient and widespread utilization of s emen. 

Prof. Glenn w. SALISDURY (born 1910 - U.S.A.) - for his outstanding achievements in 
basic-and-applled-research-on artificial insemination. 

While working at Cornell University and the University of Illinois, Prof. Salisbury 
did extensive research on semen extenders, number o f sperm ~r insemination, and 
insemination techniques. His contributions have been pivotal in the resolution of 
problems limiting successful reproduction following artificial insemination. He is 
known for his ability to stimulate thinking and interest in his field and for hie bold 
scientific a,pproach to the problems facing the animal industry. 

MATHEMATICS 

The Wolf Prize Committee for Mathematics has unanimously decided that the award for ,1981 
should be equally divided among: 

Professor (Elneritus) Lars V. AHLFORS 
Harvard Un~versity 
Cambridge, Mass . , U. S. A, 

and 
Professor (Elneritus) Oscar ZARISKI 
Harva.rd University 
Cambridge, Mass., U, S. A. 

Lars Valerian AHLFORS <born 1907 - Finland) - for seminal discoveries and the creation 
of powerful-new-methods-in geometric function theory. 

For over half a century the theory of functions of a complex variable was guided by the 
thought and work of Lars Ahlfors. His achievements include the proof of the Denjoy 
conjecture, the geomet~ic derivation of the Nevanlinna theory, an important generalization 
of the Schwarz lemma, the development (with Beurling) of the method of extremal length, 
and numerous decisive results in the theories of Riemann surfaces, quasi-conformal mappings 
and Teichmuller spaces. Ahlfors' celebrated finiteness theorem !or Kleinian groups, and 

.//. 
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,// . his work on lhe limit set, revitalh:ed an important area of research. lie ia now 
doing pioneer1 ng work on quaaiconfof"!'al deformations in higher dimensions. 

Ahlfors' influence was pervasive and beneficial. His methods combine deep 
geometric Insight with subtle analytic skill; he presents them with utter clarity and 
simplicity. Time and again he attacked and solved the central problem in a discipline, 
Tl111e and tur:ain other mathematicians were inspired by work he did many years earlier. 
Every complex analyst working today ia, in aome sense, hia pupil . 

Oscar ZARISKI (born 1899 - u.s.s.n.) - Creator of the modern approach to Algebraic 
geometry:-by- its-fusion with Commutative algebra. 

He harnessed the power of modern algebra to serve the needs of algebraic geometry. 
Titis made possible to do algebraic geometry over arbitrary fields and to apply it to deep 
problems in number theory. Zariski put algebraic geometry on a secure foundation, 
retaining the intuitive language and insight of the Italian school, in whose tradition 
be was trained. lie showed that purely algebraic notions, like local rings, valuations, 
normality, etc., are intimately connected with basic properties of algebraic varieties, 
His wonderful algebraic intuition led him to a number of fundamental theorems and concepta, 
including the resolution of singularities in two and three dimensions in characteristic 
zero, minimal models and criterion of rational! ty in dimension two, the "zariski topology", 
holomorphic functions in abstract algebraic geometry, the connectedness theorem end the 
famous "Zarisk

0

l main theorem". 

Zariski's papers and teachings had a tremendous impact. Algebraic geometry is one 
of the most active fields in modern mathematics, and perhaps half of its leading 
practitioners are his former student~. At the age of 82 he ls still the leader in 

' studying equi-singularity, a concept be created . 

CHalISTRY 

The members of the Prize Committee in Chemistry for the Wolf Prize-1981, have selected: 

Professor Joseph CllATT, 
University of Sussex, 
Brighton - England 

for pioneeriltjt and fundamental contributions to synthetic transition metal chemistry, 
particularly transition metal hydrides and dinitrogen complexes. 

~~~~£~-£~~!.!'- (born 1914 - England) has made outs t anding pioneering contributione 
to modern inorganic chemistry. His work is at the basis of much of the transition ~etal 
chemistry of the last 35 years, and his · name is particularly associated with t he use of 
tertiary phosphines as ligands and the reactions of complex compounds in organic solvente. 
He has studied the nature of the coordinate link which led to bis establishment of the 
Chatt- Dewar model !or the binding of olefins to transition metals, and from t here he 
developed ideas which led to the synthesis of stable transition metal alkyls and aryls, 
and hydrides. From these researches have grown a vast new area of organometallic and 
catalytic chemistry which finds direct expression in the catalytic processes exploited 
in the petrochemical industry. · 

He al s o has developed theories to rationali~.e the trans-effect and also a 
classification of metal ions as Class (a) or Class (b) which provided the basis for the 
"bard" and "soft" classification of acids and bases. 

He now leads a varied team of scientists which bas achieved international acclaim 
in the study of nitrogen fixation. His current chemical work has revealed the first 
reactions of complexed dinitrogen to yield well defined complexes, a large number of 
new dinitrogen complexes, and the first ' indications O'f a rational development of new 
catalytic processes for the synthesis of anunonia, hydrazine, and amines. It also offers 
the first r~al prospect of understanding the chemistry of t he natural nitrogen fixation 
proces s mediated by the enzyme nitrogenase.-

·.11. 3 
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PHYSICS 

The Prize Committee for Physics has unanimously decided that the Wolf Pri ze for 1981 
should be equally divided among: 

Prof. Freeman J, DYSON 
!net . for Advanced Study 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 
U. S. A, 

Prof. Gerard't HOOFT 
Theoretical Physics Dept , 
University of Utrecht 
The Netherlands 

Prof, Victor J. WEISSKOPF 
Dept. of Physics 
M. I. T. 
Ciunbridge, MA 02139 -U.S.A . 

for their outstanding c ontributions to theoretical physics, especially in t he develop
ment. and application of the quantum theory of fields. 

freeman J . DYSON (born 1923 - England ) is noted for major contributions to many 
different-areas-of-physics and technology in which he has made effective use of his 
deep knowledge of mathematics. In early work, he showed that t he apparently different 
approaches of Tomonaga, Schwinger and Feynman to quantum electrodynlilll1Cs were int ernally 
consistent and led to the same results. Shortly after he proved that divergences of the 
theory would be removed in every order of perturbation theory by incorporating them ln 
the renormalized charge and mass of electron, In these works, Dyson developed an elegant 
mat hematical method, based on the "u-matrix", which has become basic to more general 
field theories as well as to the many- body problem of the physics of condensed matter, 
ln classic work with A. Lenard, be proved the stability of matter, that the attractive 
force between e lectrons and the positive nuclei does not cause matter to collapse, In 
another area, on the analyticity of scattering amplitudes, he obtained results fundamental 
t o dispersion theory methods for scatt ering problems, His wide-ranging interests extend 
from biology to astrophysics, including s uch technological areas as nuclear reactors and 
solar energy. Through his writings , he has contributed great ly to the public under
standing of science. 

Gerard't llOOF1' (born 1946 - The Netherlands) has made a major contribution to the 
rcvi val-of-quantum field theory as an essential part of our understanding of elementary 
particle interactions. Following earlier work by his thesis advisor, M. Veltman, in 1971 
t'llooft showed that infinities could be eliminated by renormalization in theories with 
spontaneously broken gauge symmetries, such as the electroweak theory of Weinberg and 
Salam. Together with Veltman, he then sys tematically developed the mathematical back
ground for calculations i n such theories, including especially the method of dimensional 
regularization, which has been of great value in many areas; including even quantum 
gravity. 't Hooft also showed how dimensional regularization could serve as the basis 
for renormalization gr oup calculations, by the so-called "minimum substraction" tecjl
nique. He then went on to do ground-breaking work on a number of topics , He laid the 
foundation !or systemattc calculations of instanton effects, including the striking 
effect of baryon nonconservation, He revived interest in magnetic monopoles by showing 
that these particles are necessary consequences of a wide variety of gauge theories. 
He initiated a new approach to the calculation of physical quantities in gauge theories 
of strong interactions, by the "large N" approximation. Most recently, he has developed 
methods for deciding what sorts of. massless bound s t ates may be expected to occnr in 
various gauge theories, providi~g a mathematical basis for speculations about composite
particle models of quarks and l eptons. A larg~ part of the theoretical physics of the 
1970's has been based on the seminal papers of 't Hooft. 

Victor F. WEISSKOPF (born 1908 - Austria) - His activity extends over a period of 
more than-SO-years-and-covers two subfields of theoretical physics: quantum field theory 
and theoretical nuclear physics. Furthermore, he has gained a reputation as an inter
national statesman and expositor of sc~ence. We mention some of his achievements: 

.// , 4 
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In quantum field theory his main contributions are (1) An early recognition 

that the incorperation of the ·positron in quant11111 electrodyna11ics eased to a large 
extent the self- energy difficulties and that infinities might be removed by re
normalization of the electron's mass and charge, (2) In collaboration with Pauli 
he formulated the correct quantization method tor boson fields and gave the proper 
method for extending to bosons the concept of antiparticles, These achievements make 
him one of the pioneers of quantum field theory, 

In nuclear physics he successfully applied thermodynamical methods to Bohrs 
compound nucleus model obtaining many sendquantitative results that guided the art tor 
years. FUrthermore, be analyzed with ff. Feshbach and C, Porter neutron nucleus scatterin~ . 
introducing statistical methods, founded on quantum mechanics, that have been success
fully applied in several different contexts even outside of the nuclear field. 

As Director of CERN and on many other occasions he has shown considerable diplomatic 
ability addressed to improve international relations in science, foPtering, to quote 
the Statute of the Wolf Foundation, "humanity and brotherly relationships amongst the 
peoples", 

MEDICINE 

The. memhe!"s of the Prize Committee i n Medicine recommend the award of the 1981 
Wolf Prize jointly to: 

Dr. Barbara McCLINTOCK 
Carnegie Inst, ot Washington 
Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory 
Long Island, N,Y. 11724 - U.S.A. 

and 
Prof, Stanley N. COHEN 
Stanford University 
School of Medicine 
Stanford, CA. 94305 - U.S.A. 

Dr. Barbara McCLINTOCK (born 1~02 - U.S.A.) is recognized for her imaginative and 
important-contributions-to our understanding Of chromosome structure, behaviour and 
function. Her earl y work established many of the properties o f chromosomes, including 
the cytological proof that genetic recombination involves a physics~ crossing over of 
homologous chromosomes. Her most brilliant contribution, however, has been her 
identification and description of transposable (mobile) genetic elements . 

These . are now known to exist in bacteria, lower eukaryotes, higher plants and animals. 
They are, in all probability , ubiquitous. Thirty years ago , McClintock bad already 
ident itied and described the basic behaviour of transposable elements: that they can move 
from place to place in the genome, that they can disnipt expression of a gene by insertion 
in or near the gene, that gene expression can be restored fully or partially when tbe 
element is removed by transposition and that they are involved in the production of 
un1directio~al deletions· and a number of other types of chromosomal rearrangements . 
Recent studies have confirmed that the transposable elements of yeast and bacteria 
share all of these properties, 

Prof. Stanley N. COHEN (born 1935 - U.S.A.) - Although a number of workers have 
contr"itiiited-to-tiie-concepts underlying genetic engineering based on recombinant DNA, 
Dr, S, N. Cohen and his colleagues were the first to construct, in 1973 , a biologically 
functional hybrid plasmid; and in the following y~ar to achieve actual expression of a 
foreign gene implanted in E, coli by the recombinant DNA method. Dr. Cohen has exercised 
a centra1 and seminal role in discovering and developing this methodology, and in 
demonstrating its usefulness · tor analysing complex genetic elements, and for obtaining 
expression of foreign genes in bacterial cells. 
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PRINCETON PACKET, 21 October 1981 

Wolf physics prize 
to lnstitute's Dyson 

TheWolf Foundation has awarded the 
198 1 Wolf Prize in Physics to Freeman J. 
Dyson of the Institute for Advanced 
Study where Professor Dyson is a mem
ber of the faculty of the School of Natural 
Sciences. 

The $100,000 prize, which Professor 
Dyson shares with Professor Gerard ' t 
Hooft of the University of Utrecht and 
Professor Victor Weisskopf of the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, wiJJ 
be presented to the recipients atthe Knes
set of the State of Israel in March 1982. 

Professor Dyson was born in England 
in 1923 and joined the faculty of the insti
tute in 1953. He is known for major con
tributions to many different areas of phy
sics and technology in which he has made 
effective use of his deep knowledge of 
mathematics. His wide-ranging interests 
extend from biology to astrophysics, in
cluding such technological areas as nuc
lear reactors and solar energy. 

Through his writings he has contri
buted greatly to the public understanding 
of science , a notable recent example 

being "disturbing the Universe" (Harjier 
Row, 1979). The Wolf Prize citation 
noted in particular Professor Dyson's 
"outstanding contributions to theoretical 
physics, especially in the development 
and application of the quantum theory of 
fields ." 

Among Professor Dyson' s o ther 
awards are the Danny Heineman Prize by 
the American Institute of Physics ( 1965), 
the Lorentz Medal of the Royal Nether
lands Academy (1966), the Hughes Med
al of the Royal Society, London (1968), 
the Max Planck Medal of the Gqman 
Physical Society (l 969), and the Harvey 
Prize of the Technion, Israel (1977). 

Founded in 1930, the Institute for Adv
anced Study consists of the Schools of 
Historical Studies, Mathematics, NaturaJ 
Sciences, and Social Sciences. Each 
school has a small permanent facuJty, and 
some 160 fellowships are awarded each 
year to visiting scholars from other uni
versities and research institutions. ln 
1981-82, visiting members in residence 
come from 110 institutions in 23 coun
tries . 
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Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Freeman: 

October 16, 1981 

I was abToad when the very good news that 
you had been awarded the Wolf Prize for 1981 
arrived in this office. 

My hearti.est congratulations to you for the 
recognition which this brings, and I know that I 
speak for all our colleagues when I say that this 
Institute and all of us are honored by your achieve
ment. 

Sineerely yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

NEWS RELEASE 

For immediate release 

For additional information: 

Dr Harry Woolf 
Director 
609-734-8203 

Princeton, NJ, October 13, 1981 The Wolf Foundation has awarded 

the 1981 Wolf Prize in Physics to Freeman J. Dyson of the Institute 

for Advanced Study where Professor Dyson is a member of the Faculty 

of the School of Natural Sciences . The $100,000 prize, which 

Professor Dyson shares with Professor Gerard 't Hooft of the University 

of Utrecht and Professor Victor Weisskopf of the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, will be presented to the recipients at the 

Knesset of the State of Israel in March 1982. 

Professor Dyson was born in England in 1923 and joined 

the faculty of the Institute in 1953. He is known for major contri-

butions to many different areas of physics and technology in which 

-more-

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8000 
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The Institute for Advanced Study 2 

Wolf Prize awarded to Freeman J. Dyson 

he has made effective use of his deep knowledge of mathematics. His 

wide-ranging interests extend from biology to astrophysics, including 

such technological areas as nuclear reactors and solar energy. Through 

his writings he has contributed greatly to the public understanding 

of science, a notable recent example being Disturbing the Universe 

(Harper Row, 1979). The Wolf Prize citation noted in particular 

Professor Dyson's "outstanding contributions to theoretical physics, 

especially in the development and application of the quantum theory 

of fields." 

Among Professor Dyson's other awards are the Danny Heineman 

Prize by the American Institute of Physics (1965), the Lorentz Medal 

of the Royal Netherlands Academy (1966), the Hughes Medal of the 

Royal Society, London (1968), the Max Planck Medal of the German 

Physical Society (1969), and the Harvey Prize of the Technion, Israel 

(1977). 

Founded in 1930, the Institute for Advanced Study consists 

of the Schools of Historical Studies, Mathematics, Natural Sciences, 

and Social Science. Each School has a small permanent faculty, and 

some 160 fellowships are awarded each year to visiting scholars 

from other universities and research institutions. In 1981-82, 

visiting members in residence come from 110 institutions in 23 countries. 

The Institute for Advanced Study is completely independent 1 

though relations with other institutions are numerous and mutually beneficial. 

- 30 -
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THE WOLF 

P. 0. B 0 X 3 9 8 
HERZLIA 46103 (ISRAEL) 
TELEPHONE OS 2- 77723 

CABLES: FOUNDATION-HERZLIYYA 

Messrs. 
INSTI TUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Olden Lane 1 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
U, S, A . 

Attn.: The President 

Dear Mr. Presi dent: 

FOUNDATION 

September 23, 1981 

Heartiest c ongratulations to you and your Insti t ute o n the selection of 
Prof , Freeman J . DYSON a s recipient of the 1981 WOLF PRIZE in PHYSICS. 

Our Foundat ion is very honoured and proud to award this pri ze to such a 
distinguished scientist as Professor Dyson, of the highest internati onal 
standing. 

The solemn prize-awarding ceremony shall take place at the Knesset in March 
1982, to coincide with the fi rst anniversary of the p assing of Dr. and Mrs. 
R. Wolf, the founders of The Wolf Foundation. The Pres ident of t he State of 
Israel shall hand the prizes to t heir recipients, i n t h e presence of various 
Ministers, national and foreign dignitaries and academic authorit ies, 

Enclo sed herewith is a copy of the material released to the media by the 
Minister of Education and Culture of Israel , chairman of the Council of our 
Foundation, Your I nstitu te may freely publish all or a ny part t hereof and 
we would appreciate receiving a copy of your publicat i ons, for our records . 

Please do not hesitate to request any additional information you may require . 
With kindest greetings, we are pleased to remain, 

Respectfu lly yours, 

BE 

encls. 

YG/ do.-

. -~ 
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\ . THE WOLF FOUNDATION '1'111 11 p 
P. 0 . BOX ]q8 

HERZLIA BET - ISRAEL 
':l il''7Y,i1 - .3 9 8 .i .n 

RECIPIENTS OF THE "WOLF PRIZES - 1981" 

AGRICULTURE~ equally shared by: 

~E~!~~~~~-~~~~-~~-~~9~!~! - Pennsylvania State University, U.s ~A. 
for his significant contributions to the application of artificial insemination to 
livestock improvement, 

Professor Henry A, LARDY - University of Wisconsin, Madison, U.S.A. 
tor- iiEi-i)ioneering-research on storage and preservation of spermatozoa· thus enabling 
.arti ficial insemination to become a universal practice , 

~:~!~~~~:-~!~~-~~-~~~!~~~~~ - University of ' Illinois, Urbana, U.S . A. 
for his outstanding achievements in basic and applied research on artificial insemmatt.ai 

MATHEMATICS - equally s hared by: 

Emeritus Professor Lars V. AHLFORS - Harvard University, Mass., U.S.A. 
for-seminal~discoveries-and-the-creation of powerful new methods in geometric function 
theory . 

~~!!!~~-~E~!~~~~!-9~~~!-~~~!~~! - Harvard University , Mass . , U.S .A . 
Creator of the modern approach to Algebraic geometry, by ite fusion wi th Commqtative 
algebra. 

CHEMISTRY 
!~!~!~~.::!~E-~~~~P~-~!:.'~!!_ - University of Sussex, Brighton, England 
fot· pioneering a.nd fundamental contributions to synthetic t rans! tion metal chemistry, 
particularly transition metal ·hydrides and dinitrogen complexes. 

PHYSICS - equally shared by: 

~E~!~~~~E-~E~~~~~-~~-P~~~~ - Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N,J, - U,S,A, 

E!~!~~~~!-9~!~!~~~-~99~! - University of Utrecht , The Netherlands 

Professor Victor F. WEISSl<OPF - M. I, T,, Cambridge, MA. U.S.A .. 

for their outstanding contributions to theoreti<'.al physics, especially in the develop
ment and application of the quantum theory of fie lds. 

MED IC I NE · - equally shared by : 

Dr, Dnrbara McCLINTOCK - Carnegie Inst.of Washington, Cold' Spring Harbor Lab ,, U.S.A. 
for- her-imaginiit'ive-and important contributions to our understanding of chromosome 
structure behaviour and function, and for her identification and de,cription of 
transposnble genetic (mobile) elements. 

Professor .Stanley N. CO}{EN - Stanford Univ. School of Medicine, Stanford, CA. ,U . S.A. 
for-his-concepts-underiying genetic engineering; for constructing a biologically 
functional hybrid plasmid, and for achieving actual expression of a foreign gene 
implanted in E. Coli by the recombinant DNA method . 

THE WOLF PRIZES . - US$ 500,000.- are dis.tribute<l E'!Very year since 1978 for outstanding 
contributions-on behalf of mankind, The Prize c cinc:;lsts of US$ 100,000,- in ~ach of t he 
aforementioned 5 areas . In the event of 2 or ev·en ~l scientists sharing one Pri ze, 
the honorarium shall be equally divided among them. 

!~~-~~!~~-99~!!!~~§~- Five Prize Committees, one for every area indicated above and 
consisting of 3 members each, are appoin ted with worldwide renowned scientists in their 
respective fields of science and have included also this year 6 Nobel Laureat es. 
The decisions of the Prize Committees are final and irrevocable. 

The prize-awarding ceremony shall take place in March 1982, to coincide with t he first 
anniversary of the passing of Dr. and Mrs. Ricardo Wolf , founders of The Wolf Foundation. 

SPEX::IAL PRIZE IN ARTS. - In homage to the Founders and to mark the first anniversary of 
;;;1;-p;;;i~i;-it-h;;-been decided to add this year a sixth prize in Arts. The decision 
of the respective Prize Committee shall be announced in the near future. 

September 1 981 
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AGRICULTURE 

DEr;ISIONS OF THE 5 PRIZE COMMITTEES SET UP FOR THE AWARD OF THE 

1981 "WOLF PRIZES" IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS OF SCIENCE: 

AGRICULTURE - MATHEMATICS - CHEMISTRY PHYSICS MEDICINE 
=====%=====================================================~=== ... 

The Prize Committee has unanimously agreed that the Wolf Foundation Prize in Agriculture 
for 1981 should be awarded equally to: 

Prof. John O. ALMQUIST 
Pennsylvania State Univ. 
University Park, U.S.A . 

Prof. Henry A, LARDY 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, U.S.A. 

Prof, Glenn W. SALISBURY 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, U.S.A. 

~:~~~-~~~~-9.:_~~19~~~!- (born 1921 - U.S.A.) - for his significant contributions to 
the application of artificial insemination to livestock improvement. 

Prof. Almquist's early work on t he addition of antibiotics to bull semen resulted in 
substantial increases in breeding efficiency . This, coupled with his remarkable achieve
ments in developing methods for processing, freezing, and t hawing of frozen semen, 
significantly enhanced the practical utilization of artificial insemination in the 
livestock indust ry. Many techniques developed by him for cattle have been applied to . 
other species, including the human male , 

~~~!.:_ !:.f~~:i_~.:-~~!' (born 1917 - U.S.A.) - for his pioneering research on storage 
and preservation of spermatozoa t hus en~bling artificial insemination to become a universal 
practice. 

Professor Lardy, with t h e late Professor Paul H ,. Phillips , made t h e basic discovery in 
· t h e early forties that a nutri e n t medium of egg yolk di spersed in a phosphate buffer 

forms an ideal e nvironme nt for the storage of spermatozoa of bull, ram, stallion, and 
tu1·key . TI1i s breakthrough paved the way to the rapid expansion of the practical use of 
artificial insemination in livestock breeding, Further, the ability to store semen made 
it possibl e to initiate fundamental studies on the metabolism of spermatozoa. The results 
of this outstanding research work enabled improvements to semen stor~ge technique l eadi~ 

to more efficient and widespread utilization of semen. 

Prof. Glenn W. SALI SOURY (born 1910 - U.S.A.) - for hi s outstanding achievements in ------------------------basic and applied research on artificial insemination. 

While working at Cornell University and the University of Illinois, Prof. Salisbury 
did extensjve research on semen extendors, number of sperm p~r insemination, and 
insemination techniques. His contributions have been pivotal in the resolution of 
problems l i mi ting successful reproduction following artificial insemination. He is 
known for his ability to stimulate thinking and interest in his field and for his bold 
scientific ~pproach to the problems facing the animal industry. 

MATHEMATICS 

Tite Wolf Prize Committee for Mathematics has unanimously decided t hat the award for .1981 
should be equally div ided among: 

Professor (Emeritus) Lars V. AHLFORS 
Harvard Unive r sity 
Cambridge, Mass., U. S. A. 

and 
Professor (Emeritus) Oscar ZARISKI 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Mass ., U. S. A. 

Lars Valerian AHLFORS (born 1907 - Finland) - for seminal discoveries and the creation ---------------------of powerful new methods in geometric function theory. 

For over half a century the theory of function s of a complex variable was guided by the 
thought and work of Lars Ahlfors. His achievements include the proof of the Denjoy 
conjecture, the geometric derivation of the Nevanlinna theory, an i mportant general i z ation 
of the Schwarz lemma, the development (with Beurling) of the method of extremal length, 
and numerous decisive results in the theories of Riemann s urfaces , quasi-conformal mappings 
and TeichmUller spaces. Ahlfors' celebrated finiteness theorem for Kleinian groups, and 

. 11. 
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, //, his work on the limit set, revitalized en important area of research. He is now 
doing pioneer! ng work on quasiconfor~al deformations in higher dimensions, 

Ahlfors' intluence was pervasive and beneficial. His method s combine deep 
geometric insight with subtle analytic skill; he presents t hem with utter clarity and 
simplicity. Time end again he attacked end solved the central problem in a discipline, 
Time and again other mathematicians were inspired by work he did many years earlier , 
Every complex analyst working today 

0

is, in some sense, his pupil, 

Oscar ZARISKI (born 1899 - U.S.S.R.) - Creator of the modern apprCYach to Algebraic 
geometry: -by-Hs- f usion with Commutative algebra. 

He harnessed the powe r of modern algebra to serve the needs of algebraic geometry . 
This made possible to do algebraic geometry over arbitrary fieids and to apply it to deep 
problems in number theory . Zariski put algebraic geometry on a secure foundatio~, 
retaining the in t uitive language and insight of the Italian school, in whose tradition 
he was t rained. He showed that purely algebraic notions, like local rings, valuations, 
normality, etc., are intimately connected with basic properties of algebraic varie~iee, 
His wonderful algebraic intuit ion led him to a number of fundamental t heorems and concepts, 
including t he resolu tion of singularities in two and t hree dimensions in characteristic 
zero, minimal models and criterion of rationality in dimension t wo , t he "zariski topology" , 
holomorph ic functions in abstract algebraic geometry, the connectedness theorem and the 
f amous "Zarist«i main theorem". 

Zariski's papers and teachings had a tremendous impact, Algebraic geometry is one 
of the most active field s in modern mathema t ics , and perhaps half of its leading 
practitioners are his former studen t ~. At t he age of 82 he is sti ll the leader in 

' studying equi-singulari ty , a concept he c r e ated. 

CHEMISTRY 

The members of t he Pri ze Committee in Chemistry fo r t he Wolf Prize-1981, have selected : 

Professor Joseph CHATT, 
University of Sussex, 
Brighton - England 

for pioneering a nd fundamental contributions to synthetic transit ion metal chemistry , 
particularly transi tion metal hydrides and dinitrogen complexes . 

.::!~~~P~-~!.'~T!'_ (born 1914 - England) has made outstanding pioneering contributions 
to modern inorgan ic chemistry. His work is at t he basis of much of t he transition metal 
chemistry of t he last 35 years, and his · name is particularly associated with t he use of 
tertiary pho.s phines as lig~nds and the reactions of complex compounds i n organic solvents. 
He has studied t he nature of the coordinate link which l ed to his establishment of the 
Chatt-Dewar model for t he binding of olefins to transi tion metals, and from there he 
developed ideas which l ed to the synthesis of stable transition metal alkyls and aryls, 
and hydrides . From t hese researches have grown a vast new area of organometallic and 
catalytic chemistry which finds direct expression in the catalytic processes exploited 
in t he petrochemical industry. · 

He also has developed t heories to rationali~e the trans-effect and also a 
classification of metal ions as Class (a) or Class (b) which provided the basis for t he 
"hard" and "soft" classification of acids and bases . 

He now leads a varied team of scientists which has achieved international acclaim 
in the study of nitrogen fixation . His current chemical work has revealed t he first 
reactions of complexed dinitrogen to yield well defined complexes , a large number of 
new dinitrogen complexes, and t he first ' indications of a rational development of new 
catalytic processes for the synthesis of ammonia, hydrazine, and amines. It also offers 
t he first r 0al prospect of underst anding the chemistry of the natural nitrogen fixation 
process · mediated by the enzyme nitrogenase. -

·.1 I . 3 
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PHYSICS 

The Prize Committee for Physics has unanimously decided that t he Wolf Prize for 1981 
should be equally divided among: 

Prof. Freeman J, DYSON 
Inst . for Advanced Study 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 
U. S. A. 

Prof. Gerard't HOOFT 
Theoretical Physics Dept, 
University of Utrecht 
The Netherlands 

Prof, Vic tor J. WEISSKOPF 
Dept, of Physi c s 
M. I . T. 
Cambridge , MA 02139 -U~S , A . 

for their outstanding contributions to theoretical phys ics, especially in the de velop
ment and application of the quantum theory of fields . 

!E~~~~~-~!-~~~9~ (born 1923 - England) is noted for maj o r contribut i ons to many 
different areas of physics and technology in which he has made effective use of his 
deep knowledge of mathematics . In early work, he showed that the apparently different 
approaches of Tomonaga, Schwinger and Feynman to quantum electrodyn~mics were int ernally 
consistent and led to the same results . Shortly after he proved that d ivergences of the 
theory would be removed in every order of perturbat ion theory by incorporat ing them in 
the renormali zed charge and mass of electron. In these works, Dyson developed an e legant 
mathematical method, based on the "u-matrix" , which has become basic to more geoeral 
field theories as well as to the many-body problem of t he physics of condensed matter , 
In classic work with A. Lenard, he proved the stabi lity of matter, that the attractive 
forco between e lectrons and the positive nuclei does not cause matter to collapse. In 
another area, on t he analyticity of scattering amplitudes, he obtained r esults fundamental 
to dispersion theory methods for scatt ering problems. His wide-ranging interests extend 
from biology to astrophysics , inc luding such technological areas as nuclear r eactors and 
solar energy. Through his writings, he has contributed greatly to t he public under
standing of science . 

~~E~~~~!-!!99!.!' (born 1946 - The Netherlands) has made a maj or cont ribution to t he 
r evival of quant um field theory as an essential part of our underst~ding of elementary 
pa rt icle int e ractions, Following earlier work by his thesis advisor, M. Veltman, in 1971 
t' Hoof t s howed that infinities could be eliminat ed by renormalizat ion in t heories wi t h 
s pont aneously broken gauge symmetries, such as the e l ectroweak t heory of Weinberg and 
Salam. Together with Veltman, he then sys t ematical l y developed the mathemat ical back
ground f or calculations in such theories, including especially the met hod of dimens i onal 
r egulariza tion, which has been of great value in many areas; including even quant tnn 
gravi t y. 't Hooft also showed how dimensional regularization could serve as the basis 
for renormalizat ion group calculations, by t he so- called "minimum substraction '' tecfl
nique. He t hen went on to do ground-breaking work on a number of topics, He laid the 
foundation ~or systematic calculations of instanton effects, including the striking 
effect of baryon nonconservation. He revived interest in magnetic monopoles by showing 
tha t these particles are necessary consequences of a wide variet y of gauge t heor i es. 
He i nitiated a new approach to the calculation of physical quantities in gauge t heor ies 
of strong interactions, by the "large N" approximation , Most recently, he has devel oped 
methods fot deciding what sorts of massless bound states may be expect ed t o occur i n 
various gauge theories, providing a mat hematicul basis for spec ulat i on s about composite
particle models of quarks and lept ons. A largf.·· part of the theoretical physics of t he 
1970 ' s has been based on the seminal papers of 't Hooft. 

Y!~!~E-!~-!~~~~~9~!- (born 1908 - Austria) - His activity ext ends over a per iod of 
more then 50 years and covers two subfields of theoretical physic s : quantum field theory 
and theoretical nuc lear physics. Furthermore, he has gained a r eput ation as an inter
national statesman and expositor of sctence. We mention some of his achievement s: 

.11. 4 
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.I I. 
In quantum .field theory hi.s main contributions are (1) An early recognition 

that the incorJ>6ration of the positron in quantum electrodynamics eased to a large 
extent the self-energy difficulties and that infinities might be removed by re
normalization of the electron's mass and charge. (2) In collaboration with Pauli 
he formulated t he correct quantization method for boson fields and gave the proper 
method for extending to bosons the ~oncept of antiparticles . These achievements make 
him one of the pioneers of quantum field theory, 

In nuclear physics he successfully applied thermodynamical methods to Bohrs 
compound nucleus model obtai11ing many seh1iquantitative results t hat guided the art for 
years , Furthermore, he analyzed with H. Feshbach and C. Porter neutron nucleus scat t eri ng . 
introducing . statistical methods, founded on quantum mechanics, that have been success
fully applied in several different contexts even outside of the nuclear field, 

As Director of CERN and on many other occasions he has shown considerable diplomatic 
ab~lity addressed to improve internat ional relations in science, fo~tering, to quote 
the Statute of the Wolf Foundation, "humanity and brotherly relationships amongs t the 
peoples". 

MEDICINE 

The membe~s of the Prize Committee in Medicine recommend the award of the 1981 
Wolf Prize jointly to: 

Dr. Barbara McCLINTOCK 
Carnegie Inst . of Washington 
Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory 
Long Island, N.Y. 11724 - U.S.A. 

and 
Prof. Stanley N. COHEN 
Stanford University 
School of Medicine 
Stanford, CA. 94305 - U.S.A. 

P!~-~~!E~E~-~~~~I~~~ (born · l902 - U.S.A.) is recognized for her imaginative and 
important contributions to our understanding of chromosome structure, behaviour and 
function. Her early work established many of the properties of chromosomes, including 
the cytolog ical proof that genetic rec ombination involves a physical crossing over of 
homologous chromosomes, Her most brilliant contribution, however , has been her 
id en ti fie at ion and description of transposable (mobile) genet ic elements. 

These.are now known to exist in bacteria, lower eukaryotes, higher plant s and animals. 
They are, in all probability, ubiquitous. Thirty years ago, McClintock had already 
identified and des.cribed the basic behavi.our of tr~sposable elements: that they can move 
from place to place in the ·genome, that they can disrupt expression of a gene by insertion 
in or near the gene, that gene expression can be restored f ully or partially when t~e 
element is removed by transposi tion and that they are invol ved in the production of 
unidirectior:ial deletions·· and a number of other types of chromosomal rearrangements. 
Recent studies have confirmed that the transposable elements of yeast and bacteria 
share all of these properties. 

~E~!~-~!~~!~¥-~~-~9~~~- (born 1935 - U.S.A.) - Although a number of workers have 
contributed to the concepts underlying genetic engineering based on recombinant .DNA, 
Dr. s. N. Cohen and his colleagues ·were the first to construct, in 1973, a biologically 
functional hybrid plasmid; and in the fo llowing y~ar to achieve actual e xpression of a 
foreign gene implanted in E. coli by the recombinant DNA method. Dr. Cohen has exercised 
a central and seminal r ole in discovering and developing this methodology, and in 
demonstrating its usefulness · for analysing complex genetic elements, and for obtaining 
expression of foreign genes in bacterial cells. 
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HER.ZLIA BEJ (ISRAEL) 

TELEPHONE 052- 77723 
CABLES: FOUNDATION - HFRZLIYYA 

WOLF FOUN DATION 

HERZLIA BET (ISRAH), August 1981 

SOME /\DDITIONAL INFORM.l\TION 1\DOUT OUfl WOLF FOUNDATION 

1.- The WOLF FOUNDATION start.ad ils activities on January 1st., 1976, with an 
initial fund of US$ 10:000.000.- donated in its entirety by the Wolf Family, 
whose members are al present scattered throughout the world. The main 
Founders: Dr. Ricardo Subirana Lobo Wolf and his wife pnsseti away in 
February and March 1981, respectively. 

2.- The "Wolf Foundation Law - 1975" was passed by t he Knesset (Israel's 
Parliament) in July 1975 and thereafter the Foundation was granted legal 
status. Its Statutes determine l:he aims of the Foundation and its 
administration rules. 

3.- The purposes of the Foundation, as set forth in Art. 2 of the Law, are 
as follows: 

o) To promote science · in all its fields and art in all its fo~ms. 

b) To award prizes to noted scientists and artists f1•om all over the world, 
outstanding for their nchievements in the inte1·est of' mankind and for 
enhancing friendly relations among peoples, without distinction of 
nationality, race, colour, sex or political outlook. 

c) To provide scholarships to 'students, grants to scientiais engnged in 
research and loans to Uni.versitie$ and other 1nstitutions of higher 
learning in .Israel, in accordnnce with the Rules of the Foundation. 

l ' ' • 
4.- The capital of the Foundation shall be increas~d by approximately US$ 3:000.000. -

upon recei ving -aa sole heir- the remaining assets bequeathed by Dr. R. Wolf 
J:n his will. It· consists of investments in va1·ious countries in a pennanent 
fund, not to he used for any olher purpose whntsoever. Only its nnnual i~come 
moy be used for the awa1·d 0£ prizes, scholarships to needy students and 
eventually to support scientific research projects. 

O. a In Uno with thE> a.foremQntioned a.tmi;: ~nd rerrnureea and in accordance with the 
provisions of the Law, the Foundation ls authori~ed to award every year 
5 Prizes in the following fields of 13ciE1nce: 

AGHICULTURE, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY' MEDICINE and MATJU~MTICS. 

The Council, with the consent of the Trustees, may award a sixth prize for 
achievements in the sphere of a.rt (mustc , painting, , sculpture, architecture) 
or award one of the five pri~es in art rather than in one of the aforesaid 
fields of s~ience . 

• .. /2 
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Out. o f the P• undnl.lon's Inc ome, no l les s I hon 60 ~. (sixty percent) shall 
be RppJied every yePr t- o l.hP r:i.wnrr! of prize!"; <->ach Rnnual pt·:L7.e to flnln11nC 
l o ll8 $ 100.000. - n .q R minlm11111. 

6.- The F'oundJ.ll lon js governE>d hy the f0llowlng boriles: 

a) Roard of Trust ee>s -

Jn c harge of t hE> man::igement of I he l~ounrla t ion's ri f fAi r~ s:\nd I ha super
vJ sio11 of RJ l financiRl mRt ten:i related thereto. 

b) Execulive Council -

of 1101· more t h a n 15 mcmhers, selected and appointed among Rectors of 
Universities , Professors, Members of ParJiruneut · and other personalities," 
with the Minis t er of F.ducatjon and Cul Lure acting as Chairman. The duties 
o f thici Counc il include the conduct of the Foundation's activities, the 
appolnl.rnent of lhe members of the varJous Prize Committees anrt, 1.n general, 
t h e s uporvisio11 of the Found!'ltion's compljance wjth t h e ruJes of th~ Law. 

c) Prize Committees 

These are formed by world-famous scientists and experts in each field, 
each Commit:l.ee consis ting o:( 3 or 5 members for each ~cientific or artistic 
o r ea 111 which the FounduU on s hall award Prizes. Every year a new Prize 
ComTIJill.ee ji;: appointed in each sc1enti fjc fjeJd. The proceedings of the 
"nmm l t l fJes , t ht> Ir recommend al ions nnd minutes Rhnl 1 be kept com pl et ely 
r·ir~crol, f'X<'P pl for lhe names of the winners, which shnll be public ly nnnounced. 

d) The ncllv1t l es of lit~ f'<lltnrlnllon nrP s uhj ect t o t ho inspec t-i on of the Stale 
Co1_nptrnlJer of l !"rnel . 

7,- Tho outstanding features of this Foundation are i ts lnternational nature and 
tho fact thut it is aimed at awarding Prizes to scientists and artists of the 
whnJo world, evaJunUug t h e candidates only on the mer1 ts of tbei.r achievements, 
wjthout ru1y discrimination whatsoever. 

8.- Tho Minister of f'.ducafion ond Culture shall announce every year the names of 
the prizewinning c amlldates. TI1e official presentation of t he Prizes sha11 
take place i n the Knesset und the recipJonts shall be hRncled their awards by 
the President of the State, in a special prize-awarding ceremony, the first 
of which t ook plnco on April 10, 1978. 

9.- §~~~!~!~~!P~·-

Since 1976, more than 700 tuition fee scholars~ips have been granted by the 
Foundation to needy undergraduate students at the various Un iversities in 
Israel, The stude nts have been selected by each Institut ion, according to 
strict criteria established by the Ministry of Filuc atior'I and Culture and the 
Unive~eities themselves . 

In 1980, t he Foundation started granting scholarships towards Master degrees 
and we trust to be. able in the near future to increase very substantially the 
number nf scholarships in all levels.-
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

HARRY WOOLF 
Director 

NOTE FOR THE FILE 

September 28, 1981 

Professor Freeman Dyson 's secretary called this office today to inform 

us that he has been awarded, together with Dr. Gerardus t' Hooft of the 

Netherlands and Dr . Vfrtor We isskopf of MIT, the Wolf Prize for 1981. 

The recipients will share a $100 , 000 prize . 

AL 

cc . John Hunt 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8200 
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October 12, 1981 

Professor John Elliott 
School of Historlca1 Studies 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear John: 

This little book gave me much pleasure, 
for which I thank you. 

Plus ~a change •••• 

John Hunt 

Microcosmographia Academica 
Being a Guide for the Young 
Academic Politician , by F . H. Cornford 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Dr . Harry Woolf 
Director 

Dear Harry: 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone 609-734-8000 

September 17, 1 981 

According to the rules, I should let you know 
that I shall be away from the beginning of term 
until October 4 . I shall be spending one week in 
England going to a meeting to discuss the origin of 
life. Manfred Eigen will be there and we shall be 
continuing the conversation we began here at the 
Humboldt meeting . The second week I shall b e at a 
meeting on galaxies organized by the Pontifical 
Academy in Rome. I am sorry to be away just when 
the fun starts here . 

Yours sincerely, 

~ _.l..S! \ l• 

Freeman Dyson 

pb 
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Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Freeman: 

January 9, 1981 

Just a quick note to tell you how much I enjoyed 
your talk at the AAAS, and to ask a snall favor of 
you at the same time. Professor James Neel of the 
University of Michigan Medical School asked me at 
the AAAS meeting if I could get you to sign a copy 
of Disturbing the Universe to send to hio. I wonder 
if you would do me the favor of dedicating the 
enclosed copy and returning it to my office. 

Thank you. 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 

P . S . He wishes to give the book to his son , so a 
simple autograph will do . Thanks 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

HARRY WOOLF 
Director 

Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Freeman: 

November 4, 1980 

Thank you for the information , in your letter of 29 October, about 
the series of lectures presently underway at Cornell in honor of Hans 
Bethe. I do hope that you will share the topics and perhaps the findings 
with me when you return. 

Thank you too for your kind words about our inclus i on of Bigelow 
in the anniversary dinner . A connnittee will be appointed to consider 
the question of office space, and, of course, you and other members of 
the Faculty, if you are not on the committee already, will certainly have 
ample opportunity to be heard on any decisions to be made. 

Finally, thank you very much for telling me about the whole Max Born 
matter , which I knew nothing about. When you return from Cornell I would 
lik e to get together with you to help decide just what we do about the 
Max Born exhibit and symposium. It would seem to me that we have an 
opportunity to rectify an earlier wrong in a gracious manner if we handle 
it carefully. Would you be kind enough to call me when you are back and 
we can talk about it~ 

Cordially yours, 

~ 
Harry Woolf 

Princeron, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8200 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Tele phone-609-924-4400 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES October 29 I 198 0 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Director 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

Dear Harry: 

Our discussion at the Faculty Meeting reminded me 
that I had forgotten to inform you that I am intending 
to spend the two weeks November 3-15 at Cornell University 
giving a series of lectures in honor of Hans Bethe. I am 
sorry that I did not tell you about this earlier . 

In connection with the problem of offices for long
term members after retireme nt, I would like to say that I 
was happy and grateful for your including Bigelow in the 
list of guests at the 50th Anniversary Dinner. I think 
it would be inconsistent with the humane character of the 
Institute if Bigelow were thrown out of his office at the 
age of 70. He occupies only a humble office at the old 
computer building . When you appoint a committee to con
sider this matter, I hope I will have an opportunity to 
express my views before any decisions are made. 

I have in my files a very sad letter from Max Born 
complaining because we did not invite him here . We should 
perhaps be a little careful if we decide to hold a meeting 
in his honor, in case some of his fami l y or friends may 
still remember the old bitterness . 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

pb 
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22 Religious Groups Here to Sponsor 1 

2-Day Conference on Nuclear Arms 

"-:.:0 the vilfllge square we must take /he facts of atomic energy 
- from there will come America's voice. "-Albert Einstein 

In an unprecedented 
move, some 22 religious 
organizations in Prince
ton are taking Einstein's 
injunction seriously and 
have joined in the 
sponsorship of a two-day 
teaching conference on 
nuclear arms. 

The conference, 
entit led "Can We 
Reverse the Nuclear 
Arms Race?" will be 
held Saturday and 
Sunday, September 27 
and 28. with five keynote 
addresses by men and 
women prominent 
nationally for their views 
and knowledge con
cerning the current 
nuclear competitio.n 

Freeman Dyson 
Conference Participant 

The talks will all be held in the sanctuary of Nassau 
Presbyterian Church and will be followed by 
discussion guided by still other experts as panelists. • 
in addition, there will be an Interfaith Service at 
Princeton University Chapel for which Dr. Harvey 
Cox, professor of Divinity, Harvard Divinity School, 
will be the preacher. 

The sponsoring organizations include most (1 3) of 
the churches in Princeton. from St. Paul's Roman 
Catholic to Mount Pisgah A.M.E. Zion; the Society of 
Friends; the Jewish Center; all the chaplaincies at 
Princeton University and the Medical Center; CROP, 
and Plowshare at Princeton Theological Seminary. 

In deference to the Jewish Sabbath, the con
ference will begin on Saturday evening, September 
27, at 7. with registration in the narthex of Nassau 
Presbyterian Church. Registrants wil l then see the 
movie "Survival or Suicide," produced by the 
American Committee on East-West Accord of which 
Princeton resident George Kennan Is an active 
member. 

It was the showing of this film to the Adult Forum at 
Trinity Church last February, and a follow-up talk by 
former Ambassador Kennan to a packed audience 
that was a factor in the decision to hold a conference 
on nuclear arms. The Rev. John Crocker Jr., rector of 
Trinity, asked parishioners who were interested in 
some sort of follow-up to indjcate this on a sign-up 
sheet. He got 1 50 signatures. 

In talking to his colleague, Dr. Wallace Alston, 
senior minister of Nassau Presbyterian Church, he 
learned of a similar depth of interest in that 
congregation , and thus the idea of a teaching 
conference for all of Pirnceton was born. ' 

There will be an address by Paul Warnke, former 
director, U.S. Disarmament Agency, on "The Arms 
Race, SALT II , and the Future." Mr. Warnke, a 
Washington lawyer. was appointed by President 

Conllnvcd on Page 23 
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h The con~rence will con- secretary of State George ~ 
it tinue Sunday with the Ball, both Princeton residents, • 
y -Interfaith Chapel Service at had hoped to be part of this -4 

1t 11, followed by lunch at the conference, but by the time~ 
Nassau Presbyterian Church. the dates were pinned down, z 

1r The afternoon and early both had commitments ci 
1, evening will be devoted to elsewhere. ::!! 
r major addresses punctuated -- g 
y by refreshment breaks, Members of the steering;, 
a disc;ussion and the showing of committee planning the~ 
e films. conference include Dr. Alston, ~ 
s Richard Barnet, senior Henry Broad, Freda Gardner ~ 
r fellow of the Institute for and Judy MacKenzie, all from ~ 
n Policy Studies which he Nassau Presbyterian Church; z 

helped to found in Washington, Rabbi Melvin Glatt, the c.. 
will speak on "The Nuclear Jewish Center; the Rev . ! 

r Arms Race and the Myth of Margot Pickett and the Rev. ~ 
t Security." Mr. Barnet served Mark Pickett, Christ~ 
l as co-director of the Institute Congregation; the Rev. Jack ~ 
l until 1978. During the Kennedy Johnson, Princeton United~ 
1 Administration, he was an Methodist Church; Leonard:< 
! official of the State Depart- Newton, Witherspoon en 

ment and the Arms Control Presbyterian Church; and~ 
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Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Freeman: 

June 10, 1980 

Just a short note to acknowledge the copy 
of the Kowal and Drake article on Galileo's 
Observations of Neptume. I am delighted to have 
it anc look forward. to going through it now that 
I am back here. 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf ' 
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Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Freeman: 

August 26, 1980 

Just a abort note to thank yon for sending me a 
copy of 11Quick is Beautiful." I enjoyed readi.ng it 
.and even more, the imagined sound and sight of your 
delivering it to .a Monsanto aud.1-ence. I think your 
point about qui.ck-response technology is very important 
indeed. 

Thanka again. 

CordUilly yoursJ 
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QUICK IS BEAUTIFUL 

Freeman J. Dyson 
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ. 

Talk to Monsanto Symposium, given at 
St. Louis, October 23, 1980 

I. A Tale of Two Reactors 

Your chairman Jacob Schaefer asked me to talk to you about 

"the parallels between the human condition of the nuclear 

physicists some forty years ago and that of the biochemists and 

biologists to-day." He said that your company is just now 

entering a period of intensified biological research and is 

considering a variety of possible applications of genetic engi-

neering. I suppose his intention was that I should supply you 

with some sort of practical wisdom which might enable the 

genetic engineering industry to avoid the mistakes which have 

brought the nuclear power industry into such serious trouble. 

I am afraid he will be disappointed. I do not have much wisdom 

to offer, and I am completely ignorant of the details of genetic 

engineering technology. I am also ignorant of chemistry, which 

plays, as you people well know, a more important role than physics 

in nuclear power technology. But I won't waste any more time 

apologizing for my lack of proper credentials. I mean to do the 

best I can with what I have. So let me come at once to the 
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questions raised by Jacob Schaefer. What did the nuclear 

physicists do wrong? And what can the genetic engineers learn 

from our misfortunes? I will tell you a few stories about things 

that I have seen happen during my life as a physicist, and you 

can then judge for yourselves whether these stories have any 

relevance to the problems of genetic engineering. 

The first story concerns a company called General Atomic 

which runs a laboratory in La Jolla, California, and manufactures 

nuclear reactors. The company began as a division of the General 

Dynamics Corporation in the year 1956. In the summer of that 

year the company brought together a group of consultants, some 

expert and some non-expert in the details of reactor engineering, 

and paid us to sit and think for three months. I was one of the 

non-expert consultants. The company was then brand new; it had 

no laboratories, no production facilities, and no products. The 

consultants could do nothing except think and talk and scribble 

on blackboards. We were paid what W?S then a princely fee of a 

hundred dollars a day. Allowing for overhead, the company must 

have spent close to half a million dollars on the three-month 

session. The company also promised to pay one dollar to the 

inventor, for the patent rights to any reactor which we might 

invent. I collected my dollar, and so did several other people 

in the group. In return for this substantial outlay, the company 

ended the summer with preliminary designs for three new types of 

reactor with some promise of commercial profitability. One of 

these designs was chosen for immediate development and went into 
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production with the name TRIGA, standing for Training, Research 

and Isotope-production, General Atomic. The first TRIGA was 

built, tested, licensed and sold within less than three years 

from the day the consultants assembled in 1956. The company is 

still producing it and still selling it at a profit. The TRIGA 

is of course not a power-reactor; it is mostly used to produce 

isotopes for medical research and diagnosis, not to produce 

electricity. 

As a follow-on to the TRIGA, General Atomic decided to 

develop and market a big power-reactor called HTGR, High

Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor. The HTGR is theoretically a 

great reactor. Its high temperature gives it an advantage in 

thermodynamic efficiency over water-cooled reactors, and its big 

heat capacity gives it an advantage in safety. It is inherently 

much less vulnerable to mishandling than the light-water reactors 

which have monopolized nuclear power production in this country. 

Unfortunately the HTGR never captured a substantial share of the 

market. General Atomic sold one each of two versions of the HTGR. 

The first was a 40 megawatt (electric) version, which produced 

electricity for a utility company at Peach Bottom, Pennsylvania. 

It was turned off a few years ago because the utility decided it 

cost more to run it than 40 megawatts was worth. Peach Bottom 

was always intended to be a small-scale experiment, a harbinger 

of bigger and better things to come. The second HTGR sold was 

ten times more powerful, a 400 megawatt version which is now 

running at Fort St. Vrain in Colorado. The Fort St. Vrain 
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reactor has a technical problem. When you try to run it at 

full power, the temperature in the core does not stay steady 
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but wiggles a bit, probably because of some complicated coupling 

between the thermal expansion of graphite blocks in the core and 

the flow of the cooling gas through channels in the blocks. The 

temperature wiggles do not look dangerous, but to be on the safe 

side the reactor is licensed to run at only seventy percent of 

full power. At seventy percent power it runs smoothly. Still, 

you cannot call it an outstanding success of HTGR technology. 

You cannot expect other utility companies to come rushing with 

orders for more copies of the Fort St. Vrain reactor until this 

little problem is fixed. 

Now I come to the Spring of this year 1980. In the meantime 

General Atomic has been bought and sold twice, sold by General 

Dynamics to Gulf Oil and Sold by Gulf Oil to two other oil 

companies, but these upheavals have left the company essentially 

intact. General Atomic is still in business and still has dreams 

of selling HTGR reactors. This last Spring Harold Agnew, newly 

appointed president of the company, decided to hold a Class 

Reunion for the Class of 1956. He invited all the surviving 

members of the group of consultants who had started the company 

going with such high hopes in 1956 to come back and have another 

look at it. Of course we had all in the meantime grown old and 

dignified, and we were all much too important and too busy to 

come back for three months and work out some new inventions. 

The most we could do was to co~e back for two days and have 

a good time remembering our lost youth. We did have a good 
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time. And incidentally the General Atomic staff told us 

about their recent activities and about their plans for the 

future. 
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The main thing which the General Atomic people had to tell 

us was the result of two safety analyses of their full-scale 

HTGR power-reactor. By full-scale they mean a thous?Uld megawatts 

electric, two and a half times the designed power output of 

Fort St. Vrain. They are not seriously interested in trying to 

develop a market for reactors of the Fort St. Vrain class. For 

many years they have concentrated their major effort on the 

detailed design of the full-scale thousand-megawatt HTGR, a 

reactor which has not yet been built. In the meantime, two 

independent safety-analyses of the full-scale HTGR have been 

done, one by a group of experts in the United States, the other 

by a group in Germany. Neither group of experts was connected 

with General Atomic; neither group had any commercial incentive 

to make the HTGR look good. And bot~ groups came out with similar 

conclusions: in a certain well-defined sense, the HTGR is roughly 

a thousand times as safe as a light-water reactor of equal power. 

The meaning of this statement is the following. The experts 

analyzed billion-year accidents, caused by combinations of 

stupidity and back luck more extreme than anything we saw at 

Three Mile Island. A billion-year accident requires so much bad 

luck that it is supposed to happen only once in a billion years 

of reactor running time. As you can imagine, a billion-year 

accident is a hell of a lot worse than Three Mile Island. The 
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reactor core vaporizes, the concrete containment building splits 

open, the atmosphere happens to have an inversion layer at the 

worst height and the wind is blowing in the worst direction. 

You do not need to believe in the accuracy of the calculation 

which says that this disaster happens once in a billion years. 

All that you need to believe is that it is possible to apply the 

rules of the accident-analysis game fairly, so that a billion

year accident for a light-water reactor and a billion-year 

accident for the HTGR are in some real sense equally unlikely. 

The results of the analyses are then startlingly favorable to 

the HTGR. The billion-year accident of a light-water reactor 

kills 3300 people immediately and 45000 people by delayed effects 

of radiation. The billion-year accident of the HTGR kills zero 

people immediately and seventy people by delayed effects. The 

numbers make no claim to accuracy, but the conclusion is quali

tatively clear. It is conceivable that a mishandled HTGR may 

kill people, but it cannot kill them.wholesale. 

The next question that arises is then, if the HTGR is a 

thousand times as safe as a light-water reactor, and if public 

worries about accidents are threatening the very existence of 

the nuclear power industry, why is there not a crowd of utility 

executives standing at the door of the General Atomic sales office, 

waiting to trade in their light-water reactors for a shiny new 

HTGR? The answer to this question is simple- Even if the utility 

executives were in a mood to buy new and improved nuclear power

plants, General Atomic would have none ready to sell. The 
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full-scale HTGR has never been built. The components are not in 

production. The final stages of its engineering development 
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are not complete. If a customer should now come to General 

Atomic wanting to order a full-scale HTGR, the best that General 

Atomic could do would he to say: "Well, wait a moment. If you 

can help us raise a half-billion or so of government money to 

finish the engineering development, and if we don't run into any 

unexpected snags, with luck we could be ready to begin construc

tion in five years, and if the licensing goes smoothly you should 

have your reactor on line within ten years after that." This is 

not the kind of answer which brings utility executives running 

to place orders. Nobody in his right mind wants to commit him

self to a huge capital investment which will only begin to pay 

dividends, if all goes well, fifteen years later. Only govern

ments can afford to make such investments, and if they are wise 

they do not make them very often. 

So here we see in a nutshell the tragedy of nuclear power. 

The world crying out for safer power reactors. A company staffed 

by capable and dedicated people, with designs for a safer reactor, 

eager to go ahead with building it. And nothing can be done in 

less than fifteen years. That is why I chose for the title of 

this talk, "Quick is Beautiful." 
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II. False Economies of Scale 

I told you this story of the two reactors, the TRIGA which 

was finished and ready to go in three years and the HTGR which 

cannot be ready in less than fifteen years, because I happen to 

have been personally involved with them. Similar stories could 
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be told about many other industrial products. The nuclear 

industry is not the only one which has suffered from a hardening 

of the arteries and lost the ability to react quickly to changing 

conditions and changing needs. I believe the difference between 

a three-year and a fifteen-year reaction-time is of crucial 

importance. The rules of the game by which public life is 

governed, both in the United States and in the world outside, 

are liable to drastic and unpredictable change within less than 

ten years. By rules of the game I mean prices, interest-rates, 

demographic shifts and technological innovations, as well as 

public moods and government regulations. We have recently seen 

some spectacular changes in the rules of the game which the 

automobile industry has to play. We can expect such sudden 

changes to occur from time to time, but nobody is wise enough to 

predict when or how. Judging by the experience of the last fifty 

years, it seems that major changes come roughly once in a decade. 

In this situation it makes an enormous difference whether we are 

able to react to change in three years or in fifteen. An industry 

which is able to react in three years will find the game stimulat

ing and enjoyable, and the people who do the work will experience 

the pleasant sensation of being able to cope. An industry which 
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takes fifteen years to react will be perpetually too late, and 

the people running the industry will experience sensations of 

paralysis and demoralization. It seems that the critical time 

for reaction is about five years. If you can react within 

five years, with a bit of luck you are in good shape. If you 

take longer than five years, with a bit of bad luck you are in 

bad trouble. 

Let me now go back to the example of the nuclear reactor 

industry. What happened between 1956 and 1980 to cause such a 

disastrous slowing-down of the reaction-time? Part of the loss 

of flexibility can be blamed on government regulations and part 

can be blamed on the hardening of arteries in individual heads. 

The people who run the industry are not as young as they were. 

But regulation and aging are not the whole story. There are 

also some identifiable errors of policy which contributed t o the 

slowing-down. In my opinion, the two chief causes of the loss 

of flexibility of the industry were bandwagon-jumping and false 

economies of scale. 

Bandwagon-jumping is not alway s bad. Only , before y ou jump 

on, you should look carefully to see whether the bandwagon is 

moving in the direction you want to go. If you are doubtful 

about the direction, it is a good idea to wait. In the case of 

the American nuclear power industry, the bandwagon was started 

by Admiral Rickover, who developed with admirable speed and 

efficiency a reactor to drive nuclear submarines. Rickover's 

reactor went into mass production and gave a fly ing start to the 

9. 
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industry. It was a pressurized light-water reactor. So the 

light-water bandwagon started to roll. When the time came to 

build power-reactors for the civilian utility market, everybody 

except General Atomic jumped onto Rickover's bandwagon. 

Unfortunately they overlooked a well-known fact about submarines. 

There is not much room to spare in a submarine. Therefore the 

most important requirement for a submarine reactor is ~o be 

compact, to have a lot of power in a small volume. But when you 

build reactors for civilian utilities, the most important require

ment should be safety. Other things being equal, the more compact 

a reactor is, the more power it generates in a given volume, the 

more quickly it will melt or vaporize in case of an accident with 

a loss of coolant. The shorter the time that is available before 

the reactor melts, the more difficult it is to keep an accident 

from turning into a catastrophe. So compactness and safety are 

not running in the same direction. The main reason why the HTGR 

· is safer than a light-water reactor is that it is less compact. 

What is good for submarines is not necessarily good for civilians. 

But once almost everybody had jumped onto Rick over's bandwagon, 

it became very difficult for anybody to jump off . By jumping on 

too soon, the nuclear industry deprived itself of alternative 

technologies which were leading in different directions. When 

the public rather suddenly became aware of the deficiencies of 

light-water reactors, the Rickover bandwagon finally ground to a 

halt, but the passengers were then left stuck in the mud with 

nowhere else to go. 
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The effect of the bandwagon in immobilizing the nuclear 

industry was bad enough, but the effect was made much worse by 
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a second factor, the pursuit of false economies of scale. I am 

not denying the reality of economies of scale. I am not recom

mending "Small is Beautiful" as a suitable motto for the chemical 

industry. Up to a point, big plants are usually more economical 

than small ones. Big nuclear reactors, up to a point, generate 

cheaper electricity than small ones. But I am saying that the 

economy of scale is lost or even reversed when the big plant 

takes too long to build. If a plant takes ten years to build, 

it is almost certainly too bi·g. The economy of scale is likely 

to be canceled out by interest charges and by loss of flexibility, 

and it will often happen that changes in the rules of the game 

make the big plant obsolete before it even comes on line. So I 

am saying that you should pursue economies of scale up to the 

point where each unit takes five years to bring on line, but no 

further. Further than that, it is ~ false economy. 

The light-water reactor industry probably made a fundamental 

mistake in going to thousand-megawatt units. The expected 

economy of scale seems to have been illusory. Unfortunately, 

General Atomic felt compelled to make the same mistake with the 

HTGR. Just to keep up with the Joneses, General Atomic concen

trated its efforts on the thousand-megawatt monster which cannot 

be ready when it is needed. 

The market for nuclear power reactors is at the moment non

existent. Nobody knows whether the .market wi.ll· r.evive in the. 
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future. The hopes of the industry rest on the possibility that 

there will be some new oil crisis or some unpredictable change 

of political mood which will create a massive new demand for 

nuclear power. When this happens, the demand will be for 

reactors which are safe, and flexible, and quick to build~ The 

thousand-megawatt HTGR is safe but not quick. Perhaps General 

Atomic might finally achieve its rightful share of the market, 

if it could be ready when the time comes with a HTGR reactor of 

modest size, thoroughly tested and debugged, and capable of 

being mass-produced in a hurry. 

One of the most beautiful pieces of technology I have ever 

seen is the factory in Everett north of Seattle where they build 

Boeing 747's. The Boeing 747 is not small and neither is the 

factory. But the factory is wondrous quick. At the time I 

visited, they were turning out 747ts at the rate of one a week. 

That is the sort of operation which I have in mind when I say, 

Quick is Beautiful. 

People of my generation who lived through World War 2 have 

vivid memories of monumental confusion and incompetence--after 

all, the word Snafu is of World War 2 vintage--and in spite of 

all that, we remember that in the end things got done. When 

Winston Churchill became Prime Minister in 1940, England was 

desperately short of ships, airplanes, tanks, guns, everything 

that we needed to fight a war. I saw how bad things were when 

the little old 22-calibre rifles that my high-school ROTC used 

for target practice were taken away from us and given to the army. 
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Those rifles probably last saw active service in the Crimea in 

1857. In 1940 Winston Churchill spoke on the radio and said, 
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"I am sorry I cannot do anything for you in less than three 

years. I give an order to build a factory to-day, and in two 

years you have nothing, in three years you have a little, in 

four years you have a lot, in five years you have all you want." 

He was right, In five years we had all we wanted and in five 

years the war was over, 

These experiences of World War 2 made an indelible impression 

on people of my generation. At the bottom of our hearts we still 

believe you can have anything you want in five years if you need 

it badly enough and if you are prepared to slog your way through 

the barriers of confusion and incompetence to get it. Some of 

us even believe that if tomorrow the oil-exporting countries 

would do us the favor of imposing a total and permanent embargo 

on all shipment of oil to this country, the shock to our system 

would be sufficient to push us into a serious synthetic-fuel 

program, and we would end up within five years producing so much 

fuel that we could undersell OPEC in the world market. Such 

ideas are totally contrary to the accepted wisdom of our econo

mists and politicians. The accepted wisdom says that, no matter 

what we decide to do about the energy problem, we cannot expect 

to see any substantial results before the year 2000. The accepted 

wisdom is no doubt correct, if we continue to play the game by 

the rules of to-day. But anybody who lived through World War 2 

knows that the rules can be changed very fast when the necessity 

arises. 
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Why is it that our whole economic and political system has 

tended recently to become so sluggish and inflexible? Why have 

we become resigned to the idea that nothing substantial can 

ever be done in less than ten years? Obviously there are many 

reasons. But I believe the principal reason for this sluggish-

ness is that our whole society has fallen into the same trap as 

our nuclear industry. Not only in the nuclear industry but in 

many other industries and public institutions~ we have pursued 

economies of scale which turned out to be false. One of the 

most fundamental false economies of scale is the overgrowth of 

cities. At one time it looked economically attractive to cram 

millions of people together into huge agglomerations. The 

budgetary problems of New York City have now made clear to 

everybody that this was a false economy. 

When we turn from sociology to biology , we see t he same 

historical processes at work. So long as no sudden changes in 

the rules of the game occurred, all through the soft swampy . 
sluggish hundred-million-year summer of the mesozoic era, the 

dinosaurs pursued their economies of scale, growing big and fat 

and prosperous, specializing their bodily structures more and 

more precisely to their chosen ecological niches. Then one day, 

as we recently learned from the brilliant observations of 

Luis Alvarez and his colleagues at Berkeley, an asteroid fell 

from the sky and covered the earth with its debris. The rules 

of the ecological game were changed overnight, and our ancestors, 

the small, the quick, the unspecialized, inherited the earth. 
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III. Ice-Ponds and Heat-engines 

Let me now tell you a more cheerful story. In Princeton 

there are two projects in progress, each of them in its own way 

trying to contribute to a solution of the energy problem. The 

two efforts stand side by side on the Forrestal Campus of 

Princeton University. One of them is the TFTR, the Tokamak 

Fusion Test Reactor, the white hope of the magnetic confinement 

fusion program, a magnificent piece of engineering, lavishly 

funded by the Department of Energy. If all goes well, it will 

cost only $300 million and will be ready to go into operation 

in 1986. It will then explore the technology for commercial 

fusion reactors which will possibly begin producing electricity 

ten or fifteen years later. 

The other project, the one with which I have the honor to 

be associated, is the Princeton Ice Pond. This is a square. hole 

in the ground with a dirt berm around it and a sheet of griffolin 

plastic lining its bottom. Two men with a mechanical digger dug 

the hole last January. We rented a commercial snow machine and 

squirted snow over the hole during the cold days and nights of 

February, until we had something that looked like the Disneyland 

Matterhorn. Halfway through the snowmaking, we found out that 

we didn't need that fancy ski-resort snow-machine. We didn't 

need skiing-quality snow for our pond. We found out that for 

our purposes a fireman's fog-nozzle which you can buy for $450 

does the job just as well. Our Matterhorn stood high and proud 

for a few weeks. Then the March sun shrank it down a bit, and 
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the April rains reduced it to a pool of slush, filled up to 

the top of the berm. We covered it over with an insulating 

layer of plastic and straw, and on top of that we put an air

supported mylar dome to keep the straw dry. In June a hefty 

hail-storm wrecked the mylar and so we are making do with wet 

straw for the insulation. I say ''we," but you must understand 

that I am not claiming credit for any of this. The project is 

run by Bob Socolow and Don Kirkpatrick and Ted Taylor and their 

students at Princeton University. I am only an unskilled 

laborer who goes out to help them occasionally. In June we 

measured the contents of the pond and found that we had about 

450 tons of ice in a thousand tons of slush. 

The ice-pond project is not supported by the Department of 

Energy. We applied to DOE for funds several times, but the most 

DOE could do for us was to tell us to apply to Housing and Urban 

Development, and when we applied to HUD they told us, not 

unexpectedly, to go back to DOE. The project finally got started 

last January because the Prudential Insurance Company decided we 

might be a good investment. The Prudential is prepared to spend 

$300 thousand (not million) to find out whether we are as crazy 

as we look. The Prudential does not require us to spend three 

quarters of the money on paper-work. 

Now why should the Prudential Insurance Company be interested 

in supporting a technologically primitive and low-grade project 

like ours? It happens that the Prudential is investing its 

surplus cash in the construction of several off ice buildings in 
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an industrial park near the Forrestal Campus. The possible 

pay-off for the Prudential is a solar heating and cooling system 

for one of their office buildings. If our wildest dreams come 

· true, we will be able to supply solar heating and cooling to 

the building at a capital cost equal to the cost of fuel and 

electricity used by an equivalent conventional system in about 

two years. In other words, the Prudential would write off the 

cost of the solar system in two years and would enjoy free 

heating and cooling thereafter as long as the system lasted. 

The Prudential is prepared to gamble $300 thousand on the remote 

chance that something like that might happen. The government, 

of course, does not like to gamble. 

The key to cheap and reliable solar energy is to have a 

cheap and massive storage of heat and cold, massive enough so 

that it can ride over the annual weather-cycle, heat being 

collected in summer and used in winter, cold being collected in 

winter and used in swmner. The system which we have in mind for 

the Prudential building would use two ponds for storage, a hot 

pond containing 100000 tons of hot water, and a cold pond con

taining 10000 tons of ice. We started first with the ice-pond 

experiment because the money came through in January just in 

time for the snow-making. It is much easier to make snow in a 

hurry in winter than to make hot water in a hurry in summer. 

We hope to have an experimental hot pond running next sununer with 

a large area of cheap plastic air-mattress collecting solar heat. 

Then in the winter of 1981-82 we shall find out whether the hot 

pond stays hot. 
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The beauty of solar-pond technology, to my eyes, lies in 

the fact that your mistakes do not stay hidden for long. We 

made a mistake with the mylar dome; in two months the hail 

ripped it apart and we are ready to try something else, We 

made another mistake with our heat-engine. An important part 

of our original plan was to generate home-made electricity with 

a heat-engine, using the hot and cold ponds as heat-source and 

heat-sink. The ideal Carnot efficiency of an engine working 

between 140 degrees Fahrenheit and ice-temperature is twenty 

per cent, so we thought we could expect to run a real engine 

making electricity at ten per cent efficiency. We found a 

supplier in Florida who claimed he could sell us an engine for 

18, 

$12 thousand, putting out ten kilowatts of electricity. 1200 

dollars capital cost per kilowatt, and zero cost for fuel, would 

compete quite well with central-station power. The Department 

of Energy people told us, in their lordly fashion, that the 

Florida engine was a pile of junk, but that only made us more 

determined to prove the Department of Energy wrong. We arranged 

with the designer in Florida that he would rent us one of his 

engines for three months. He drove it himself all the way from 

Florida to Princeton and proudly handed it over. The machine 

looked good, not like a pile of junk at all. The designer told 

us how he had run it in Florida using muddy swamp-water full of 

frogs for the cold end, and the machine handled the frogs smoothly 

without ever getting choked up. The whole deal looked very good, 

and so we paid our three monthst rent with the option to purchase, 
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and handed the machine over to one of our undergraduates to 

measure its performance carefully. 

undergraduate reported his results. 

A few weeks later the 

Unfortunately it turned 

out that the designer of the machine did not understand three

phase circuitry. All his numbers for electric power were too 

high by a factor of the square root of three. He was better 

at handling frogs than at handling complex numbers. The actual 

efficiency of the machine was six per cent and not ten. So we 

sadly shipped it back to Florida. Round two went to the 

Department of Energy. 

The Prudential Insurance Company has never been enthusiastic 

about ·heat-engines. They are happy to buy their electricity 

from Public Service Electric and Gas, and have no wish to get 

into the utility business themselves. So it was easy to agree 

with them to go ahead with the solar heating and cooling experi

ments and drop the heat-engine for the time being. If all goes 

well with the heating and cooling, ~ can come back to heat

engines later. 

That is the story of the Princeton Ice-Pond. I told you 

the story because it illustrates what I have in mind when I ask 

for a technology with a quick response. I am not claiming that 

solar ponds by themselves will solve the energy problem. Still 

less am I claiming that the little game we are playing in 

Princeton has demonstrated the existence of an economically 

viable solar pond technology. What I do claim is that solar 

ponds are an example of a technology free from the rigidities 
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and the decade-long delays which have made both fission and 

fusion power unable to respond to urgent need. Solar ponds may 

or may not turn out to be cheap and effective. If they fail, 

they will fail quickly and we shall not have spent half a life

time proving them useless. If they succeed, there is a chance 

that they could be deployed rapidly on a very large scale. 

20. 

Sites could be surveyed, holes in the ground dug, and plumbing 

fixtures installed by thousands of local contractors responding 

to local demand. Plastic liners and pipes and solar collectors 

could be mass-produced in factories. A whole new industry could 

grow up in a few years like the industries of World War 2. All 

this is only a dream, or at best a remote possibility. But there 

is no reason why a new technology has to develop like fission and 

fusion on a thirty-year time-scale. All it needs in order to go 

fast is small size of units, simple design, mass production, and 

a big market. When I go out to the Forrestal Campus and see 

those two machines, the $300 million.TFTR and our little ice-pond, 

what I see in my mind's eye is a dinosaur and an early primate. 

I wonder how long it will be before the next asteroid falls. 
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IV. Genetic Engineerin~ 

Finally I have to say something about genetic engineering. 

I left only a short time for this because I know so little about 

it. I will speak only in generalities because I am ignorant 

of details. 

When I compare the biological world with the world of 

mechanical industry, I am impressed by the enormous superiority 

of biological processes in speed, economy and flexibility. A 

skunk dies in a forest; within a few days an army of ants and 

beetles and bacteria goes to work, and after a few weeks barely 

a bone remains. An automobile dies and is taken to a junk-yard; 

after ten years it is still there. Consider anything that our 

industrial machines can do, whether it is mining, chemical 

refining, material processing, building or scavenging; biological 

processes in the natural world do the same thing more efficiently, 

more quietly and usually more quickLy. That, it seems to me, is 

the fundamental reason why genetic engineering must in the long 

run be beneficial and also profitable. It offers us the chance 

to imitate nature's speed and flexibility in our industrial 

operations. 

It is difficult to speak of specific examples of things 

genetic engineering may do for us in the long run. Specific 

examples always sound too much like stories out of Astounding 

Science Fiction magazine. Fully aware of this danger, I mention 

three long-range possibilities which I take seriously. First, 
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the energy tree, programmed to convert the products of photo

synthesis into conveniently harvested liquid fuels instead of 

into cellulose. Second, the mining worm, a creature like an 

earthworm, programmed to dig into any kind of clay or metal

liferous ore and bring to the surf ace the desired chemical 

constituent in purified form. Third~ the scavenger turtle with 

diamond-tipped teeth, a creature programmed to deal in a similar 

fashion with human refuse and derelict automobiles. None of 

these creatures performs a task essentially more difficult than 

the task of the honey-bee with which we are all familiar. But 

it is a sound instinct which leads us to be distrustful of such 

grand ideas. If we pursue long-range objectives of this kind, 

we are likely to find ourselves involved in a twenty-year 

development program with all the inertia and inflexibility of a 

nuclear power program. The whole advantage of biological tech

nology will be lost if we let it become rigid and slow. 

So I would advise you to make your entry into genetic 

engineering in a thoroughly progmatic and opportunistic fashion, 

choosing projects which lead quickly to short-range objectives, 

choosing processes which fit conveniently into the framework of 

existing chemical and pharmaceutical industries. That is the 

way we went into nuclear engineering with the TRIGA reactor in 

1956. And that is the way we should have continued in nuclear 

engineering if we had been a little wiser. 

Above all, you should try to exploit the small scale and 

fine tuning of biological processes to achieve production 
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facilities which are rapidly responsive to changing needs. 

Never sacrifice economies of speed to achieve economies of 

scale. And never let yourselves get stuck with facilities 

which take ten years to turn on or off. If you follow these 

simple rules, I believe there is a good chance you will help 

genetic engineering fulfil the promise of a cleaner and more 

liveable world for mankind, the promise which nuclear energy 

once made but was never able to fulfil. 

A last brief word about bombs and genetic dangers. In my 

discussion of nuclear energy, I spoke only about reactors and 

not at all about bombs. In my opinion, the biggest mistake by 

far of the nuclear scientists was their enthusiastic pursuit of 

bombs. I cannot consider Three Mile Island to be an event in 

any way comparable with Hiroshima. The question then has to be 

faced, whether the pursuit of genetic engineering might expose 

us to dangers comparable with the dangers of nuclear weapons and 

nuclear war. I have thought a lot cll>out this question and I 

believe the answer is no, with one essential proviso. The 

proviso is that the existing laws restricting experimentation 

on human subjects continue to be strictly enforced. In other 

words, genetic engineering must stop short of monkeying around 

with the species Komo Sapiens. So long as Homo Sapiens is left 

out of it, I do not see how genetic engineering can _lead to 

military abuses significantly worse than the old-fashioned 

chemical and biological weapons with which we are unhappily 

familiar. And I do not see how genetic engineering can lead to 
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accidental disasters in any way comparable with nuclear 

explosions. But do not take my word for it. Expect the 

unexpected. Keep a careful look-out for dangers ahead~ and 

when something on the horizon looks bad, call a halt, blow the 

whistle, and try to find a different way to go, If the worst 

comes to the worst, there are other ways to make a living. 

I do not think that any of the theoretically possible 

dangers of genetic engineering will turn out to be real. I 

think that the benefits of it will be large and important. So 

24. 

I wish you luck and joy in your share of the enterprise. The 

best luck that I can wish you is to have as much fun with genetic 

engineering as we had with the TRIGA reactor and with the 

Princeton Ice-Pond. Developing a new technology is a lot of 

hard work, but it is also a lot of fun. If it is not fun, then 

it is not likely to be either useful or profitable, and you had 

better stop and try something else. 
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Wednesday, March 5. 1980 

8:00 P.M. 

In troduction 

Heinz Pagels, Ph.D. 
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Th e Rockefeller Universi ty 

" LI FE IN THE UNIVERSE" 

Freeman J. Dyson, Ph .D. 
Pro fessor of Physics 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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In the histori ca l deve lopment of ideas abou t th e 
shape and size of the universe, ast ronomica l obser
va tions and physical theories were free ly mixed w ith 
speculations about the sui tabi lity o f the cosmos as an 
abode of life. On ly in recent times have cosmology 
and biology become separated. The separat ion oc
curred for reasons wh ich were valid in the past bu t 
may no longer be compell ing in the future. 

Admiss ion to the lecture is free of charge, however. a 
reserva tion should be made in advance by call ing or 
wri t ing to the Publ ic Relations Department, The New 
York Academy of Sciences, 2 East 63rd Street , New York, 

ew York 10021. (212) 838-0230. 

THE ALBERT EI NSTEIN LECTU RES 
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The Albert Einstein Lectures are a series o f lectures 
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next several years. The purpose of these lectures is to 
bring the most recen t developmen ts in the physical 
and life sciences to the at tention o f the educated per
son. They wi l l em phasize the role of fundamen ta l 
scienti fic research, as exemplified by Albert Einstein, 
fo r human understanding of the basic processes and 
laws of natu re. The lectures, given by eminent scien
tists, are intended for nonscientists as well as scien
tists. They will be of a non technical character. I t is 
hoped tha t individuals who are not scientists can , 
through these lectures, participate in the excitement 
of current scientific research and its implications for 
the future. 

These lectures are made possible through the gener
osity of the Joseph H. Hazen Foundation and are 
sponsored by The New York Academy of Sciences. 

ALBERT EINSTEIN LECTURE COMMITIEE 

Dr. Phi lip Feigelson (Columbia University) 
Dr. Herbert Kayden (New York University) 
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Director General 
The Wolf Foundation 
P . O. Box 398 
Herzlia Bet, Israel 

Dear Professor Gruder: 

Fel)ruary 1, 1980 

Thank you for youi• letter of January 13, 1980 an
nouncing the nomination of Professor Free.nan J. Dyson for 
t3e 19b0 Wolf Prize in physics. 

Enclosed are the reouested vitae , biblio~raphy and 
description of scientific contribution. 

I have asked Professors Elliot Lie0 of ?rinceton 
University and Hans I3ethe of Cornell to write supporting 
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If I can be of any further help, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

Encls. 
~ cc: Dr. lI. Woolf, Director 

Sincerely yours, 

fh 
Valerie Nowak 
Administrative Officer 
School of Natural Sciences 
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FREEMA)l" J. DYSON 

Description of Scientific Contribution 

Freeman Dyson began research with a brief and successful 

career as a mathematician, before turning his in~erests in 1947-48 

to the exciting new developments in physics involving the theory 

of quantized fields. (One still hears anecdotes about Dyson, the 

young physicist , being asked by young mathematicians who had seen 

his mathematical papers, whether he was related to the well - known 

mathematician Dyson . ) Almost immediately upon his entry into 

theoretical physics, Dyson wrote two papers1
•
2 o n the foundations 

of quantum electrodynamics which have had a profound and lasting 

influence on many branches of modern theoretical physics. In his 

paper1 on "The Radiation Theories of Tomonaga , Schwinger and 

Feynman, " Dyson proved the equivalence of the equations- of- motion 

approach to field theory of Schwinger and Tomonaga with the dia

grammatic rules of Feynman. In doing so , he introduced the inter

action representation perturbation theory based on the U-matrix 

and its series expansion in terms of time-ordered products , which 

has remained the standard method for derivin g the Feynman rules 

for a given physical system, both in the contexts of relativistic 

quantum field theories3 and nonrelativistic many particle systems. 4 

In the second paper2 on "The S - 11atrix in Quantum Electrodynamics," 

Dyson used the U-matrix approach to derive the Feynman rules for 

the general S-matrix element in electrodynamics, and then s ystem

atically analyzed the occurrence, and removal by renormalization , 

of divergences in the S-matrix. He introduced the criterion for 

the divergence of a given diagram in terms of external line count

ing, the various definitions ("vertex part," "self - energy p art ," 

"primitive divergent, " etc.) which are essential in all analyses 

of Feynman graphs, and sketched how the divergences in electro

dynamics can be absorbed order by order in perturbation theory 

in the unobservable electron bare charge and bare mass. Dyson's 

analysis of the renormalizability of electrodynamics has become 

a classic of modern theoretical physics, both appearing in the 

standard textbook treatments5 and providing the motivation and 

model for much fur~her work on renormalizable field t heories, such 
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as the unified renormalizable theories of electromagnetic and weak 

interactions formulated recently by Salam and Weinberg . A further 

important innovation in Dyson's " ... S-Matrix ... "paper is his 

formulation of integral equations (now called Dyson 's equations) 

which give a nonperturbative mean ing to the Feynman- Dyson perturba

tion series. These equations play an important role in the theory 

of many particle systems, 6 and find a particularly significant 

application in modern formulations of the theory of superconduc

tivity, 7 where a nonperturbative treatment is essential. 

In the years subsequent to his work in electrodynamics, Dyson 

has done important research on a large variety of problems in 

theoretical physics. One of his significant interests has been 

in the area of analyticity p roperties of scattering amplitudes. 

In collaboration with Castillejo and Dalitz, he analyzed8 the 

properties of Law ' s scattering equation and showed that its solu

tion contains an infinite number of adjustable parameters; these 

so-called Castillejo-Dalitz-Dyson poles play an important role in 

the application of dispersion theory methods to scattering problems, 

in particular in the formulation of Levinson ' s theorem9 relating 

the change in the phase shift between zero and infinite energy with 

the number of bound state poles. A second important contribution 

by Dyson to the analyticity program was his ingenious paper10 ex

tending the Jost-Lehmann representation for causal commutators to 

the unequal mass case, by using Huygen's principle for the six

dimensional wave equation. The extended result , called the 

Jost-Lehmann-Dyson representation , is a starting point for deriving 

such analyticity properties of scattering amplitudes as fixed 

t t f d · . 1 t. ll A th . t t momen um rans er ispersion re a ions. no er impor an paper 

by Dyson in this area was his theorem on the connection between 

analyticity of the Wightman functions (vacuum expectation values 

of products of field operators) of a field theory and the so-called 
12 weak local commutativity property. 

Another of Dyson's major interests , extending over a period of 

many years, has been statistical physics. One facet of this wo rk 

has involved the study of the excitation spectra of disordered 

systems. In a beautiful and important paper, Dyson studied the 

dynamics of a disordered linear chain13 and brought into tractable 

form the problem of evaluating , in the limit of infinite chain 

2. 
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length, the distribution function of normal mode frequencies. In 

a long series of papers Dyson, and Dyson and Mehta worked out a 

theory of the statistical behavior of energy levels in complex 
14 15 quantum mechanical systems , ' and applied the theory to cases 

of interest in nuclear physics. A second facet of Dyson's 

statistical work has involved the study of magnetic systems and 

3. 

phase transitions. In two early papers 16 he developed a systematic 

theory of spin wave interactions and applied it to the study of the 

low temperature thermodynamic behavior of an ideal ferromagnet. He 

proved conditions for phase transitions in a class of one-dimensional 

Ising models, 17 and in his most recent paper18 (in collaboration with 

E. Lieb and B. Simon) proves the existence of a phase transition in 

the three-dimensional nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model. A final 

and major facet of Dyson's statistical work has been his work with 

Lenard giving a rigorous proof of the stability of matter, 19 

starting from the general N-body Schrodinger equation for a s y stem 

of charged particles. This work has stimulated important further 

developments by other workers in rigorous statistical mechanics, 

and constitutes a basic link in the chain of reasoning that leads 

from the microscopic laws of atomic physics to the laws of behavior 

of matter in bulk. 

The above survey of Dyson ' s research accomplishments only 

touches on some of the highlights of a long and varied research 

career. In addition to the research detailed above, Dyson has 

made contributions20 in such diverse areas as particle physics, 

astrophysics and relativity, optics, biophysics and combinatorics. 

He has written excellent reviews (see, for example, his survey on 

" The Fundamental Constants and Their Time Variation 1121 ), has 

helped popularize science through articles in the Scientific 

American and the New Yorker , has contributed to the public debate 

on scientific-political questions (see, in particular, his provoca

tive and still-timely article22 on " The Hidden Costs of Saying No"), 

and has contributed to the national defense. As the senior member 

of the physics Faculty at The Institute for Advanced Study, Dyson 

has played an important role in maintaining a strong physics group 

at the Institute during the last nineteen years. 
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A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gorkov and I .E. Dzyaloshinski, Methods of 

Quantum Field Theory in Statistical Physics (Prentice-Hall, New 

Jersey, 1963) Secs. 10 and 16. 

7. J.R. Schrieffer, Theory of Superconductivity (W .A. Benjamin, New 

York), Sec. 7-2. 

8. L. Castillejo, R.H. Dalitz and F. J. Dyson, "Low' s Scattering 

Equation for the Charged and Neutral Scalar Theories", Phys. Rev. 

101, 453 (1956). 

9. See R . J. Eden, High Energy Collis ions of Elementary Particles . 

(Cambridge University Press, 1967), Sec. 3 . 5. 

10. Freeman J. Dyson, "Integral Representations of the Causal Cornmuta -

tors", Phys. Rev. 110, 1460 (1958 ) . 

11. See, for example, W. Thirring, " Proof of Some of the Analytic 

Properties of the Relativistic Scattering Amplitude", in Dispersion 

Relations, G. R. Screaton, ed. (Inte rscience, New York, 1961), p.100 ff. 
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12 . Freeman J. Dyson, ' 'Connection between Local Commutativity 

and Regularity of Wightman Functions'', Phys. Rev. 110, 579 (1958); 

see also R. F. Streater and A. S. Wightman, PCT, Spin and 

Statistics, and all That (W. A. Benjamin, New York, 1964), p. 95. 

13. Freeman J. Dyson, "The Dynamics of a Disordered Linear Chain", 

Phys. Rev. 92, 1331 (1953); see also E. H. Lieb and D. C. Mattis, 

Mathematical Physics in One Dimension (Academic Press, New 

York, 1966), pp. 119-124. 

14. Freeman J. Dyson, "Statistical Theory of the Energy Levels of 

Complex Systems, I, II, III", J. Math. Phys.~ .. 140, 157, 166 (1962); 

Freeman J. Dyson and Madan Lal Mehta, "Statistical Theory of the 

Energy Levels of Complex Systems IV, V", J. Math. Phys. i• 701, 

713 (1953). 

15. An expository account of the work of Ref. 14 can be found in M. L. 

Mehta, Random Matrices and the Statistical Theory of Energy 

Levels (Academic Press, New York, 1967). 

16. Freeman J. Dyson, "General Theory of Spin-Wave Interactions", 

Phys. Rev. 102, 1217 (1956); " Thermodynamic Behavior of an Ideal 

Ferromagnet", Phys. Rev. 102, 1230 (1956). 

17 . Freeman J. Dyson, "Existence of a Phase-Trans it ion in a One

Dimensional Ising Ferromagnet", Comm. Math. Phys. _g_, 91 (1969); 

''Non-Existence of Spontaneous Magnetization in a One-Dimensional 

Ising Ferromagnet", Comm. Math. Phys. E· 212 (1969) . 

18. Freeman J. Dyson, Elliott H. Lieb and Barry Simon, " Phase 

Transitions in the Quantum Heisenberg Model", submitted to Phys. 

Rev. Letters in May, 1976. 

19. Freeman J. Dyson and A . Lenard, "Stability of Matter I; II", 

J. Math. Phys. ~. 423 (1967) ; J_, 698 (1968). 

20. See the full bibliography, Part 5. 
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21. Freeman J. Dyson, "The Fundamental Constants and Their Time 

Variation", in Aspects of Quantum Theory, A. Salam and E. P. 

Wigner, eds. (Cambridge University Press, 1972). 

22. Freeman J. Dyson, " The Hidden Costs of Saying No", Bull. 

Atomic Scientists l_!, 23 (197 5). 
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November 12, 1979 

Dear Freeman: 

Have a happy trlp and a safe return. 

As always, we are all enhanced by your 
accomplishments. 

Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
IostiUbte for Advanced Study 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woelf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Director 

Dear Harry: 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

November 9, 1979 

I think I ought to let you know that I am 
making a trip to England for the week of November 
19-24 to celebrate the British publication of my 
book. This will mean a radio interview and a few 
meetings with scientific colleagues. I shall try 
not to bring our Institute into disrepute. 

Yours sincerely, 

~ .J. 5>\ hr~ 
Freeman Dyson 

pb 
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Freeman Dyson: a Firm Believer in Mankind's Need to Achieve 
Creative, Not Destructive, Goals for Science and Technology 

"When a book hits a really 
deep resonance, it moves the 
world." 

"I visited such places as 
Moscow, Idaho and Green
ville, South Carolina, and the 
more remote the campus, 
the warmer they were, of 
course." The "of course" says 
that there is an obvious 
corollary between remoteness 
and hospitality. 
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Having said that, Freeman 
Dyson recalls the impact of 
Rachel Carson's anti
insecticide book, "Silent 
Spring." He believes there is 
"a fighting chance" that his 
autobiography, "Disturbing 
the Universe," may have that 
resonance. The book has just 
been published , following 
serialization of about half of it 
in The New Yorker. 

Anecdotes Appeal. " I found 
out that what these kids were 
turned on by was not so much 
the substance of science, as 
the anecdotes. They wanted to 
know what it felt like to be a 
scientist, and I felt it would be 
a good idea to write it all 

}-

..-----~------------------------------~ ~ 

"The first thing is to get the 
attention of the public to what 
I've always believed in: 
making a moral distinction 
between defensive and of
fensive weapons. The world 
should be ready for that. 

"This doctrine of mutually 
assured destruction that all 
my friends seem to believe in! 
Everyone in government, 

Freeman Dyson 
"A Resonant Book Can Move the World" 

even professors here at the ultimately have the respon- disillusionment, when 
Institute, believe the one thing sibility for guiding the growth Borough Council disregarded 
you must do is keep the of- of science and technology in our advice and nothing hap-
fensive weapons over- creative rather than pened for eight months . 
whelmingly effective. destructive directions." However, when they finally 

"I think there is a chance The Princeton Community got around to studying and 
people have had enough of Committee on Research with acting, then it became clear 
that." Biohazardous Material had that it had all been worth

just that responsibility : to while." 
Here for 25 Years. Sinewy decide whether research on Council passed an ordinance 

and silent, with fine inner recombinant DNA should be in March , 1978, allowing 
tensions, Freeman Dyson is a allowed in Princeton or if so, recombinant DNA research at 
man with a deep resonance of at what level of hazard. Some the so-called P-3 level of 
his own. A mathematician and of its members were hardly security, with strict 
astrophysicist of world "unscientific people" - guidelines, as recommended 
renown, he has been at the witness Dr. Dyson - but it by the citizens' committee. 
Institute for Advanced Study ---------·-----------
for 25 years. He is, 9u!te "The first thing is to get the attention of the 
clearly, a person who is m- bl' h t I' I b 1· · d · k' 
terested in and excited about pu IC tow a ve a ways e 1eve m: ma mg 
everything that goes on, or has a moral distinction between defensive and 
gone on, or will perhaps one . 
day go on, in the universe. offensive weapons. The world should be 

He has even been a member ready for that. " 
of Princeton's Parent-Teacher 
Organization. 

down." · 
By coincidence, unaware of 

his decision, the Sloan 
Foundation invited him to 
write for its science book 
program. He accepted and 
they gave him an advance, 

continued on Page 128 
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one is there now one is in the A Fascinating Experience. pubhc participation .~:g ac
MiddleSchool.) ' "I wasn't expert at all in tual,ly work - pr~vi r,ou 

biology - I learned the don thavetoactquitefast. . 
. . science, on that committee, The tw~ DNA chapters '.~ 

In_ Prmcet~n, outside the and found it fascinating. "Disturb~ng the Universe 
Insb!ute, he 1s remembered "It was absorbing, getting were not m The Nev.: Yorker. 
f~r .his work on th~ 11-member to understand in depth that the One ch~pter de~cribes the 
citizens committee t~at others were feeling and events m Cambridge, where 
pondered the problem dur~ng seeing those issues thro~gh 11 the institution involved was 
most o~ 1977, of controlling pairs of eyes. 1 had a great Harva~d; another te~ about 
recombm~nt,?~A rese.arch. time: as a human event, it was th~ Prmceto~ com.mumty and 
~arly 1,? Disturb mg the one of the most rewarding I've Princeton Umvers1ty. 

~ruverse, Dr. J?yson '!lakes er been involved in. 
1t clear that he is talkmg to ev 
"unscientific people , who "Then, of course, there was 

"I believe the one glaring 
omission in our Princeton 

--------------------- DNA committee was industry, 
and I very much regretted 
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Watch for our n 

PLASTIC BAG SPECIAL 

I 20% off I 
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Fill the big brown plastic bag 

with DRY CLEANING 
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this. It is sad that people 
regard those who work for 
industry as second-class 
persons. There is academic 
snobbery in Princeton, you 
know, and a general feeling 
that people in industry aren't 
to be trusted. 

''On our DNA committee, 
discussions of possible 
commercial or industrial DNA 
research were most unin
formed, because there were 
no representatives." 

An Early Start. Now in his 
mid-50s, Dr. Dyson said he 
surprised himself by writing 
his autobiography at this point 
in life. 

"I'd always thought I'd do it 
when I was 70.'' 

New Yorker r eaders 
suspected he might have 
written his autobiography in 
reply to "The Starship apd the 
Canoe,'' Kenneth Brower's 
1978 book about the 
relationship between Dr. 
Dyson and his son, George, 
who builds canoes in British 
Columbia. 

When you buy a custom Anthony pool during this sale, 
Anthony will give you one of these featured items-at no 
extra cost-or give you $650 off on your pool. Pick one ... 
1. Anthony automatic pool cleaner. Cuts pool care by 90%. 
2. Anthony heater. It's efficient, 325,000 BTU, natural gas. 
3. Anthony spa. Attached, 21 sq. ft. spa has two hydrojets. 
4. $650 discount on any custom pool. (Instead of a product.) 
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What you spend for your pool is added to the value of your 
home; its value grows as fast as inflation. Financing is avail
able at 1979 bank rates; payoff will be with future dollars. If 
inflation continues, it should: 1. actually help you pay for 
yow· pool, and 2. increase your pool's value at the same time. 

Call now 
World,s largest pool builder 

Open seven days a week 
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Not at all, Dr. Dyson ex
plains. He was well into his 
own book when Brower's 
came out, and feels only some 
embarassment that they have 
been published so close 
together. 

----- -------------- ----- -----1'1'-28 

FOR PICK-UP AND DELIVERY CALL 
(609) 392-7123 (609) 896-0235 (215) 493-4588 

The decision to write 
"Disturbing the Universe" 
came after a Phi Beta Kappa 
lecture tour to eight small 
colleges. 

Mail to Anthony Pools 
11939 Felton Rood 
Norristown. PA 19401 

0 Have solosman phone ffi•'· 

0 Send FREE colorful pool 
planning brochure 
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g This summer, before resid~nt recently published a tractor with the Tennessee late Mrs. Barbati ; August 5 in 
< visiting son George in British book ab~ut her hU$band the Valley Insulation Company in the Princeton University 
> Colum bia, he spent two editor Saxe Commins.) ' Knoxville. Chapel. 
~ months in California studying "Jeffers is an anti- -- The bride, who is employed 
~ carbon ~ioxide, _ "a politically humanist , and puts the case Scivoletti-Petruska . Flor- by. Dr. Geor ge Isaacson of 
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"Politicians always want Hamilton Township. 
something right now I" - - . 

Carbon dioxide is only part-
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time for Dr. Dyson. With the D Ales10, d~u~ter ?f Mr: and 
academic year about to begin Mrs . Dom1mck D Ales10 of 
he's about to return to what he Hopewell Township, to David 
calls "real science" _ L. Neale, son of Mr. and M~s. 
mathematics or physics - but Robert Neale ?f Caledonia, 
he does not yet know what N.Y.; J1;11Y 7 m. St. James 
particular aspect of " real Church m ~ena:imgton . ~he 
science." couple now hves m Caledonia . 

Another Book Planned. The 
next Dyson book may well 
deal with military doctrines. 

"I was a very strong pacifist 
at the start of World War II, 
although that feeling was 
driven out by events. I 
disagree so strongly with the 
military doctr~nes we're living 
by at the moment, and I 
certainly have something to 
say. " 

Dr. Dyson was involved in 
negotiations for the original 
1963 test ban treaty - ' 'an 
exciting time, a great piece of 
luck to be there at the cenrer 
of things during that period. 

"SALT II? It's a wonderful 
example of how offensive 
stra tegies have run into a 
complete dead end. I'm all in 
favor of the treaty, but it's 
such a feeble thing! And if we 
continue with our present 

Mrs. Neale, a graduare of 
Hopewell Valley Central High 
School and the Eastman 
School of Music , teaches 
music in Caledonia. Mr. Neale 
attended Monroe Community 
College and is employed by 
the Caledonia Lines. 

· Brodeur-Quick. Cai:ol G. 
Quick, daughter of the Rev. 
and M~. Bernard E . Quick of 
Lawrencevill e, to Gregg G. 
Brodeur, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Rene H. Brodeur of Wilmette, 
Ill.; June 23 in the Lawren
ceville Presbyterian Church, 
with the bride's father of
ficiating. 

Miss Quick graduated from 
the University of Wisconsin 
with a B.S. degree in 
education . Mr. Brodeur 
received a B.A. degr ee in 
geography a nd ur ban plan
ning , a lso from Wisconsin . 
The couple live in Trenton. 

s tra tegy, we'll never ge t Punia-Berger . Sheryl D. 
anything significantly bet~r. Berger , daughter of Dr. and 
If there could be a fun- Mrs. Harold Berger of 
damental cha nge in mood, Lawrenceville to J oseph D. 
SALT III might be quite dif- P unia, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
ferent. Leonard Punia of Princeton; 

"An optimis t ? Of course, August 12 a t the home of the 
I'm an optimist! That's what bride's parents. 
the book is about." Mrs. Punia, a graduate of 

- - Lawrence High School and the 
It is also, of course, about University of Maryland, 

Freeman Dyson, a scientist teaches language arts at the 
whose imagination vaults the Hights town Intermedia t e 
stars, whose son builds canoes School. Mr. Punia graduated 
in British Columbia and whose from Princeton Day School, 
life has clearly been infused Carnegie Mellon University, 
with poetry. and Wharton Graduate School 

A Welcome Discovery. Not 
so much poetry as he'd like, 
these clays. 
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of Business. He is employed 
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tgage-brokerage firm. 

The couple live in 
Lawrenceville. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

June 4, 1979 

Bir Zeit University 

Attached is a letter to Menachem Begin, 
for newspaper publication, and a translation 
Ha'aretz statement of 60 ·Israeli academics. 
your signatures to the first two documents. 
send the newspaper statement to both Israe li 
papers. 

a statement 
of the 
Please add 
We intend to 
and American 

I visited Bir Zeit ·university in 1977 and can certify 
that it is a serious academic institution doing a r emarkable 
job of education under difficult circumstances . I have met 
with an American eye-witness (Ann Lesch of the Ford 
Foundation) who was at Bir Zeit on May 2. Her report makes 
clear that there is no legal or moral justification for 
keeping the university closed. A lengthy closure may well 
do irreparable damage to the un iversity and to its students . 

Freeman Dyson 

Enclosures 
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The Honorable Menachem Begin 
Off ice of the Prime Minister 
Jerusalem, Israel 

Your Excellency: 

Princeton, New Jersey 
June 4, 1979 

The undersigned residents of the Princeton area 
respectfully request you to order the necessary steps 
to reopen Bir Zeit University. Like the many Israeli 
academics who published their statement in Ha'aretz 
on May 21., we feel that "the order (to close the 
University) serves to obscure the distinction betwee n 
criminal acts and the free expression OI political 
views," by "imposing collective punishment on the 
students." 

Sincerely yours, 

C:t i tJ.,es liste d for identification purposes only) 
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~rinceton, New Jersey 
June 4, 1979 

Statement for newspaper publication. 

Bir Zeit Unive rsity 

The undersigned residents of the Princeton area 

support the call of the 60 Israeli academics for the 

reopening of Bir Zeit University, which we reprint 

here. 

We hope that after the University is reope ned, 

a clear distinction w111 be made between individual 

actions punishable unde r the criminal codes in force 

on the West Bank and the educational functions of a 

Unive rsity, which must include the free expression and 

discussion of opinions, including political opinions 

however much one may agree or disag r ee with them. 
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CALL TO OPEN WEST BANK COLLEGES 

We view with _concern the decision of May 2, 1979 by the Military 
Governor of the Ramallah District to close Bir Zeit Univers ity for an 
indefinite period. The closure order was issued without a full -
investigation of the disturbances attendant upon the Independence Day 
procession of Gush Emunim supporters through the village of Bir Zeit. 
In contravention of the spirit of due legal process, it arbitrarily 
places responsibility for the disturbances upon Bir Zeit University 
by imposing collective punishment on the students--deprivation of the 
right to pursue an education. 

In the nam~ of security, the order serves to obscure the distinction 
between criminal acts and the free expression of political vi ews. At a 
time when our government is shaping policy concerning autonomy, freedom 
of discussion is more, not less, imperative. In such circumstances, 
the closure of Bir Zeit University and other West Bank institutions of 
higher education will be construed as an attempt to suppress opinions 
contrary to those of the Israeli authoritfes. 

The closing dovm of the University denies the tenet of democracy, 
free speech, and free thought. As Israeli educators, we are under 
special obligation . to assure that Palestinian Arabs are secure in the 
same rights we demand for ourselves , including the right to higher 
education. 

-Advertisement in Ha'aretz, May 21, 1979, signed by 60 Israeli 
university professors and lecturers. Among them are: 

Micah Ardon, Physical Chemistry, Hebrew University 
Peter Hillman, Neurobiology, Hebrew University 
Solly Cohen, Physics, Hebrew University 
Zvi Lam, Law, Tel Aviv 
Tuvia Shlonsky, Literature, Hebrew University 
Shlomo Alexander, Physics, Hebrew University 
Galia Golan, International Relations, Hebrew University 
Moshe Greenberg, Professor of Bible, Hebrew Universi ty 
Ernst Simon, Education, Hebrew Univers ity (retired) 
Saul Foguel, Mathematics, Hebrew University . 
Matitiyahu Peled, -Political Science, Hebrew University 
Hagit Sh·lonsky, Sociology, Hebrew Univers ity 
A. B. Yehoshua, author 
Aharon Antonovsky, Medical Sociology~ Beersheva 

• 
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February 6, 1979 

Dear Freeman: 

Thank you very much for yours of 31 January 
1979, inforndng me of your forthcotdng Australian 
trip. Of course, there is no objection to your 
undertaking it . 

I would take it as a great kindeess, however, 
if you would share with me the program descriptions 
or any lecture titles, as well as a list of the 
institutions you are to visit for it would enable 
me to add su~~ attractive information to my 
efforts, financial and otherwise, on behalf of 
the Institute. 

Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Nat ural Sciences 
Instit~tle for Advanced Study 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Director 

Dear Harry, 

Tele phone-609-924-4400 

January 31, 1979 

\ 

I have accepted an invitation from the Australian 
Academy of Sciences to give one of the main speeches at 
their 25th Anniversary celebration at the end of March . 
This will also involve two weeks of travelling around and 
lecturing at various Australian universities. I hope you 
will have no objection to my doing this. It mean s that 
I shall be away from March 20 to April 15. I sha ll be 
back here from April 15 to June 15. I think the trip is 
worthwhile as it enables me to keep in touch with a lot 
of interesting things that are going on in Australia . 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 
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January 24 , 1979 

Dear Freeman: 

Thank you very much for your help in 
the preparation of the Institute brochure. 
I am grateful for your criticisms and 
corrections, and have incorporated the 
changes you suggested. 

Sinceeely, 

John Runt 
Associate Director 

Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sceences 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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July 21, 1978 

D=. Philip H~ndler 
President, ~ational Academy of Science s 
2101 Constitution JI.venue NW 
Washington, DC 20418 

Dear Dr. Handler: 

I am enclosing a copy of a l etter which came to me 
frcm J e rusalc."'l a few days ago without any sign.:.t_re . In case 
you do not knou what Dirzeit University is, I should explain 
that it is a bona fide university operating on the West Bank 
about 50 k.' l omgters north of J erusalem . I visited the 
university briefly a year ago ana was ravorably impr essed 
with what \:hey are doing . The head o f the physics department 
happened to have been in my qunnt um mechanics class at Co.J..;...rnia 
20 years ago . So far as I could tell, tna universi ty is do,~g 
a creditab:e job in providing higher education f or the inhabi
tc-.nts of tlte \V'est Bank, and is doing its best to remain non
political t~der very difficult circumstances . 

I have no independent verification of the facts alleged 
in the enclosea l etter , but I have no reason to doubt that t~e 
statenent~ i n it are largely true . The fact that ~he l etter is 
unsig~~d iL un=ort~naLc but unoerstand~blc in the circun=t~nces . 
I a.-r1 nr)'w requesting you to bring this 1'1<.tter on an o ffic12.l level 
to the attention of the public and of the Israeli govcrrL."':lcnt . 
If the fac~s ar2 not as report~d in this letter I will be harypy 
to a0.mi t that I misjudged the situation. Thanking you fer 1our 
help , I a."il, 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

FD:pb 

Encl. 
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July 21 , 1978 

Professor George S. Hammond 
Foreign Secretary, National Academy of Sciences 
Dept. of Chemistry 
University of California 
Santa Cruz , CA 95064 

Dear Professor Hammond: 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter which came to me 
from Jerusalem a few days ago without any signature. In case 
you do not know what Birzeit University is, I should explain 
that it is a oona ride university operating on the West Bank 
about 50 kilo~8tcrs north of Jerusalem . I visited the 
university briefly a year ago and was ravorably impressed 
with what they are doing . The head of the physics departm~nt 
happened to have been in my quantum mechanics class at Coi~nbia 
20 years ago . So far as I could tell , tre university is c. oi1.g 
a creditable job in providing hi~her education for the inhabi 
tants of the \est Bank , and is doing its best to remain non
political under very difficult circumstances. 

I have no independent verifica tion of the facts alleged 
in the enclosed letter, but I have no reason to doubt that the 
statei.~ents in it arc larqely true . The f;ct that the l etter is 
unsignccl is un.:-ortunate but understandable in the circumst'\nces . 
I am now requesting you to bring thi3 'Matter on an official Jrvel 
to the attention of the public and of tlie Israeli qovcrnrr.cnt. 
If the facts are not as reported in this letter I \dll be hilpPy 
to ad.nit that I mioju<lged the situation. Thanking you for your 
aelp, I am, 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

Encl. 
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The Editor 
"Science" Magazine 
1515 .Massachusetts Ave. NW 
Wasnington, DC 20005 

Dear Sir: 

July 21, 1978 

I am enclocing a copy of a letter which came to ~e 
from J erusalem a few days ago without any signature. In case: 
you do not know \,hat Birzeit Univer::Jity is , I should explain 
that it is n bona fide university operating on the West Bank 
about 50 kiloneters nortu of Jerusalem. I visited the 
university briefly a year ago and uas favorably impressed 
with what they are doing. The r(;Cld of the physics department 
happened. to have been in my quantum mechnnics class at Columbia 
20 years ago. So tar as I could tell, Lh1... university i s doing 
a creditable job in providing higher eaucation for the inhabi
tants of the .~c!:>t Lank, unu is doinq its best to remain non
political under very difficult circU.~stances. 

I h~ve no independent vcrif ication of the facts alleged 
in the encloscu letter, but I hu.ve no r eason to doubt that the 
statements in it are laig~ly t ruE::. The fact that the lett'--~ is 
unsigned is unfortunate but understandable in the circums~ances. 

I am now requesting that you make this letter public, 
either as a letter to the Ecii tor unc.er my nane, or as an i ce.n 
in one of your news colwms, wit.h an C..{Plcn<::.tion of the cir
cumstances. I h~vc considered carefully vhcther mdKing it 
public is likely to do more harm tnan good to the people naI!l-.:d 
in it, and I h.:lvc concluded that this is a risk I am willinq to 
accept. r:: ... e L'1.Ct that they cent the letter out prenurnably ncans 
that they wisn to h~ve it made public . If the letter is ~oo 
long for you 'Lo publish in full, you may publish excerpts L .. 0m 
it at your discretion , but I hope you will not find it neco~c~ry 
to do this. 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

Encl. 
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BI RZEIT U N IVERSITY P. o. BOX , .. a1.-ZEIT • PHONE c 9&) a•a• 

J ul y 1 , 1978 

Birzeit University protests t he ser ious and unprecedented 
interference with its normal and legitimate academic operation 
by the Isr~eli JJl.ilitary occup~tion authorities. This inter
t exence has latterly taken the form of denying uork permits 
and :inposing other restrictions on sixteen Birzeit UniTeraity 
f'acul ty cemt,era. 

I. Sinco 1974, the University has been required by the 
I sraeli Military Governor of the Ramallah District to 
file requests for work permits for its foreign faculty 
membors and employees. Only after securing a ~ork pernit 
was a foreign faculty mecber eligible to apply for a 
tenporary residence permit. The University b~s acceded to 
what ~as presumably a routine process and has duly subnitted 
work permit requests in uriting well in ~dvance of the 
beginning of each academic year, ':Tith all the information 
reqQtred by the Irl.11tary authorities. The requests for the 
past acader.rlc year, October 1, 1977 to J'OJ:r 11 J 1978, ~ore 
f iled between February and August, 1977. 

The response of the Rarnallo.h Military Governor t o these 
requeots is usually co?2!!nuni.cated to the University ve~oally 
by telot1hone, never in uritin ~. 11'.ae Hilitary Governor 
often delays his response to ~hese vork peniit requests 
for up to one year (i n one case tnree yeara). This 
delayL~ tactic tends to demoralize both the Univaraity and 
the individual. faculty members, to undern1.ne contractual. 
agreements, and to disrupt academic planning for the iu~ure. 

By January, 1978, 16 or ·the 19 cu~rent requests for work 
per~its (come of uhich had boen filed olnoat a year 
previously) had still not been approved. For the next 
fow ~onths the University was in conota.nt touch with thG 
office of the Hil1tary Governor. The lotter ruid his 
assist~nts gave inconclusive and sometimes contradictory 
responses. 

• •• /2 
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In April, the Military Governor informed the University 
that seven of the pending applications of forei gn passport 
holders had been rejected. He aeclared that these seven 
must ~ease working at Birzeit University and leave the 
country immediately. He later relented and allowed the 
seven to r emain until the end of the academic year, 
July 7, 1978. 

The Military Governor and his assistants repeatedly refused 
to give any reasons for the decisions. He further refused 
even to meet with the seven faculty members on the grounds 
that he was t1too busy". 

EarJ.y in J une another Palestinian professor, \'la.sif Abboushi 
who holds an American i:assport, was surmnoned to the Ramallah 
headquarters of the Military Governor and told by an officer 
that he would not be issued the work permit he had previously 
been pro:nised and that he Vias forbidden to work at Birzeit 
University. In response to all of his questions about the 
reasons behind the decision and its implications, Prof. 
Abboushi \':as told by the offi cer, "No questions 1" 

These eight (7 + 

Nana -
Wasif Abboushi 

E. Robert Adkins 

Said Atamneh 

Hugh Harcourt 

Donald Holroyd 

1 ) faculty members are: 

Citizenship Age D3Jm""" & fiold 

U.S.A. 47 P~.D. (Cincinnati) 
(Palestinian) International 

Law/Pol.Sc. 

u.s.A. 61 Ph.D. (Col\Ulbia) 
Education 

u.s.A. 41 Ph.D. {Miccouri) 
and I oraeli Accounting 
(Palestinian) 

u.s.A. 48 Ph.D. (Edinburgh) 
Philosophy 

u.s.A. 51 M.A~ Englioh 
( Clo.1rmont) 

••• /3 

Rank & Dept . 

Professor 
Middle East 
Studies Dept . 

Professor 
Education and 
Psychology Dept. 

Asst.Professor 
Business Admin. 
Dept. 

Associate Prof. 
Cultural Studies 

Lecturer 
Dept.of English 
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~ CitizenshiE Age Degree & Field Rank & De:et. 

Walter Lehn Canadian 52 Ph.D. (COl'llOll) Professor 
Linguistics Dept.of English 

Richard Lorch British 36 Ph.D. (Manohestor) Asst. Professor 
History of Mathematics 
Science Dept. 

Naf ez Nazzal U.S.A. and PhoD .. {Gcorgotoun) Associate Prof. 
Jordanian 37 Political Middle East 

(Palestinian) Science Studies Dept. 

II. In the summer of 1977, the Ramallah Military Governor informed 
the University by telephone that it would have to start filing 
applications f or work permits for its Israeli Arab faculty 
members, something which t.3.d never previously been required. 
However, the University also acceded to this demand. In 
December 1977, the Military Governor ~nformed the University 
that all these applications had been rejected. Again, no 
explanation was given for the decisions. Furthermore, two of 
these faculty members r eceived rest:.ra:i.ning orders that 
forbade them even to enteti_West Bank. These Israeli Arab 
faculty zembers are: e 

Bakr Abu-Kishek Israeli 51 

Suleiman Basheer Israeli 31 

Mahmoud Miari Israeli 35 

Riyad Miflih Israeli 30 
(restraining ordor) 

Munther Nijm Israeli 28 
{restraining order) 

Edward Sader Israeli ~ 27 

Ghassan Yaseen Israeli 27 

Ph.D. (Iowa Teoh.} Asst. Prof. 
Agricultural Dept. of 
Economics Economics 

Ph.D. (London) 
Political 
Science 

M.A.{IlabrGv U.) 
Sociology 

M.Sc. 
Biochemistry 

Asst. Prof'. 
Middle East 
Studies Dept . 

Instructor 
Sociolo~y and 
Anthropology 

Lecturer 
Chemistry Dept. 

M.A.(No. Texu at.)Instructor 
Economics Business Admin. 

Dept. 
M.Sc. (Hebrew U.) Lecturer 
Physics Physics Dept. 

M.Sc. Physics Instructor 
(Hebrov U.) Phys:!. ca Dept • 
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The case of l~.~. Fawwaz Z~idan (a Palestinian with a 
Jordani;111.~p~s_s:>~~-:;r'.; , age 31 ~ M.A. in Arabic, Instructor 
in the De_,..;. t .. 1'-Y1r. of Are.bicJ. 

Mr. Zaid~..::1 ~.-3.: ,~ ?l.oycd by the Un.iv·ersity in October 1974. 
He had rcy_ur.:s;;su a fa"Uily reunion permit which would grant 
him residd,1ce in tne West Ba!Ll{. He qualified for the 
permit since h; 1;15 born in the West Ba.nk,is unmarried, 
and his wicto·~·rcd L'.;o·cher has resided continuously in the 
Weet Ba.nlt~ Eo·•, c;ver~ his application was rejected. 
Mr. Zaidan spent a ~hole yea:.!' here on temporary visitor•s 
permit. Re wa.o then granted a one-year residence permit 
for the academic year 1975/76. In November 1976, his 
applicatior~ for· renewal was rejected. Since the academic 
year had alre~dy started, he continued teaching. 

In March 1977, the Authorities dem3.D.ded that the University 
fire him. The demand was rejected by the University and 
in April 1977 the Autnorities permitted him to continue 
for three ffior~ months until the end of the semester. In 
the mc~ti:.:;~ !·:r .. Zaidan obtained a :Jtcy of execution 
against his dJportation from the Israeli Supreme Court. 

In March 1?78 l: a was jciled for eighteen days although he 
was not ch.:..~c~i. \;it;1 =.:cy ..... ffense. Upon his release, the 
milj_tary ~1.<.t~ ::·:.'cirs ccnf: =c~ttec.! bis Jordanian passport 
and ht:n:. a re-c~o.~l:r (Jlllle 2i) informed t:he University that 
the pa.sr;~~ort l:_.:;.C: ocan "lo .... t 11 • I:a effect, the same 
autho2 ~ . .-~i.-..: -.~i.•) :~-.:;o ~ttc=9t3d to deny Hr.. Zaidan an 
oppor"Cu~i.1.:r :::"r- '-°" ·:ployrr.e::t on the \','est Bank have now made 
it j_ ~.1;~".:'as:..-;:-.1~ i :.r hi?:l to leave to aeek employment or 
professio ... ;.~l .:iC.vancer.ient ~lcsev:here. Without a passport or 
any other .f"..J_r.d. of offici:U identity certificate, Hr. Zaidan 
dare not ev ~~ tr.·_ •. .:;_ cut;:;iC.e of ·~. i:e small town of 3irzei t 
for fear of "'~:i~ ctonp~d at o. check point. If picked up 
by the I.sr~_eJ. t ar"".J wrchcu i:. ide:.1ti ty papers he would 
immedia.;e.ly ba jc.ile<J. for 7i~lat:l:r:g the military security 
regulai;io~~.s. Ee co.n porha::rs comfort himself in this 
peculiar .sj.tt~~tion by reading works of Franz Kafka. 

In sur.ur.ary, these siArteen members of the faculty of the 
University, out of a total of 84, are being forced to leave the 
West Bar~~ and th~ir professional responsibilities at Birzeit 
Univers1ty. They include sov~n Israeli citizens, six Americans, 
one Britishor~ one Canadian,and one Jordanic.n passport holder. 
Eleven acaci e;u.i...c de~~u··c..nents of the University are affected by 
this seri .... .::. of a:::-bitrary and unexplained measures. If these 
deciaiona of the n:ilito.ry :iuthorities are allowed to remain un
challenged, the program oi the University Y:ill be seriously 
impeded. Furthe:-~ore, they would establish an extremely dangerous 
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precedent for the infringement by the military authorities of 
the independence and integrity of the University. Such an attack 
on the academic freedom of the institution, namely, the hiring of 
faculty throug.~ an open and competitive process based on academic 
compatence, cannot be accepted. This attack not only violates 
the fund&Ir.ental academic in~egrity of the University, but also 
makes it incapa~le of fulfilling its commitments to its faculty 
and students and the community in which it exists. 

These actions of the milita!'Y authorities must be viewed 
·-in the context of other attempts by the authorities to inhibit 
the work of the University. These include the imposition of 
extremely heavy custom duties on its imports of educational 
equip1nent, closing the university for two weeks in December 1973, 
deporting its president, Dr. Hanna Nasir, in November 1974, 
forcible intrusions of military units on~o the campus (especially 
in March 1976), and nu:nerous arrests, interrogations, and other 
harrassoents of its students, usually without any charge 
or legal proceedings. 

We are anxious for the military authorities to turn their 
energies to other matters and allow Birzeit University to resume 
its proper and legal work. 
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July 12 , 1978 

Dear Freeman: 

I was away when you sent over the two recent 
offprints from the proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society and the other from'Science .11 

Thank you so much. I look forward to reading the 
review and to reexamining , having already heard 
from you d irec tJ.¥, the issue of Pilgrim Fathers 
and Space Colonists. 

Thank you again. 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
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Reprint Series 
12 May . 1978,volume 200,pages 677-678 SCIENCE 

Characterizing Irregularity 

Fractals. Form, Chance , and Dimension. 
BENOIT B. MANDELBROT. Translation and re
vision of French edition (Paris, 1975). Free
man, San Francisco, 1977. xviii, 366 pp., illus. 
$14.95. 

"Fractal" is a word invented by Man
delbrot to bring together under one head
ing a large class of objects that have cer
tain structural features in common al
though they appear in diverse contexts in 
astronomy, geography, biology, fluid dy
namics, probability theory, and pure 
mathematics. The essential feature of a 
fractal is a fine-grained lumpiness or wig
gliness that remains inherent in its tex
ture no matter how thin you slice it. In an 
article in Science 11 years ago, "How 
long is the coast of Britain?," Mandel
brot pointed out that the concept of 
length is inappropriate to the description 
of a natural coastline. If you measure the 
length by following all the wiggles 
around the boundary of a map of Britain, 
the answer will depend on the scale of 
the map. The finer the scale, the more 
wiggly the boundary and the greater the 
measured length. To characterize the 
texture of the coastline in a manner inde
pendent of scale, you can say that it has 
a geometric dimension D = 1.25, inter
mediate between the dimension of a 
smooth curve (D = 1) and the dimension 
of a smooth surface (D = 2). The coast
line is here showing the typical behavior 
of a fractal. In his book, Mandelbrot col
lects a great variety of examples from 
various domains of science and shows 
that they can all be described in the same 
way as the coastline of Britain by being 
assigned suitable "fractal dimensions." 
Important examples from human anato
my are our vascqlar system (veins and 
arteries) and the bronchiole structure of 
our lungs. In the vegetable world we 
have trees, in the world of geography we 

have river networks and archipelagoes, 
in astronomy we have the hierarchical 
clustering of stars and g~axies . 

The cataloging of natural objects with 
fractal structure is only half of Mandel
brot's theme. The other half is the histor
ical role that fractals played Jn the devel- · 

opment of pure mathematics. A great 
revolution of ideas separates the classi
cal mathematics of the 19th century from 
the modern mathematics of the 20th. 
Classical mathematics had its roots in 
the regular geometric structures of Eu
clid and the continuously evolving dy-

Apollonian gasket, dimension about 1.306951. "To construct a circle tangent to three given 
circles constitutes one of the geometric problems that tradition attributes to Apollonius of Per
ga. Begin with three gray circles tangent two by two, forming a circular triangle , and let the 
above construction be iterated to infinity. The black Apollonian circles Oess their circum
ferences) will 'pack' our triangle, in the sense that almost every point of it will eventually be 
covered. The remainder will be called [an] Apollonian gasket. Its sutface measure vanishes, 
while its linear measure, defined as the sum of the circumferences of the packing circles, is 
infinite. Thus the shape of the Apollonian gasket lies somewhere between a line and a sutface. It 
enters in the theory of Smectic A liquid crystals." [From Fractals] 
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namics of Newton. Modern mathematics 
began with Cantor's set theory and 
Peano's space-filling curve. Historically, 
the revolution was forced by the discov
ery of mathematical structures that did 
not fit the patterns of Euclid and New
ton . These new structures were regarded 
by contemporary mathematicians as 
"pathological ." They were described as 
a "gallery of monsters , .. kin to the cubist 
painting and atonal music that were up
setting established standards of taste in 
the arts at about the same time. The 
mathematicians who created the mon
sters regarded them as important in 
showing that the world of pure mathe
matics contains a richness of possibilities 
going far beyond the simple structures 
that they saw in nature. Twentieth-cen
tury mathematics flowered in the belief 
that it had transcended completely the 
limitations imposed by its natural ori
gins. 

Now. as Mandelbrot points out with 
one example after another. we see that 
nature has played a joke on the mathe
mat1c1ans. The 19th-century mathe
maticians may have been lacking in 
imagination. but nature was not. The 
same pathological structures that the 
mathematicians invented to break loose 
from 19th-century naturalism turn out to 
be inherent in familiar objects all around 
us in nature. We do not have to look far 
to find them. Human ti ssue . as Mandel~ 
brot notes. "is a bona fide fractal sur
face. . . . Lebesgue-Osgood mons1ers 
are The 1·ery s11bs1tmce o.f our flesh!" 

Unfortu nate ly Mandelbrot 's book is 
fractally written. The main theme is clear 
and important; some of the digressions 
are unimportant and unclear. There are 
many illustrations, all of them com
puter-generated mathemat ical structures 
rather than pictures of natural objects. 
Some of these computer print-outs are 
beautiful, some are illuminating, some 
are obscure and poorly explained. There 
is a factual error in the caption to plate 
167. The dimension of the Sierpinski car
pet shown in the picture is 1.8927, 
not 1.2618. 

The reviewer particularly enjoyed 
chapter 11, a dense cluster of historical 
anecdotes. Mandelbrot has an affinity for 
eccentric characters. and his historical 
scholarship is meticulously exact. One of 
his finest discoveries is a book called 
Two New Worlds. published in 1907 by 
Edmund Fournier o· Albe and containing 
the first description of a fractally clus
tered universe. "It is." Mandelbrot 
says, "the kind of work in which one is 
surprised to find anything sensible. One 
fears attracting attention to it. lest the 
more disputable bulk of the material be 
taken seriously ... Mandelbrot the scien
tific maverick finds in Fournier D'Albe a 
kindred spirit. while Mandelbrot the his
torian , in a fine display of irony, de
scribes D' Albe· s book in words that 
could also be used to describe his own. 

FREEMAN DYSON 

/11s ri1111e.for Adl'llnced Swdy. 
Pri11ce1011. New J ersey 08540 
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PILGRIM FATHERS, MORMON PIONEERS, AND SPACE COLONISTS: 
AN ECONOMIC COMPARISON 

FREEMAN J. DYSON 

Professor, Institute for Advanced Study 
(Read November JO, 1977) 

GOVERNOR WILLIAM BRADFORD of the P lymouth 
Colony. President Brigham Young of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and my friend 
Professor Gerard O'Neill of the Princeton University 
physics department, have much in common. Each 
of the three is a man of vision. Each believes pas
sionately in the ability of ordinary men and women 
to go out into the wilderness and build there a 
society better than the one they left behind. Each 
has written a book 1 to record for posterity his vision 
and his struggles. Each has his feet firmly on the 
ground in the real world of politics and finance. Each 
is acutely aware of the importance of dollars and 
cents, or pounds and shillings, in making his dreams 
come true. 

In this article I am saying that the human and 
economic problems which the space colonists of to
morrow will face are not essentially different from 
the problem s faced by B radford in 1620 and by 
Young in 1847. Unfor tunately, the extravagant style 
and exorbitant costs of the Apollo expeditions to 
the Moon have created in the minds of the public the 
impression that any human activities in space must 
necessarily cost tens of billions of dollar s. I believe 
this impression to be fundamentally mistaken. I 
shall argue that, if we reject the style of Apollo and 
follow the style of the Mayflower and the ~formons, 
we shall find the costs of space-colonization coming 
down to a reasonable level. By a reasonable level of 
costs I mean a sum of money comparable to the 
sums which the Pilgrims and the Mormons success
fully raised. To give this argument substance, I 
must begin ·by establishing the true costs of the May
flower and Mormon expedi tions and the proper rates 
of exchange for converting these costs into 1977 
dollars. 

Bradford and Young provide abundant documenta
tion of the difficulties they faced in raising funds. 
Bradford emphasizes in his book that the toughest 

1 William Bradford, Of Plymo11tlr Pla11tatio1~. 1620-1647, 
ed. Samuel E. Morison (New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1952). 
Brigham Young, History of tire Ch11rch of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints, Period II, from the Man11script History 
of Brigham Y 01111g and other Original Doc11111ents 7, ed. B. H. 
Roberts (Salt Lake City, Deseret News, 1%0). Gerard K. 
O'Neill, The High Fro11tier, H11111an Colonies in Space (New 
York, W. Morrow and Co. Inc., 1977). 

© Copyright as part or 

problem in the whole venture of colonization was 
to define a set of objectives upon which the brethren 
could agree.2 

But as in all businesses the acting part is most difficult, 
especially where the work of many agents must concur, 
so was it found in this. For some of those that should 
have gone in England fell off and would not go; other 
merchants and friends that had offered to adventure their 
moneys withdrew and pretended many excuses; some dis
liking they went not to Guiana; others again would ad
venture nothing except they went to Virginia. Some 
again (and those that were most relied on) fell in utter 
dislike of Virginia and would do nothing if they went 
thither. 

Without agreement upon objectives, the task of 
fund-raising becomes impossible. This is a fact of 
life which remains as true in 1977 as it was in 1620. 
Bradford and Young devote more pages of their 
histories to the preliminary battles over objectives 
and finance than they devote to the description of 
their voyages. For both of them, it came as a blessed 
relief when the miseries of indecision were over, the 
e,xpeditions were ready to go, and they were finally 
able to turn their attention away from political and 
financial matters to the simpler problems of physical 
survival. Here is Young 3 writing from his winter 
quarters in February, 1847, six weeks before starting 
his journey across the plains: 

I feel like a father with a great family of children 
around me, in a winter storm, and I am looking with 
calmness, confidence and patience, for the clouds to break 
and the sun to shine, so that I can run out and plant and 
sow and gather in the corn and wheat and say, children, 
come home. winter is approaching again and I have 
homes and wood and flour and meal and meat and pota
toes and squashes and onions and cabbages and all things 
in abundance, and 1 am ready to kill the fatted calf and 
make a joyful feast to all who wi ll come and partake. 
We have done all we could here and are satisfied it will 
be all right in the end. 

2 Bradford, loc. cit., p. 39. 
3 Messages of the First Presidency of tire Church of Jesus 

Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 1833-1964, ed. James R. Clark, 
1: p. 318 (Salt Lake City, Bookcraft, Inc., 1965). Young 
crossed the plains to Utah twice, in 1847 with an advance 
party to choose the site for the colony, and in 1848 with the 
main body of colonists. The numbers that I have collected 
here refer to the 1848 crossing, but I used 1847 prices since 
most of the purchasing and provisioning must have been com
pleted in 1847. 
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But I must come back from these idyllic sentiments 
to questions of dollars and cents. Two years earlier, 
Young reported : 4 

For an outfit that every family of five persons would 
require: one good wagon, three yoke of cattle, two cows, 
two beef cattle, three sheep, one thousand pounds of flour. 
twenty pounds of sugar, one rifle and ammunition, a tent 
and tent-poles-the cost would be about $250 provided the 
family had nothing to begin with, only bedding and cook
ing utensils, and the weight would be about twenty-seven 
hundred [pounds] including the family. 

The arts were also included in Young's budget. 
On November 1, 1845, he paid 5 $150 to purchase 
instruments for the brass band. This was a wise 
investment, for the band 6 

Was sometimes invited to give concerts at villages near 
to the line of march, which did much to change .the feel
ings of hostility which occasionally was manifested in 
such places. Thus this band proved a very great benefit 
to the marching column, besides cheering the spirit of 
the pilgrims. 

The actual numbers that crossed the plains with 
Young were 7 1,891 souls, 623 wagons, 131 horses, 
44 mules, 2012 oxen, 983 cows, 334 loose cattle, 654 
sheep, 237 pigs, 904 chickens. 

So we can estimate the total payload of Young's 
expedition to be 3,500 tons, mainly consisting of 
animals on the hoof, and the total cost to ·be $150,000 
in 1847 dollars. 

Bradford unfortunately does not provide such an 
exact accounting for the Mayflower. He quotes a 
letter 8 from Robert Cushman, dated June 10, 1620, 
in London, two months before the sailing. Cushman 
was one of the people in charge of provisioning for 
the voyage: 

Loving Friend, I have received from you some letters, 
full of affection and complaints, and what it is you would 
have of me I know not; for your crying out, "Negligence, 
negligence, negligence," I marvel why so negligent a man 
was used in the business. - Counting upon 150 persons, 
there cannot be found above fl,200 and odd moneys of all 
the ventures you can reckon, besides some cloth, stockings 
and shoes which are not counted, so we shall come short 
at least £300 or £400. I would have had something short
ened at first of beer and other provisions, in hope of other 
adventures; and now we could, both in Amsterdam and 
Kent, have beer enough to serve our turn, but now we 
cannot accept it without prejudice-£500 you say will 
serve; for the rest which here and in Holland is to be 
used, we may go scratch for it. -Think the best of all 
and bear with patience what is wanting, and the Lord 
guide us all. 

Your loving friend, Rober.t Cushman. 

This letter shows that Cushman was personally 
responsible for meeting expenses to the tune of 

4 Young, ref. 1, p. 447. 
5 Young, ibid., p. 510. 
6 Young, ibid., p. 606. 
1 Young, ibid., p. 627. 
s Bradford, loc. cit., p. 45. 

£1,500. It does not say whether all the expenses, 
and in particular the rental fee for the Mayfi.ower, 
were included in this figure. 

Three weeks later, on July 1, 1620, an agreement 9 

was signed between the Planters and the Adven
turers. The Planters were the colonists. The Ad
venturers were the shareholders who invested money 
in the enterprise and stayed at home. The agree
ment stipulated "that at the end of the seven years, 
the capital and profits, viz. the houses, lands, goods 
and chattels, be divided equally betwixt the Adven
turers and Planters. " The word " equally" is here 
ambiguous. It probably meant that the assets would 
be divided among Adventurers and Planters alike in 
proportion to the numbers of shares that they held. 
Alternatively. it may have meant that half of the assets 
would be divided among the Planters and half among 
the Adventurers. Another clause of the agreement 
gave one share to each of the Planters as a bonus for 
their seven years of hard labor : "Every person that 
goeth being aged 16 years and upward be rated at 
£10, and £10 to be accounted a single share." Any 
cash that the Planters contributed would entitle them 
to additional shares. 

The 1620 agreement proved unsatisfactory to both 
sides and caused constant friction. In 1626, a year 
before the planned division of assets, the whole mat
ter was renegotiated and a new agreement was 
signed,1° "drawn by the best counsel of law they 
could get, to make it firm." The 1626 agreement 
stipulated that the Adventurers sell to the Planters, 
"in consideration of the sum of one thousand and 
eight hundred pounds sterling to be paid in manner 
and form following-all and every the stocks, shares, 
lands, merchandise and chattels-any way accruing 
or belonging to the generality of the said Adventurers 
aforesaid." Having bought out the Adventurers' 
shares, the Planters were left with a debt of £1.800 
which they finally succeeded in paying off twenty-two 
years later. 

I do not know how much profit or loss the Ad
venturers took in the 1626 settlement. I also do not 
know how large a fraction of the original cost of the 
expedition was paid by the Planters. As to the first 
point, it is unlikely that the Adventurers took a Joss, 
for the colony was not bankrupt in 1626 and the 
Adventurers were not in the habit of lending their 
money for nothing. As to the second point, it is un
likely that the Planters paid as much as half of the 
original costs. If they had been in a position to pay 
half, they would probably have managed to squeeze 
the expenses down to such a point that they could do 
without the Adventurers altogether and avoid the in
numerable headaches that the partnership brought 

9 Bradford, ibid., p. 41. 
10 Bradford, ibid., p. 184. 
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with it. I therefore conclude from the evidence of 
the 1626 settlement that £3,600 is a safe upper limit 
to the original cost of renting and provisioning the 
Mayflower. The evidence of the Cushman letter im
plies a lower limit of fl,500. I shall arbitrarily adopt 
£2,500 as my estimate of the cost of the expedition 
in 1620 pounds. This figure can hardly be wrong 
by a factor of two either way. The payload of the 
Mayflower is stated explicitly by Bradford. 11 It was 
180 tons. 

My ne:x"t problem is to convert the 1620 and 1847 
cost figures into their modern equivalents. A good 
source of information about the history of wages and 
prices in England is the work of Ernest Phelps Brown 
and Sheila Hopkins,1 2 published in two articles in the 
journal Economica and reprinted in a series called 
Essays in Economic History put out by the Economic 
History Society.13 The first article deals with wages, 
the second with prices. I t is a question of taste 
whether one prefers to use wages or prices as the 
basis for comparing costs between different centuries. 
If we use wages, we are saying that an hour of a 
working man's time in 1620 is equivalent to an hour 
in 1977. If we use prices, we are saying that a pound 
of butter in 1620 is equivalent to a pound of butter 
today. With wages, we compare costs by the mag
nitude of the human effort needed to get a job done. 
With prices, we compare costs by the quantity of 
goods needed. My personal opinion is that wages 
give a truer standard of comparison t han prices. My 
purpose in making the comparison is to try to define 
in a roughly quantitative fashion the size of the 
human efforts that the M ayfiower and the Mormon 
expeditions demanded. But since economists are 
accustomed to deflate costs using price indices rather 
than wage indices, I will do the calculation both ways 
and you can choose whichever set of numbers you 
prefer. 

First let us look at wages. According to Phelps 
Brown and Hopkins,12 the wages of workers in the 
building trade in 1620 were in the range from 8 to 12 
pence per day. In 1847 the range was from 33 to 49 
pence. These numbers refer to England. Wages 
in America were usually higher, but I did not find 
any comparable figures 14 for American wages during 

11 Bradford, ibid., p. 47. 
12 E. H. Phelps Brown and Sheila V. Hopkins, "Seven 

Centuries of Building Wages," Eco11omica 22 (1955) : p. 195 ; 
"Seven Centuries of the Prices of Consumables, compared 
with Builders' Wage-Rates," Economica 23 (1956): p. 296. 

13 Essa:o,•s fo Eco110111ic Histor·v 2, ed. E. M. Carns-Wilson 
(London, Edward Arnold, Ltd., -1962). 

H In Historical Statistics of the U11i ted States, Colonial 
Times to 1970 (Washington, D. C., U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Govt. Printing Office, 1975), p. 163, it is reported that 
average wages of farm laborers in 1850 were $10.85 per 
month with board. This is equivalent to 45 cents or 22 pence 
per working day, below the range quoted for 1847 by Phelps 

this period. I take for American wages in 1847 the 
range 65 cents to 1 dollar per day, obtained by con
verting the English rates at 5 dollars per pound. For 
the modern equivalent of these numbers I take the 
minimum rate of $9.63 per hour 1 5 imposed by build
ing trade-union contracts in New York in 1975. The 
exchange rates on the basi s of wages are then: 

£1 ( 1620) equals $2,500 (1975), 
$1 ( 1847) equals $100 (1975 ). 

These are very approximate numbers. A rough 
check on the numbers for 1620 is provided .by the 
fact already mentioned that each Planter received a 
credit of £10 for going to Plymouth and working for 
the community for seven years without wages. If 
flO were really the equivalent of seven years of work 
in the building trade, the exchange rate would be 

fl ( 1620) equals $14,000 ( 1975) . 
Obviously the Planters were badly paid, even by the 
standards of 1620. But this check shows that my 
figure of $2,500 for one 1620 pound is more likely to 
be too low than too high. 

Next I examine the evidence concerning prices. 
Phelps Brown and Hopkins 12 define a consumer price 
index normalized to 100 for the third quarter of the 
fifteenth century. This inde.x is 485 in 1620, 1257 
in 1847, and 3,825 in 1954, the last year included in 
their table. All these numbers refer to England. The 
American price index published by the Bureau of 
the Census 16 is normalized to 100 in 1967. This 
index is 28 in 1847, 80 in 1954. and 169 in 1976. 
Taking these numbers at face value, we find on the 
basis of prices 

fl (1620) equals $67 (1976), 
$1 (1847) equals $6 (1976). 

The exchange rate for 1847 can be checked against 
the first-hand testimony of Brigham Young.11 Writ
ing on January 6, 1847, Young reports: 

In the fa ll , wheat in Upper Missouri was worth 18! to 
25 cents per bushel. corn from 10 to 12 cents. By our 
stopping at this point, they have taken occasion to raise 
wheat from 40 to 50 and corn from 20 to 25, and the 
clerk says "Woe unto you, ye Missourians," but we are 
independent of them and can live without them, for we 
have thousands of cattle left yet. A few brethren have 
gone to :Missouri and paid high prices because the people 
have asked it. Pork has been worth at this point from 3~ 
to 5 by the hog, but we have now engaged to supply the 
market at 2~.-Good corn and meal are .tolerable plenty at 
40 and 50, and if the Missourians don't sell us cheaper 
than that. pretty soon they will not sell us at all, for we 
have means to support ourselves. 

Brown and Hopkins. But farm laborers were no doubt paid 
less than building workers in England too. 

15 Statistical Abstract of the United Statas, 1976 (Washing
ton, D. C., U. S. Bureau of the Census, Govt. Printing Office, 
1976) ' p. 383. 

16 Loe. cit., ref. 14, p. 211 and ref. 15, p. 439. 
1 7 Young, ref. 3, p. 310. 
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TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF FOUR EXPEDITIOKS 

(Cost exchange ra tes based on building trade wages) . 
(K means thousands, M means millions). 

Home-

Island One 
steading 

the 
Eicpedition .\/ ayjlqwer Mormons L5 Colony Asteroids 

Date 1620 1847 1990+ 2000+ 
Number of people 103 1891 10,000 23 
Payload (tons) 180 3500 3.6 M 50 
Cost (old money) £2,500 $150 K 
Cost (1975 dollars) $6 ~1 $15 M $96,000 M $1 M 
Payload (tons per 

person) 1.8 2 360 2 
Cost per pound 

(1975 dollars) $15 $2 $13 $10 
Cost per person 

(1915 dollars) $60 K $8 K $9.6 M $40 K 
Cost in i\lan-years 

per person 3 0.5 500 2 
Cost in Man-years 

per family 7.5 2.5 1,500 6 

Young's numbers can be compared with the 
prices 18 of wholesale farm commodities in 1977. 
which are $2.36 per bushel for wheat. $1.92 per 
bushel for corn , and 49 cents a pound for pig bellies. 
So far as these particular commodities are concerned, 
we find 

$1 (1847) equal s $S to $20 (1977). 
But Young's narrative shows how the vagaries of 
real life make nonsense of any single price index. 

To summarize the results of these calculations, I 
will merely say that in my opinion the exchange 
rates based upon prices enormously underestimate 
the real human costs of the Mayflower and Mormon 
colonies. The rates based upon wages are not free 
from uncertainties and ambiguities, but I believe 
they come much closer to the truth. I shall there
fore adopt without further discussion for the re
mainder of this article the rates based upon wages, 
namely .£1 = $2,SOO for the Mayflower and $1 = $100 
for the ::Vlormons. The estimated total costs in 197S 
dollars are then 6 million for the M a.yflower and IS 
million for the Mormons. On this basis I haYe 
drawn up the first two columns of table 1. The 
point I am trying to emphasize with these numbers 
is that both the Mayflower and Mormon expeditions 
were extremely expensive operations. In their time, 
each of them stretched the limits of what a group 
of private people without governmental support could 
accomplish. 

Let me call your attention especially to the num
bers in the bottom row of table I. These numbers 
gi\'e an estimate of the number of years an average 
wage-earner would have had to save his entire in-

is Nl"tl! Yo,-k Times, September 14, 1977. 

come to pay the passage for his family. The average 
size of family on the Mayflower was 2-t ( 41 heads of 
families signed the Mayflower Compact at Cape Cod 
on behalf of the I 02 surviving passengers), and I 
have assumed that the average Mormon family size 
was- S, the number that Young 4 used in planning 
the e..xpedition. You see that there is a dillerence o[ 
a factor of three between the two figures, 71 man
years per family for the Ma':>'fiower and 2t for the 
Mormons. T his difference had a decisive effect on 
the financing of the colonies. An average person, 
with single-minded dedication to a cause and with 
a little help from his friends, can save two or three 
times his annual income. An average person with 
a family to feed, no matter how dedicated he may be, 
cannot save seven times his income. So the Mormons 
were able to pay their way, while the Planters on 
the Mayflower were forced to borrow heavily from 
the Adventurers and to run up debts which took 
twenty-eight years to pay off. Somewhere between 
2 and 7 man-years per family comes the breaking
point, beyond which simple do-it-yourself financing 
by ordinary people becomes impossible. 

You will probably have noticed that I said nothing 
yet about the last two columns in my table of costs. 
T hese represent two contrasting styles of space-colo
nization, both taken from O'Neill's book,1 "The 
High Frontier," with some changes for which I am 
responsible.1° Column 3 comes from O'Neill's Chap
ter 8, which he entitles "The First New World." 
describing space-colonization organized by the Ameri
can government in the official National Aeronautics 
and S pace Administration (NASA) style. Column 
4 comes from O'N eill's Chapter 11 , with the title 
"Homesteading the Asteroids," in which he describes 
space-colonization done in the Mayflower style by a 
bunch of enthusiastic amateurs. 

The first thing you \\·ill notice about the "Island 
One" project is that the cost is 96 billion dollars. 
\\Then you see this number you may well say, "This 
is preposterous." I happen to agree with you. It 
is preposterous. But still we have to take this num
ber seriously. It was arrived at by a group of com
petent engineers and accountants familiar with the 
ways of the go\·ernment and the aerospace industry. 
It is probably the most accurate of all the cost esti
mates that I have included in table 1. For this 96 
billion dollars you can buy a great deal of hardware. 

io The main change I have made is to reduce drastically the 
weight estimate of the asteroid expedition. O'Neill's estimate 
of 2,500 tons consists mainly of a layer of sand enclosing the 
ships and shielding the crews from radiation. I hav .. rut the 
weight to SO tons since I wish to leave open the possibility of 
a take-off from Earth. O'Neill ( ref. l , chap. 7) gives a de
tailed account of the pros and cons of radiation shielding. 
There is a good chance that colonists could travel to the 
asteroid belt without shielding and without noticeable ad\•erse 
effects. 

1 
1 
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You can buy a complete floating city to house and 
support 10,000 people with all modern conveniences 
at the magic point LS which is just as far from the 
ear th and from the moon as these bodies are from 
each other. You can buy enough synthetic farmland 
to make a closed ecological system which supplies the 
colonists with food and water and air. You can buy a 
space-borne factory in which the coloni sts manufac
ture solar power-stations to transmit huge amounts 
of energy in the form of microwave beams to receivers 
on the earth. All these things may one day come to 
pass. It may well be true, as O 'Neill 20 claims. that 
the investment of 96 billion dollars will be repaid in 
twenty-four years out of the profits accruing from 
the sale of electricity. If the debt could be paid off 
in twenty-four years, that would be four years 
quicker than the Mayflower Planters could do it. But 
there is one inescapable difference between I sland 
One and the Mayflower. In the bottom row of table 
1 you see that the Island One colonist would have 
to work for 1,SOO years to pay his family's share of 
the costs. This means that Island One cannot by 
any stretch of the imagination be considered as a 
private adventure. It must inevitably be a govern
ment project, with bureaucratic management, with 
national prestige at stake, and with occupational 
health and safety regulations rigidly enforced. As 
soon as our government takes responsibility for such 
a project, any serious risk of failure or of loss of life 
becomes politically unacceptable. The costs of Island 
One become high for the same reason that the costs 
of the Apollo expeditions were high. T he govern
ment can afford to waste money but it cannot afford 
to be responsible for a disaster. 

After this brief visit to the super-hygienic \Yelfare 
state at Island One, let us go to the last column of 
table 1. The last column describes O"Neill's vision 
of a group of young pioneers who save enough money 
to move out on their own from the LS colony into 
the wilderness of the Asteroid Belt. They are going 
on a one-way trip at their own risk. The cost esti
mates here describe hopes rather than facts. No
body can possibly know today whether it will be fea
sible for a group of twenty-three private people to 
equip such an e.xpedition at a total cost of a million 
dollars. Anybody who is professionally qualified to 
estimate costs \\"ill say that this figure is absurdly 
low. I do not believe that it is absurdly low. All I 
can say for sure is that a cost in the range of $40,000 
per head must be achieved if space-colonization is to 
become an important liberating force in human af
fairs. It is no accident that the per capita cost esti
mates for the asteroid colony turn out to be similar 
to those of the 1\rfayflower. This is the maximum 

20 o·~eill, ref. 1, p. 268. 

level of costs at which the space beyond the earth 
will give back to mankind the open frontier that we 
no longer possess on this planet. 

If you compare the third and fourth columns of 
table 1, you will see that the cost per pound of the 
Asteroid expedition is not significantly less than that 
of I sland One. The big differences between the two 
expeditions lie in the number of people and in the 
weight carried per person. The feasibility of cheap 
space-colonization in the style of the Asteroid ex
pedition depends upon one crucial question. Can a 
family, bringing a total weight of only two tons per 
person, arriYe at an asteroid, build themselYes a home 
and a greenhouse, plant seeds and raise crops in the 
soil as they find it, and survive? This is what the 
Mayflower and Mormon colonists did, and it is what 
the space-colonists must do if they are to be truly 
free and independent. 

I cannot here embark upon a technical discussion 
of the mechanics of space-colonization. I will only 
indicate with some brief remarks why I consider it 
may not be absurd to imagine a reduction in costs 
by a factor of 100,000 from the 96 billion dollars of 
Island One to the 1 million dollars of the asteroid 
colony. First we save a factor of 400 by reducing 
the number of people from 10,000 to 23 . That leaves 
a factor of 2SO still to be found. I claim that we can 
save a factor of 10 by accepting risks and hardships 
that no government would impose upon its employees, 
and another factor of S by diminating trade-union 
rules and bureaucratic management. The last factor 
of S will be harder to fi nd. It might come from new 
technology, or more probably from salvaging and 
reusing equipment left over from earlier government 
projects. There are already today several hundred 
derelict space-craft in orbit around the earth, besides 
a number on the moon, waiting for our asteroid 
pioneers to collect and refurbish them. 

O'Neill sees I sland One as a necessary first step 
in the colonization of space.· He has his pioneers 
starting out for the asteroids from LS, their trans
portation from earth to LS already paid for. His 
cost estimates assume the asteroid expedition to be 
equipped and launched at LS. I am a little more 
ambitious, or a little more hopeful. I imagine that 
an asteroid e,'\:pedition with Mayflower style and May
flower costs may take off directly from Earth. 

The Island One and the asteroid homesteading ex
peditions are extreme cases. I chose them to illus
trate high and low estimates of the costs of coloniza
tion. The true costs, if and when colonization be
gins, will probably lie somewhere in between. In 
so difficult and long-range a venture, there is room 
for a mLxture of styles. Governmental, industrial, 
and private operations must all go forward, learning 
and borrowing from one another, before we shall find 
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out how to establish colonies safely and cheaply. The 
private adventurers will need all the help they can 
get from governmental and commercial experience. 
In this connection, it is worth remembering that 128 
years passed between the voyages of Columbus and 
the Mayflower. In those 128 years, the kings and 
queens and princes of Spain and Portugal, England 
and Holland, were building the ships and establishing 
the commercial infrastructure that would make the 
Mayflower possible. Columbus did not sail across the 
ocean on private rnoney.21 

O'Neill and I have a dream, that one day there will 
be a free expansion of small groups of private citizens 
all over the Solar System and beyond. Perhaps it 
is an idle dream. It is a question of dollars and 
cents, as Bradford and Young well knew. We shall 
never find out what is possible, until we try it. 

21 The funding for Columbus's first voyage was partly 
private and partly public. For details see F. M. Padron, 
Jlila1111al de Historia U niversal, Historia de America 6 (Ma
drid, 1975) : p. 154. For this reference I am indebted to 
Professor John Elliott. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Dr. H. Woolf 
Director's Office 

Dear Harry, 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

May 15, 1978 

If it is not too late , you might perhaps wish 
to include in your Director's l etter the text of this scroll 
which was presented by the faculty to Mike Morgan at a little 
ceremony on May 12. 

I would like also to let you know, in case you 
did not know it already, that I sense in the faculty a strong 
concern that in choosing Mike's successor you should look for 
these same human qualities rather than merely for administrative 
competence. In saying this, I am not speaking officially for 
the faculty, but I think I know how most of us feel. 

Yours sincerely, 

~ A.,j> !;I \b 0--. 

Freeman Dyson 
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May 9, 1978 

Dear Free1113n: 

Just a short note to thank yo1J very much for 
the copy of your Florida State Uaiversitv talk 
on Variation of Constants. 

I shalLlook into it at tbe first opportunJ.ty 
and do my best to grasp vhat you s.ay. 

Professor Freeman J • .Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry \:oolf 

\ 

Director's Letter 
Director's Report 
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April 7, 1978, to the Conference in honor of Paul 
A. M. Dirac, "Fifty Years of the Dirac Equation." 
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VARIATION OF CONSTANTS 

Freeman J . Dyson 
Institute for Advanced Study , Princeton , 'NJ , 08540 . 

ABSTRACT 

A summary of recent observational evidence bearing on the 
question of the possible variation of the natural constants with 
time . No conclusive evidence of variation i s found . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Six years ago I wrote a review article1 summarizing the evi
dence for and against Dirac ' s hypothesis2 that the large dimension
l ess numbers appearing in the laws of physics are increasing with 
time. I described five alternative hypotheses defining the way the 
constants might be va!'y-ing , and ended my review with the words: 
"It is quite possible that all five will fail, and then it will be 
up to the speculative cosmologists , and up to Dir ac in particular , 
to think of something new." Now, six years later , although two of 
the five hypotheses are still viable, Dirac has thought of something 
new . 3 I am sorry that I have not had time to study Dirac 's new 
theory3 in detail, nor the very interesting papers of Canuto and his 
collaborators4 in which Dirac's cosmology is analyzed in depth . I 
am sorry that Canuto i s not here to comment on the new ideas of 
Dirac that we shall hear this morning . 5 All that I shall do in this 
talk is to bring my 1972 reviewl up-to- date by describing the new 
observational evidence that has appeared in the last six year s con
cerning the possible variation of the constants . The only strong 
conclusion that my 1972 article contained was the upper limit 

I 1 da I - 15 -1 a dt < 5. 10 year ' (1) 

on the variation of the fine-structure constant a , obtained from an 
analysis of the abundance ratios of rhenium and osmium isotopes in 
iron meteorites and molybdenite ores . Tbe reason why these isotope
r atios are a sensitive indicator of variation of a is6 that the 
decay of Rhenium 187 to Osmium 187 has a long half- life and the ex
ceptionally small decay- energy of 2 . 5 Kev . Tbe effect of a change 
in a on the decay is amplified by the ratio of the Coulomb energy 
of a proton in the nucleus to the decay- energy, in this case by a 
factor of about 20000 . 

2 . SHLYAKHTER 

A spectacular improvement on the upper limit (1) for variation 
of a was obtained by Shlyakhte~7 from an analysis of isotope ratios 
in the natural fission reactor~ that operated about 2 . 109 years ago 
in the ore body of the Oklo uranium mine in Gabon , West Africa . 

VCl 
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The crucial quantity is the ratio (Sm 149/Sm 147) between the abun
dances of two light isotopes of samarium which are not fission pro
ducts . In normal samarium this ratio is 0 . 9 , in the Oklo reactor it 
i s about 0.02. Evidently the Samarium 149 has been heavily depleted 
by the dose of thermal neutrons to which it was exposed during the 
operation of the reactor. The fluence (integrated dose) of neutrons 
can be calculated from the measured ratios of (U 235/U 238) and 
(Nd 143/Nd 142) in the same ore samples , and is found to be about 
1. 5 . 1021 neutr ons cm- 2 . A detailed analysis of the data gives the 
result 

o = 55 ±. 8 Kilobarn (2) 

for the capture cross- section of thermal neutrons by Samarium 149 
two billion yea:::-s ago . This agrees with the modern value . Now the 
cross- section (2) is dominated by a capture resonance at a neutron 
energy of 0.1 ev. If the energy difference between the ground- state 
of Sm 149 and the compound nucleus Sm 150 haQ varied by as much as 
0.02 ev between Oklo time and the present , the cross- section (2) 
wnuld be more than two standard deviations away from its present 
value. This neutron resonance provides a far more sensitive test for 
variation of constants than the Re 187 decay . Roughly speaking, the 
effect of a variation gr a will be amplified in the neutron cross
section by a factor 10 , the ratio of the neutron binding energy to 
the neutron resonance energy in Sm 150 . Shlyakhter, using some 
detailed assUI!lptions about the nuclear physics which I will not dis
cuss here; deduces from (2) the upper limit 

I 1 da I - 18 - 1 
~ dt < 5 .10 year . (3) 

I have checked his numbers and find that (3) is a conservative esti
mate. Anyone with access to the original Oklo data could probably 
push the upper limit down even further . 

Another important by- product of Shlyakhter ' s analysis is an 
upper limit 

1 dB I - 12 - 1 - - < 10 year 
8 dt 

on the time- variation of the dimensionless ratio 

( 2 3) - 6 8 = gm c/n = 9.10 

(4) 

( 5) 

which measures the strength of the weak-interaction coupling constant 
g. The estimate (4) is obtained from the same data as (3), assuming 
that weak interactions contribute a fraction of the order of lo- 7 to 
nuclear binding. From (4) we can already exclude with some degree 
of certainty the hypothesis that 8 might be v~~§~ with cosmic time 
t with some small negative exponent such as t- ~l/ ) . 

VC2 
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3. WOLFE, BROWN AND ROBERTS 

Wolfe , Brown and Roberts9 measured the r ed- shift 

ZH = 0.52385 + 0 . 00001 (6) 

in the absorption by neutral hydrogen of radio waves from the BL-Lac 
object AO 0235+164 . They pointed out that the optical red-shift of 
the same object , 

ZM = 0.52392 + 0.0001 , g -
(7) 

deduced from the absorption of light by magnesium ions, agrees with 
(6) within the accuracy of the measurements . The frequency of the 
radio- absorption depends on the proton magnetic moment , whereas the 
optical frequency depends only on the properties of the electron . 
The ratio of the two frequencies is therefore proportional to the 
quantity 

(8) 

and the equality of the r ed- shifts implies an upper bound 

I 1 dP I -14 - 1 p dt < 2.10 year . (9) 

Here gp is the proton gyromagnetic ratio , m and ~ the electron and 
proton masses . The bound (9) thus implies ~n equa'.Lly strong bound 
on possible variation with time of the electron- proton mass- ratio . 

4. REASENBERG AND SHAPIRO 

We now come to the question of the vari ation of the gravitational 
constant G, or of the dimensionless ratio 

(10) 

where m is the proton mass. The central feature of Dirac ' s cosmology 
is that G and y should vary as t - 1 . Reasenberg and ShapirolO have 
observed the planets Mercury , Venus and Mars with radar . If G were 
decreasing, there should be a secular increase in the radii and in 
t he periods of the planetary orbits . Unfortunately the effects of 
varying G can only be disentangled from the effects of mutual planet
ary perturbations by a very precise and elaborate integration of the 
equations of motion of the entire solar system extending over many 
years of data . The data from the period 1966 to 1975 lead to the 
conclusion 

-10 -1 1 dG -10 -1 - 0 . 5. 10 year < G dt < 1.5.10 year . (11) 

This result is consistent with G varying like t - l or with G staying 

' I 
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constant . There are no other astronomical data comparabl e in 
accuracy and reliability with these radar observations. 

Looking to the future , Reasenberg and Shapiro remark that the 
stati stical uncertainty i n (dG/dt) resulting fro~ observations ex
tendi ng over T years is pr oportional to T- 5/2 if the precision of 
individual measurements remains constant. If the techniques of 
measurement improve, the uncertainty in (dG/dt) decreases with T 
even faster . Reasenberg and Shapiro are therefore confident that , 
if they are fortunate enough to continue their observations until 
1985, they will then be able to determine (G- 1 dG/dt) to a precision 
of one part in 1011 years. It will then be possible to distinguish 
clearly between the Dirac cosmology and the orthodox constant- G 
cosmology. 

There is unfortunately an additional theoretical ambiguity in 
the analysis of the Reasenberg- Shapiro data. Reasenberg and Shapiro 
assumed in their analysis that the raditsR and period P of each 
orbit vary with G according to the adiabatic law 

- 1 - 2 
R - G , P - G . (12 ) 

But Dirac's 1978 theory3 break , the adiabatic invariance and gives 
a different rule of evolution of the orbits , 

R - G-1/ 3, p - G- 1 (13 ) 

If the radar obse~vations are to be used to test the Dirac cos
mology , the entire analysis of the data must be carried through 
consistently, with the orbits varying according to (13) . It is not 
possible in any simple way to correct the result (11), which 
Reasenberg and Shapiro calculated using the assumption (12) , to 
find the limit on variation of G which would follow from the assump
tion (13). It is to be hoped that when Reasenberg and Shapiro 
analyze their data in 1985 they will consider both possibilities 
(12) and (13) and clear up this ambiguity once and for all . 

5. VAN FLANDERN 

11 Van Flandern claims to have found positive evidence for a 
variation of G by analyzing observations of the motion of the moon . 
He discusses a quantity called the "lunar acceleration" which means 
the second derivative of the observed deviation of the moon from 
its calculated orbit . He looks at two series of observations, 
modern and old. 
a) Modern measurements, made by timing with atomic clocks the 
occultation of stars by the edge of the moon. These extend over 
the time- base 1955- 1974 and give for the acceleration the value 

2 
A = - 65 + 18 arc sec/century . (14) 

I 
b) with I 

- -- - ---- ---- ------------------------~ 

Old measurements, made by observing the moon ' s position 

vc4 
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clocks keeping "ephemeris time," i.e. with time defined by the 
motion of the earth around the sun . These measurements are less 
accurate but extend over a longer ti.llle- base, 1750-1970. They give 
the acceleration 

A = - 38 ±. 4 arc sec/century2 . (15) 

Now Van Flandern observes that the acceleration (14) should 
include the deviation of ephemeris time from atomic ti.llle produced 
by a variation of G, whereas the acceleration (15) refers only to 
ephemeris time and should be independent of any variation of G. So 
he claims that the difference between (14) and (15) gives a direct 
measurement of the variation of G, namely 

This rate of variation has the right sign and the right order of 
magnitude to agree with Dirac ' s cosmology. 

(16) 

Unfortunately the moon itself is not a good enough clock to 
make the' difference betwe en (14) and (15) significant . The acceler
ation (15) is averaged over 20u years while (14) is averaged over 20 . 
There is no reason to believe that A remains constant to the re
quired accuracy over 200 years . The tidal interactions of the moon 
with the earth can neither be measured nor calculated accurately 
enough to allow the effect on A of varying G to be isolated. 

So I conclude that Van Flandern's case for a variation of G 
with time remains unproven. 

vc5 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Dr. Woolf 
Director's Office 

Dear Harry, 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

April 11, 1978 

This is in reply to your request for material for your 
Director's letter. The summary of our School activities for the 
Trustees will follow later. 

I have been intermittently involved with two activities 
of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. As a member of the 
Committee on Science and Public Policy I have been reviewing 
various Academy Studies, in particular a study of the Peer Review 
system used by the federal government in funding research, and a 
study of the hazards of nuclear power. As a member of the 
Advisory Committee for the Academy Forum, I am involved in orga
nizing public meetings of the Academy to discuss science-related 
issues of major public concern. Last year we organized a well
attended meeting on Recombinant DNA. Next year we are planning 
a meeting on Solar Energy with myself and Michael Kasha (a physical 
chemist) as co-chairmen. 

I am continuing to keep in touch with the solar energy 
program at the Center for Environmental Studies of Princeton 
University. This program, under the leadership of Theodore 
Taylor, has the long-range goal of developing solar energy systems 
radically cheaper than anything now available. As a step in this 
direction they have made a proposal to the Department of Energy 
for the development of a solar energy system to supply heating, 
air-conditioning and electricity to our Institute Housing Project. 
The proposal has been rejected by DOE but we are not giving up. 
The basic ideas of the proposal are good and will sooner or later 
come to fruition. I shall continue to be involved in the program 
in two ways, as an intellectual participant and as a representative 
of the interest of the Institute in pioneering a new energy-saving 
technology. 

This week I was at Florida State University, the home of 
Professor Dirac since his retirement from Cambridge, taking part 
in a conference to celebrate the fiftieth birthday of the Dirac 
Equation. The Dirac Equation, the relativistic wave equation of 
the electron, was the last major cornerstone that completed the 
foundations of atomic physics fifty years ago. I spoke at the 
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Dr. Woolf 

meeting, summarizing recent evidence for and against Dirac's 
idea that some of the "constants" in the laws of physics should 
change with time. The evidence for change is suggestive but 
not conclusive. Dirac, still intellectually vigorous at age 75, 
gave a talk outlining a new cosmological theory in which the 
variation of the constants fits naturally and harmoniously. 
The same aesthetic sense that led him to the relativistic wave 
equation in 1928 still guides him today. 

Freeman Dyson 
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Mr. Nigel Calde r 
8 The Chase, Fur nace Green 
Crawley, Sussex RHlO 6HW, ENGL..U.ND 

Dear Nigel: 

March 14r 1978 

Thanks for your let-::er of Marc h 7. I will be very glad 
to meet you for lunch on April 27. We can then discuss in 
detail the answe r s to your various questions. Fo r the 
moment I will merely say that i-t is not true that John Bahcall 
is active in relativity. He is an astrophysicist who is 
interested in a ll k inds of thin gs , but not 'specifically in 
relativity. The keeper of the Einstein a rchives is 
Miss Helen Dukas, and I will be h appy to introduce you to 
her but I cannot promise you her cooperation. That is some
thing that she will have to decide for herself . I am interested 
in what you say about Adrian Malone . I have not been involved 
in his project, and I don't know ho· ... 1 far the plans have 
advanced. · 

Sincerely you.rs, 

Free~an J. Dyson 

FJD/b 

., 
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from Nigel Calder 

Professor Freeman J. Dyson FRS 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton 
New Jersey 0 8540 
USA 

Dear Fre eman, 

8 The Chase. Furnace Green 

Crawley, Sussex RHI06HW. England 

Telegrams 
Telephone 

ENCALDER, CRAWLEY 

Crawley 26!>93 
(Usual STD ~ode for Crawley is 0293) 

7 March 1978. 

Our BBC series Spaceships o f the Mi nd is finished and you have 
a starri ng role. Regrettably , 13""BC- TV i s not broadcasting it 
for another three months. 

I am now working on a product ion on r elat i vity (special and 
general). It would be nice if we could meet again, to chat 
about this new theme. As you know, I always fi nd your insights 
into fundamental principles immensely helpful . 

Martin Freeth, the producer, and I will b e in Princeton on 26-27 
April . Can I suggest we meet for lunch on the 27th, say at noon? 
You have been so generous with lunches at the Institute that I 
think Martin and I should insist on taking you out to a 
restaurant. 

We shall be visiting some of the obvi ous people at Princeton 
University, but I do not know who ought to be on our list at 
the Institute. Is it correct, for instance, that John Bahcall 
now has Einstein's old chair? And i s he active in relativity? 
Although our approach is not primarily historical, we should also 
like to see something of the Einsteiniana at Princeton, e.g. his 
home, and any archives of photographs, films and papers that 
might be useful for the occasional biographical reference. Does 
any one. person have charge of such things? 

~ . 
We understand that the Institute, with our former colleague 
Adrian Malone, is planning its own TV production on Einstein. We 
do not regard our project as being in competition with Adrian's 
but we can imagine that others might do so. We are therefore 
treading a little warily, and certainly avoiding any prying into 
Adrian's plans. And that is why I am approaching you informally, 
to take the t emperature of the water, a s it were . I should be 
grateful for any cmmments or advice you can give. 

With best personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

N~ 

[ .· 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

Dr. H. Woolf 
Director's Office 

Dear Dr . Woolf, 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

January 24, 1978 

When I came to you with Illarionov, you spoke 
rather emphatically of your desire to be informed about our 
traveling away from Princeton . Perhaps I have been remiss. 
For the record , let me tell you of my movements for this 
Academic Year. In October , I spent ten days at Harvard 
lecturing by invitation of the Physics Department. In December, 
I spent two weeks in Europe , attending a Royal Society meeting 
in London (with a side- trip to visit my family in England) 
and a meeting organized by the European Southern Observatory 
in Geneva. In February, I shall be away for ten days attending 
a meeting of COSPUP (National Academy) in Berkeley and visiting 
the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. This is more 
traveling than I usually do , but I think it is all an appropriate 
part of my functioning as a scientist. To make up for it, I 
shall be stay ing in Princeton most of next summer. 

FD:pb 

Yours sincerely , 

~ .... ,...,.~ ~y~ 
Freeman Dyson 
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Technion -Israel Institute of Technology 1N1\!J11 1lt11no tDn - tttDOi1 

Department of Public Relations TECHNION CITY, HAIFA. TEL : 235193 : 'J\J 32000 il~Pn ,)PD\Jil n'lP 

Director 
Department of Public Relations 
Institute for Advanced Studies 
Princeton 
New Jersey 
U. S. A. 

Dear Sir, 

5th May 1977 

Your Professor John Freeman Dyson has been awarded the Harvey Prize 
for 1977 and will be attending the award ceremony, here at Technion 
in June. We would much appreciate a film clipping of Professor ? 
Dyson at work in his laboratory for our media coverage of the event. 
The material is needed by June 10th, so that your prompt attention 
will be greatly appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

Yardenna Caplan 
Overseas Press Officer 
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Freeman John Dyson of the Institute 
for Applied Science at Princeton Uni
versity and Seymour Benzer of the 
California Institute of Technology were 
named yesterday as winners of the 
$35,000 Harvey Prizes, awarded an
nually by Technion, Israel's Institute 
of Technology. Dr. Dyson, winner of 
the science and technology prize, was 
honored for his work at Princeton in 
applying mathematical analysis to theo
retical physics. Dr. Benzer won the 
human health prize for his research 
in molecular genet1cs, the Technion 
announcement said. 
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Professor Freeman J . Dyson 
Ins t i t ute for Advanced Study 
Pri~ceton , N. J . 08540 
U • S • A • 

Dear Professor Dyson, 

March l , 1977 

It is my great pleasure to inform you tha t you have been chosen 
to r eceive this year ' s llarvey Prize in Sci ence and Technology . The 
prize wjll be awarded in recognition of your contribution to science 
and t echnology , through your work in the fields of quantum electro
dynamics , ferromagnetism, field theory, stati s t ical mechani cs, and the 
stJbility of matter . It is o ur earne st hope that you will honour Israel 
and the Technion by acce pti ng tfw pri ze . 

Two equal pr izes in differ ent areas are being awarded this year . 
The other pri z e is in Human IIealth, and the recipient will be ProI.essor 
Seymour Benzer, a distinguished biol ogist at the Cali fornia Institute of 
Technol ogy , Pasadena . 

The Harvey Pri z e will be presented at Technion City on or about 
Wednesda y, June 22nd , 1977. It is one of the conditions of the Pri ze 
thdt you receive it i n person and that you spend a per iod o f time in I srael 
lecturing and touring the country . In addition to the $35,000 pri ze itsel f , 
the Harvey Pri ze Fund cover s your journey to and f rom Israel , and t he 
expenses of yo ur stay . 

' The American Technion Society will be glad t o assist you in any 
necessary travel arrangements you may want to make. Mrs . Rachel Loewenthal 
of our office in Haifa wi ll also be in contact wi th you to faci litat e 
arrangements f rom this end . 

I would lik e t o close wi t h my personal congratulations, and we look 
forward to r eceiving you soon a t the Technion . 

Sincerely yours, 

//_ /lt ·fi"i 
Gen. (Res . ) A . Horev 
President . 
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THE 

HARVEY 
PRIZE 
FUND 

TECHNION 
ISRAEL INSTITUTE 

OF 
TECHNOLOGY 

SENATE HOUSE, 
TECHNION CITY. 

HAIFA, 32000 
ISRAEL. 

PHONE : 227111 
TELEX: 650 

CABLES: HARVEY. 
TECHNION, HAIFA. 

AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR TECHNION, 

271 MADISON AVE .. 
NEW-YORK, N.Y. 10016, 

U.S.A. 

1972 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

LIST OF HARVEY PRIZE WINNERS 

Willem J. Kolf, U.S. A., in recognition of his contribution 
to human health through his invention of the artificial 
kidney. 

Claude E . Shannon, U.S .A., in recognition of his contribution 
to scie~ce and technology through his mathematical theory of 
corrununication now known as the science of Information Theory . 

Alan Howard Cottrell, United Kingdom, in recognition of 
his contribution to s cience and technology through his 
comprehensive theories concerning the mechanical properties 
of materials . 

Gershom Scholem, Isr ael, in recognition of his contribution 
to literature of profound i nsight into the life of the 
peoples of the Middle East through his illuminating studies 
in Jewish mysticism. 

George Klein, Sweden, in recognition of his contribution 
to human health through his discoveries in cancer immunology . 

Edward Teller, U. S . A., in recognition of his contribution 
to science and technology through his discoveries in atomic , 
n uclear and solid state physics and their practical appli 
cation for the production of energy. 

Saul Lieberman, U.S.A . , in recognition of his investigations 
into the civilizations of the peoples of the Middle East in 
the Hellenistic and Roman periods, and for his great and 
profound commentaries on the sources of Talmudic literature . 

Herman F. Mark, U.S.A., in recognition of his contribution 
to science and technology through his pioneering research, 
continuing studies and educational efforts in the field 
of polymers and plastics. 

Seymour Benzer, U.S .A . , in recognition of his contribution 
to human health through his discoveries in molecular genetics 
and behavior, which inspired the work and thoughts of a 
whole generation of modern experimental biologist5 . 

Freeman John Dyson, U.S .A ., in recognition of his contribution 
to science and technology, through his work in the fields of 
quantum electrodynamics, ferromagnetism, field theory, 
statistical mechanics, and the stability of matter. 
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THE 
HARVEY 

PRIZE 

The Harvey Prize is derived from a donation made by the 
Lena P. Harvey Foundation to the American Technion Society 
in September 1971. At the first presentation of the Harvey 
Prize two awards of S 35,000 each were made. The prizewin
ners received their awards in Israel where, for a period of one 
month. they were guests of the Technion. 

The following is excerpted from : 
The Procedures for the Selection of Candidates for the Harvey 
Prize (as approved by the Senate of the Technion, Israel 
Institute of Technology, on 29 March, 1973). 

1. The prizes will be awarded each year in perpetuity in two 
of the following fields of human endeavour : 

(1) Science and Technology 
(2) Human Health 
(3) Advancement of Peace in the Mid East 
( 4) Literature of Profound Insight about the Mores and 

Life of the Mid East People . 

2. The Harvey Prize will be awarded without regard to race. 
religion. nationality. or sex. 

3. Each Harvey Prize winner will be invited to appear in 
person at the Technion to receive the Prize and spend time at 
the Institute in teaching on his subject. 

4. The Harvey Prize awards shall be given international publi
city so that the work of the Harvey Prizewinners shall benefit 
the largest number of people possible and therefore do the 
greatest public good, and encourage others to support and 
engage in the same type of public endeavour. 

5. Prospective candidates for the Harvey Prize should be 
outstanding personalities in one of the four fields of human 
endeavour outlined above. They shou ld be persons whose 
achievements have served as a source of inspiration to many 
others. 

6. Al l nominations will be tendered in writing, accompanied 
by material to facilitate the evaluation of candidates. 

7. Persons associated with the followi ng categories are 
eligible to make one or more nominations : 

( 1) Members of the Board of Governors of the Tech
nion, and of the Technion Senate. 

(2) Harvey Prize Laureates. 
(3) Members of the Israel Committee for the Harvey 

Prize . 
(4) Members of the Israel Academy of Sciences and 

Humanities. 
(5) Presidents.Vice Presidents.and Deans of recognised 

institutions of higher learning and research in 
Israel. 

(6) Other persons associated with institutions and 
groups, as well as individuals, as the Harvey Prize 
Selection Committee may decide from year to year. 

8. No one may nominate himself. 

9. Those making nominations are requested not to inform 
the proposed candid::ites. 

10. Nominations will be made in the name of ind ividuals, 
and not of institutions or organizations. 
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CARL ALPERT 
EXECUTIVE VJCE CHAIRMAN 1 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

TECHN ION 

ISR AEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

HA IF A 

IS RAEL 
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AMERICAN SOCtETY FOR 

TECHNION-
sRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. INC. 

}farch 9, 1977 

Dear Prof. Ne'eman: 

Upon mv arrival in ' 1PF Yorl' from raifa T hC'l rl 110ped to snP;il- to 
ynn. but sincelvou a re not due back here until the lltth T 

c>ntichiate ou/ convP.rsciti0n ir this Pav . 

I assune vou a r e familiar wi t l-i t 1 e T1:>c-'1r jon r,..rven ~nri?.e. Tt 
"cs 1,eerrl -~ci <1ei" to a~'7ard the prizes this vear to l>rof Sevmour 
Benzer of Cal Tech. and to Prof Freeman Dvson of the Institute 
for Advanced Studv. Since we should lik,to have the recipient 
properl y informed , we are asYing vou to nlace in Prof Dvson's 
hands t he en._s:l~sed letter from General Horev. We h ope that he 
uill accept , and repl y accordinglv to General Ilorev .- . 

However, it is important that I be informed at once tha t he 
does indeed accent, and I ,.rould appreciate your telephonli:ng me 
at t his office (212-889-2050) to t hat effect. Should vou 
reouire any further information with respect to the prize and 
its award , please do not hesitate to get in touch wit h me. 

You~;r[tl~v~ 
Carl Alpertt 

fxecutive Vice ,hairman 
Technion Board of Governors 
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April 21, 1977 

Dear Freeman: 

So that the event does not excape oe, I am 
merely putting into writing what I requested of 
you earlier, to wit: that you inform me when it: 
may be permissible for us to announce the award 
of the Harvey Prize to you. 

Thank you . 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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March 21, 1977 

Dear Freeaan: 

In reply to yours of 11March1977, let me 
assure you of my empathy for the intriguing 
volume to be ''disturbing the Universe ' . Out of 
the immediate contettt on which it is to bear, it 
sounds like an underground statement from the 
Weathermen. I s~e no difficulty with your doing t he 
colume in the manner you describe, and I am grateful 
for your informing me of your intentions. 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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Dr. H. Woolf 
Director's Office 

Dear Dr. Woolf: 

March 11, 1977 

yesterday. 
help . 

I am sorry I had to miss the Space Telescope meeting 
John Bahcall tells me you did quite well without my 

To avoid any misunderstandings or possible conflicts 
of interest I think I should tell you officially what I was 
doing yesterday. I was meeting with a committee of distinguished 
consultants to the Sloane Foundation , who are commissioning a 
series of books to be written for the general public presenting 
personal views of scientific subjects. They have agreed to 
commission a book by me with the title "Disturbing the Universe , " 
to be published by Harper and Row. The agreement provides that 
I shall be paid a substantial advance on royalties for any periods 
when I am working full - time on the book. I told them that I will 
not accept any payment for any writing I may do during times that 
the Institute is officially in session. I plan to claim payment 
from them for two months during summer 1977, and probably for 
another two months in summer 1978. With luck the job will be 
done in two summers, but perhaps I am being over-optimistic . 

Please let me know if you consider this arrangement 
in any way inappropriate or unethical . I will be glad to discuss 
it with you further if you have doubts about it . There is of 
course a serious question whether a professor can write popular 
books on the side and still maintain his position as a scholar . 
Some critics unkindly suggested that George Kennan should have 
been given the title Professor of Autobiography rather than of 
history. But I shall be happy if I can do as well as he did in 
combining popularization with scholarship. 

I look forward to hearing Pat on Gordon Conferences 
next Wednesday. 

Yours sincerely( 

f~o....-. 
Freeman Dyson 

FD:pb 
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November 22 , 1976 

Dear Freeman: 

To some extent my reply to your letter of 17 November 1976, is alweady 
contained in the general comments we exchanged at the Faculty meeting a few 
days ago. We are in deficit, things are tight, so that I would suggest, and 
I do wish to emphasize that word, that you atteapt to obtain the travel 
allowance from the Pugwash Co'Cllllittee itself, but that if funds prove to be 
unavailable to you then it would not be inappropriate to utilize your Institute 
travel allowance. As with other aspects of life, not all Pugwash conferences 
are equal, and it must be within the field of your judgment to weigh the 
importance, need, and other purposes for which your modest travel allowance 
is available. 

Professor Freeman J. Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Yours siruzerely, 

Harry Woolf 
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Dr. Harry Woolf 
Director 1 s Office 

Dear Dr. Woolf, 

November 17, 1976 

I come to you for an administrative ruling. 
I am invited to a Pugwash meeting in Munich next August and 
I want to know whether this counts as a profe ssional trip 
chargeable to my Institute travel allowance. The American 
Pugwash Committee can pay traveling expenses in case of 
necessity, but their funds are limited and they urge us to find 
other sources of travel money if possible. 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

FD:pb 
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April 14, 1976 

Dear Freeman: 

Attached are pictures of some of your family 
and friends, which I cootdn't resist stopping 
them to take when I saw them yesterday. 

Let's have lunch one day. Would Thursday or 
Monday next be good for you? 

Enclosure 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 
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January 8, 1976 

Dear Marshall: 

In response to the usual am:rual invitation 
to nominate candidates for the National Medal 
of Science I am going to make my last try at 
pushing Freeman. I have done so twice, in 1967 
and 1970, with no visible effect. The main 
things I sent before were the attached brief 
statement, a bibliography, and the names of 
WigneY, Bethe, and Str0mgren as people who know 
his work. I think I will continue wi.th Wigner 
and Bethe, but look for somebody other than 
S trOmg:ren, perhaps Johnny Wheeler• who is anyhow 
now in favor. 

I have an updated bibliography, can I ask 
you to take the trouble to see what if anything 
ought to be added to the description reflecting 
some of the d:f.ngs Freeman has been doing recently; 
also I need a one sentence capsule suu:mary of why 
Fl:eeman is a great man. 

Enclosure 

Professor Marshall Rosenbluth 
School of Natural Sciences 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 
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Prof. Dyson 

Awards 

1965 

1966 

1 968 

1969 

1970 

Fellow : 

Member : 

Dannie Heineman Prize for Mathematical Physics - American 
Institute of Physics 

Lorentz Meda l of the Royal Ne t herlands Academy of Sci ence 

Hughes Medal - Roya l Soc i ety of London 

Max Planck Medal - German Physical Society 

J. Robert Oppenheimer Memorial Prize, Center for Theoretical 
Studies, Miami 

Royal Society 

Nationa l Academy of Science; 
American Physical Society 

1976 
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November 18, 1975 ~ 

Dr . Kaysen: 

For information . A copy of Professor Dyson's 

bibliogr aphy was sent to Prof . Breit last Friday. 

Aida 
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State University of New York at Buffalo 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 15 November 1975 

Mrs. Aida La Brutte 
Secretary to the Director 
Institute for Advanced Studay 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Dear Mrs. La Brutte: 

73 Allenhurst Road 
Buffalo, New York lh2lu 

FACULTY OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of 13 November 1975 in 

which you told me you would send to the above address to my husband , Gre

gory Breit, Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of the Stat e Univer

sity of New York at Buffalo, a list of the paoers publi shed by Professor 

Freeman John Dyson through 1974. 
Mr. Breit wants to recommend Professor Dyson for a di stinguished 

award. Although he knows th <rt for some recommendations it is best to 

have the actual order of authors, in thi s oarticular cAse be is convinced 

that the order wi ll not matter because the incumbent's best papers are by 

himself alone. Theref ore my husb;md says that he will accent 2!!.Y order 

and asks th1t the m'lteri h be sent will all reasonable speed esoecial ly 

bec1use other matters will have to be arranged i n this connec~ion. Your 

coooeration will be much appreciated. 

·Ji( ta ~'iulb*tdl lg. BUFFALO,NEW YORK 14214 TEL.(716)~ ?'J'I: 71/o 

1,,_ S~cerely yours, 
'//kl ~/{U( )J-/Ut,C' .ild !Pu ,_ ( 

/ Mrs. Gregory Breit 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: · Those Listed on the Attached 

From: Simon Ramo 

S).lbject: Meeting with Vice President Rockefeller 

As a lready discussed with you by telephone, we are all invited 
to meet with the Vice President in his offices on September 4, from 
9:30 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. We will also be luncheon guests of the Vice 
President. You will shortly receive a letter from Mr . Richard 
Allison of the Vice President 's staff providing information about 
entry arrangements, transportation expense re-imbursement, con
sultant fees, etc . 

This meeting is part of an effort by the Vice President, in antici
pation of the creation of the President ' s proposed Office of Sci~nce and 
Technology Policy, to seek the counsel of leading scientists and technol
ogists regarding issues meriting early attention by the Office. More 
specifically, this meeting will consider a number of areas of such 
nature and importance that they might warrant the immediate appoint 
ment of task forces by the President to commence study of the matters 
without waiting for the inauguration of the new Office. 

A preliminary meeting was held a few weeks ago to discuss a wide 
variety of problems or potential opportunities in whi ch science and 
technology were seen to be either dominant, or of high significance in 
conjunction with non-technological factors (social, economic, or political). 
Also, the meeting's discussion aided in clarifying the criteria that should 
J:>e used for the selection of those issues fully deserving priority attention 
b y the proposed Office. 

The September 4 meeting is expected to focus on three areas which 
emerged from the prelimina_ry meeting as appearing both to meet the 
criterion of exceptional importance and .to lend themselves to constructive 
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To: Those Listed on the Attached 
Subject: Meeting with Vice President Rockefelle r 

progress through the activities of a Presidentially appointed task force, 
more particularly a task force that might be brought into operation even 
before the Office is established. Howe ver, the agenda will include time 
for the attendees to speak their 'minds as they might desire on other issues 
they deem worth consideration, since the "first sorting" of the preliminary 
meeting was intended only to be helpful and not limiting. 

Attached are brief descriptions of the three areas, written to aid 
in the launching of discussion rather than as drafts of charters for task 
f~rces that might be set up. Thus_, the descriptions are purposely broad 
and many aspects are included. In· contrast, a work statement for a task 
force doubtless would have to be more specific and limited. We shall look 
to the meeting's discussion to suggest how best to concentrate the subject 
matter. Also, it is hoped we will deliberate on the challenging question 
of how to structure any task force that might be proposed - as to area, 
objectives, results, and mechanism of co-ordination and reporting - so 
its recommendations will be implementable (and implemented). 

Task Forc'e Area No. 1 "Comparative Evaluation of U.S . vs U.S. S. R. 
Effort in Military Research and Development" will undoubtedly require 
that if a task force is set up, it can deal with cla ssified information. How
ever, it is not contemplated that the meeting discussion of this example 
will require th e taking up of classified data. 

Task Force Area No. 2 11Anticipation of Major Advances in Scienc e 
and T echnology" is one where many new science and advanced technology 
topics will deserve consideration. Here a task force might be charged 
with selecting 'which topics to attack first from a long list provided. Or, 
instead, the task force's charter might call out only a few of the most 
urgent or most promising specific examples. The invite es to t he meeting 
are encouraged to be ready to suggest topics they consider especially 
important to incorporate into the task force considerations. 

Task Force Area No . 3 "Technology Policy and Economic Growth" 
is the most general and most in need of additional clarity, refinement 
and focus. The meeting attendees are urged to give thought to this impor
tant area and come prepared to suggest specific aspects which can be 
adequately articulated and defined to the point of l eading to a useful a ttack 
by a task force. 

SR/pd 

8/18/75 

Simon Ramo 
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TASK FORCE AREA NO. 1 

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF U.S. VS U.S. S. R. EFFORT 
IN MILITARY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Specific Questions for the Task Force 

1. Is the Soviet Union now employing more scientists and engineers 
than the U.S. in its efforts to advance the science and technology 
basic to the development of military weapons systems and to the 
creating of options for use, or threat of use, of military force? 

2. What is judged to be the relative quality of these efforts - for 
instance: capability of individual scientists and engineers ·assigned; 
nature and degree of backup of required resources; methods of, 
and judgment used in, selection of progrq.ms and objectives? 

3. What does the imbalance in the U.S. S. R. 's favor, if it is deemed 
to exist, mean to the U.S. as regards security and military and 
political options? 

4. What steps should be taken to minimize the probability of occurrence 
of penalizing "surprises" and other negative consequences that an 
inferior position for the U.S. in the science and technology under
lying our military capability might portend? 

5. How serious and urgent does the situation appear to be, and hence, 
how rapidly is it essential that these steps be taken? 
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TASK FORCE AREA NO. 2 

ANTICIPATION OF MAJOR ADVANCES IN SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY 

At any given time interested scientists and engineers are able to 
discern certain trends and potentials which suggest the emergence of 
major advances in science or technology in the future. Of course, P:"'.any 
important possibilities cannot be envisaged because no hint of them has 
yet surfaced or because they depend upon factors not yet suspectible to 
evaluation. Important changes, however, are not always unpredictable. 
Many are merely unpredicted. Moreover, some advances can be speeded 
up by adequate early appreciation·and action. 

High quality and deliberate effort, both creative and analytical, should 
make possible the calling out ahead of a useful fraction of coming advances 
on the science and technology front. Such anticipations should provide us 
often with options for action to enhance the potential benefits and to mini
mize conceivable adverse consequences. 

The proposed panel should consider a number of frontier areas of 
science and technology, sorting them as to inherent possiblities and as to 
their seeming susceptibility to influence (either to accentuate the positive 
or eliminate the negative). The :panel should then recommend courses of 
action. 

E xampl es of topics (in arbitrary order) that appear to deserve atten-
tion are : weather prediction and control; ocean farming; minerals from 
the ocean floor; electronic information systems to improve productivity; 
genetic engineering; technological aids for improved or more economical 
health care; substitutes for material resources in short supply; new com
munications technology; n ew applications of space technology; new trans
portation technology (air, sea, land); disaster prediction and control 
technology (earthquake, forest fires, tornados, etc.); water supply technology; 
environmental science; waste-disposal technology. 

(NOTE: Bio-medical and energy areas have not been listed because large 
scale advisory committee activities, recently launched in these fields at 
Departmental levels, lower the priority for further attention now at the 
level of the proposed new Office. ) 
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TASK FORCE AREA NO. 3 

TECHNOLOGY POLICY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 

The Is sue Stated as a Series of Questions 

1. Are science and technology being used to the fullest on behalf of 
the society? If not, why not, and what can be done to re~edy 
this situation? 

2. To what extent is U.S. international economic competitiveness 
d ependent on advancing scienc.e and technology? What altered 
policies and new government actions affecting science and 
technology might enhance the U.S. competitive position? 

3. What added steps might the U.S. government take to advance 
private-sector technology in support of the domestic economy 
and international competitiveness? 

4. What science and technology efforts necessary to the nation's 
economic health can only be caused to advance satisfactorily 
under government sponsorship and what further action should be 
taken for appropriate support of such activities? 

Some Specific Examples of Issues to be Considered by the Task Force 

1. Productivity Improvement 

The U.S. is recognized as suffering from a low relative 
rate of increase of productivity as compared with other nations. 
This is despite the fact that a number of areas of technology in 
which the U.S. leads are seen to offer the possibility of high pro
ductivity gains. >:.< The panel should pinpoint the potentials for 
productivity improvement and for economic return on investment 
through the developing and install ing of technological systems. 
The panel should also identify the impediments to such gains and 
recommend government actions to remove them where possible. 

* For example: a large fraction of the increasing costs for the 
production of goods and services lies in the handling of information. 
Application of advanced technological apparatus and systems -
computers, intelligent terminals, data communications systems, 
etc.- can lower the cost of information accumulation, sorting, 
storage, interpretation, transmittal and use. 
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Task Force Area No. 3 Page 2 

2. Energy and Economic Growth vs Environment and Safety 

Further economic growth, w ith the accompanying require
ments for an_ increasing energy supply, involves trade-offs with 
environmental protection and safety standards. Moreover, eco
nomic and standard of living growth, and the technological advance 
to sustain them, will soon be constrained by shortages of various 
resources. Unfortunately, needed government policies dealing 
with these interactions too often have had to be formed in an 
atmosphere of confused, emotional, and politically inspired 
pressures. It is necessary to press for more adequate studies 
of the environmental and safety aspects of individual technologi
cal developments. It is also essential to provide a broader base 
of citizen understanding of the balances between opposing demands 
and constraints. Such understandings cannot come without a con
stant flow of objective, scientifically based data and well articu
lated analyses and conclusions.>:< The panel should attempt to 
describe a program to place these overall confrontations on a 
rational plane and thus reduce a major impediment to the fullest 
use of science and technology on behalf of the citizenry. 

3. Technology Subsidy Systems I Foreign Governments vs the U.S. 

In certain important areas of technological advance, U.S. 
economic competitiveness rests on a sometimes vague and shaky 
hybrid of private enterprise and government aid and control 
(through sponsorship, regulation, patent policy, anti-trust and 
various other legal constraints). Our approach often competes 
against totally government financed activities abroad and foreign
bas ed monopolies. :O:<* The panel should examine the competitive 
situation and study the potential position of the U.S. versus the 

i.< Example: The public accepts high hazards for old technology 
yet often seemingly wants no hazards at all for new technologi
cal systems. Thus, 50, 000 are killed each year through auto
mobile accidents, while nuclear reactors are regarded as un
acceptable unless the accident rate potential is nil. 

**Example: The science and technology of aeronautics, and the 
air transportation and airplane manufacturing industries. 
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foreign based activities a n d ask whether possible deterioration 
in the U . S. r e l ative position can b e prevented by alteri ng policie s, 
organization , or goals or taking other government actions. 

4. T echnolo gy Transfer to Other Nations 

The transfer of technology to and from the Unite d States is 
affected by, and has a tremendous effect upon, foreign trade, 
balance of payments, foreign investment a n d the general economic 
competitiveness of the United States. Influenced as well by tech
nology transfer is the U.S. role in ensuring w orld economic devel 
opment, cooperation and stability. Technology transfer can pro
vide both handicaps and benefits. The panel should not be concerned 
with the q,uestion of political advantages or disadvantages of tech
nology transfe r, but should study primarily the technological
economic interactions with the objective of defining options and 
pinpointing problems and potential benefits. 
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The United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa 
1811 Q Street, N. W., Washington 9, D. C. Kathy Navascues 

(202) 265 - 3808 

/ 

r.oR RELEASE - FREEMAN J. DYSON, professor of physics at the Institute for Advanced Study in 

--------Princeton, has been appointed a Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar for 1975-76. Visiting Professor 

a t the Max- Planck-Institute during 1974- 75, he is currently engaged in a study of astronomical 

telescopes, their fundamental limitations and possible improvements. 

As a participant in the Visiting Scholar Prograra, Mr. Dyson will travel to eight institu-

tions: Reed and Smith Colleges; the Universities of Idaho and California at Riverside ; San Diego 

State, Furman, Emory, and Florida State Universities. During his two- day stay at each institution 

te will ~ee~ w~:u students and fc~~:cy in a variety of formal and informal encounters, which 

usually incl~de classroom discuss~o::G, seminars, and one public lecture . His lectures will cove= 

such topics as : the search for extraterrestrial intelligence and the next industrial revolution . 

The Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Program was begun in 1956 to enable undergraduates to 

meet and talk with established scholars in diverse disciplines . Other Visiting Scholars for 

1975-76 are: Wayne Andrews, Archives of A..m:rican Art Professor, Wayne State University; Houston A. 

Baker, Jr., director of Afro-American Studies and professor of English, University of Pennsyl-

vania; L. H. Butterfield, editor in chief emeritus, The Adams Papers; Marshall Cohen, professor of 

philosophy, Richoond College and The Graduate School, City University of New York; James S. 

Coleman, representative in Zaire, The Rockefeller Foundation; John Fischer, associate editor, 

Harper's Magazine; David A. Hamburg, Reed- Hodgson Professor of Human Biology, Stanford University; 

Juanita M. Kreps, vice-president and James B. Duke Professor of Economics, Duke University; 

Howard Nemerov , professor of English, Washington University; Helen North, William R. Kenan Pro-

fessor of Classics, Swarthmore College; Francis T. P . Plimpton, lawyer and diplomat, New York City; 

Cyril Ponnamperuma, professor of chemistry and director of the Laboratory of Chemical Evolution, 

University of Maryland; William B. Willcox, professor of history and editor of The Papers of 

Be~jamin Franklin, Yale University . These men and wo~en, invited by local Phi Beta Kappa chapters, 

will travel t o 95 colleges and univers ities during the academic year . 
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September s. 1975 

Dear Freeman: 

Thank you for your note of SeptelIMr 2. Subject 
to my continued feeling that any absence on your part 
is to be deplored, I am glad to grant the formal 
permission requested. 

Who knows, you might even miss a Faculty meeting. 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural 

As ever, 
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Dr . Carl Kaysen 
Director's Office 

Dear Carl: 

1\lfEMO 

September 2, 1975 

I must ask you formally for permission to be away twice 
during the coming term. I tried w ithout success to m ove the dates 
of these trips outside term-time. 

(1) September 22 - October 3, 1975. A lecture tour of small 
colleges, under the auspices of Phi Beta Kappa, bringing them the 
good word about recent developments in science. 

(2) November 12-30, 1975. Visiting the Space Research 
Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, including a trip to the 
new Zelenchukskaya observatory in the Caucasus . 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

FD:pb 
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December 2, 1974 

Dear Freeman: 

Thanks '1ery much foT sending me the copies of your talk in Madrid, 
The Hidden Cosu of Saying No. You are, as usual, eloquent and persuasive, 
but perhaps not quite convincing. Maybe its because I'm a bureaucrat at 
heart, but I don't see an escape from the dtlemna. Perhaps I misread you, 
but my question at the end of your piece is, would we be able to practice 
intellectual infanticide more effectively than you think we can practice 
birth control? In other words , if we had less stringent controls over 
development and followed every possible new path, could we have affective 
controls over which of the many developments we in fact put into use. 
Years ago, when I tried to understand the economics of military research 
and development, I came away with the conclusion we spent rel~tively too 
little money on research and early stages of development, and that there
fore we had a narrower choice of possible weapons for final pro~urement 
than we should have had. Further, th"8t if we had changed the balance. 
the whole process. including the procurement, need not have been more 
expensive. The argument on the other sidei. of course, was that once a 
development was complete, it was very hard to resist the pressure and buy 
~hat was developed, and perhaps this was the argument that ultimately 
prevailed. 

I trust that you are all enjoying Munich, and Annette joins me in 
regards to all the Dysons. 

Professor Freeman J. Dyaon 
Max-Planck Institut f\lr Physik und 

Astro-Physik 
8 MUnchen 40 
F"ohringer Ring 6 
Postfacb 401212 
Germany 

Warmly, 
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The Hidden Costs of Saying No 

Talk to the International l'vfeeting on Scientific Research and 

Energy Problems, 'vfadrid, Octobe r 16, 1974 

by 

Freeman J. Dyson 

Max- Plan ck- lnstitut fiir P h ysik und Astrophysik, 
Miinchen, Germa ny 

(on leave of absence from the Institute fo r Advanced Study , 
Prin ceton, New Jersey, U.S. A.) 

"One Law fo r the Lion and Ox is Oppression." 
"You never know what is enough unless you know 

what is more than enough." 

William Blake, 

"The Marriage of Heaven and Hell" (1790) 

-1-

Py~~ 

During Lhe lasl t en years, in every inc:luslrialized coun try, the 

general pub li c anc:I Lhe politica l authorities have become acutely awa re of 

the existence of hidden costs. The economists have taught us that every 

induslrial or social innovation carries hidc:len costs tha t do nol appear in 

lhe immediate profil-and-loss accounts of any individual enterprisP. F'or 

example, flood-control dams in California cause rivers lo carry less sancl 

Lo the ocean, with the consequence that the width of certain swimming beaches 

is diminishing. lligh-inlensity streel lighls, installed by our highway auth-

orilies to reduce the frequency of accidents, destroy the quality of the sky 

over an astronomical observatory fifty kilometers away. A hundred and 

eighty yea r s ago, William Blake could write· 

"Though bo rn on the cheating banks of Thames, 
Though his waters bathed my infant limbs, 
The Ohio shall wash his stains from me." 

If Blake were living now, he woul d find tha t after a swi m in the Ohio he 

would still need a wash. Many other examples of hidden costs have become 

so notorious that I do not need to describe them in detail. The list of these 

horrors is a long one: lhe sinking of the city of Venice, the smog of Los 

Angeles, the poisoning of the American eagle by insecticides, and many more. 

The publi c has been awakened to the impor tance of hidden costs, mainly 

through the influence of a small number of books. Let nobody say that books 

have lost their power to persuade i n the modern world of comouters and 

television . A few w riter s gifted with common sense and eloquence, 
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Rachel Carson with her "Silent Spring," Harrison Rrown with hi:i 

"Plundered Planet," Barry Commoner with his "Closing Circle," PE'r

suaded the people and Congress of the United States of America to count 

the hidden costs of industrial development. A similarly small and gifted 

group of writers has done the same for Northern Europe. As a result, 

we now have laws which prescribe a careful public accounting of the hidden 

costs before any large public enterprise is underlaken. 

Several proposed enterprises have come spectacularly to grief 

during the process of public accounting, and have as a consequence been 

discredited and abandoned. The most famous of these projects killed by 

the public examination of hidden costs was the American supersonic airliner 

(SST). But the most important effect of the new public attitude toward te ch 

nological innovation does not lie in the small number of big projects that 

have been exposed to public scrutiny and then stopped. Far more imoortant 

is the larger number of projects that never come to the notice of the public 

but die unseen, their proponents dis cou raged by the expense, delay and 

uncerlainty which the procedures of public examination impose. For every 

one power-slation or oil-refinery that is publicly killed, ten others are 

privately discouraged. The doctrine of deterrence, whether or not il is 

valid in the strategic sphere, certainly applies in the sphere of technological 

innovation. After a government kills one thorium- breeding reactor project, 

nobody has the heart to try to begin another. After one nuclear-rocket 

program bas been officially abandoned, young men with brains and imagination 

- \-

lurn Lht>ir allcnlion t·lsc•whrn·. 

lam nol saying Lhal Lhc· counl111g ,,f hirlrli-:n r.r,s f-. is '• mhl:ti-e,, •,r 

that the public indignation aroused hy drad lnrrls .:tnrl dead fish -,:a<; •rn

jus tified. We ;;hall nu t turn Lhe clock back l o the time when even·,,ne · ... as 

free to dump soot upon his neighbour'!:> garden. Rachel Carson's cry r,f 

anguish has made this planet a pleasanter place, not only for birds hut 

also for people. The good that she has done shall not be undone. But I am 

saying that it is not enough to count the hidden costs of saying yes to new 

enterprises. We must also learn to cou nt the hidden costs of saying no. 

The costs of saying no may be extremely high, although they are ofte n 

uncertain and intangible. Our existin£1 political processes introduce a strong 

bias into the consideration of new enterprises. The costs of saying yes can 

be calculated and demonstrated in a style that is familiar and congenial to 

lawyers, whereas the costs of saying no are a matter of coniecture and have 

no established legal standing. We must learn Lhat costs may be tragically 

real even when they are legally unprovable. We must try to establish 

processes of decision-making that give the costs of yes and no an equal 

voice. We need to know more accurately what are the costs of saying no 

in cases where this can be known. We need more knowledge, and we need 

procedures that allow a more realistic weighing of uncertainties when 

knowledge is lacking. 

One case study, in which the costs of saying no were demonstrated 
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in convincing fashion, was published by Carl Djerassi in two articlesl) 

in "Science . " Djerassi took the trouble to document his facts carefully , 

and his conclusions have not, so far as I know, been seriously cha llenged. 

His study is concerned with the process of development of chemical birth

control agents. I do not need to explain to this audience the importance 

of birth- control agents to the future of mankind. Another fact which I do 

not need to emphasize is that the presently existing birth-control agent s 

are in various ways unsatisfactory, unsafe, o r inadequate to the ourposes 

for which they were intended . Djerassi analyses in detail the costs in 

money and time which are imposed by government regulation upon anybody 

who wishes to develop a new variety of agent. The cos ts apply equally, 

whether the project is undertaken by an industrial company, a governmental 

agency, or a private philanthropic organisation. The cost in time turns out 

to be 17 years, the cos t in money 18 million dollars of 1970 vintage. These 

are minimum figures, based on the assumption that the various steps in the 

prescribed procedure follow one another smoothly and that no unforeseen 

difficulties arise . The figures are presented in detail for work performed 

under United States regulations, but the concl usions would not be substantially 

different in other industrialised countr ie s. The large expenditures of time 

and money are required in order to carry out long-term studies involving 

large• numbers of animals and, in the later stages , human voluntee rs, to 

ensure that the product is safe and effective before it is made available for 

- 5 -

public use. 

Djerassi was not arguing, and I am not here a r guing, that these 

strict regulations governing the int r oduction of new drugs should be 

abandoned. The regulations came into existence as a result of the public 

reaction to the Thalidomide tragedy, in which thousands of babies were 

crippled by a supposedly harmless sleeping-pill. Nobody with responsi-

bility for developing new drugs would wish to have another such tragedy 

on his conscience, and nobody with responsibility for formulating regula -

tions would wish to leave open a chance that i.t might happen again. In this 

case the costs of saying yes are so high and so abominable that the regula

tions must be accepted as a permanent necessity. What Djerassi is saying 

is simply that the practical consequence of these regulations must also be 

accepted. The regulations mean in practice that no substantially new chemical 

birth-control agents will become available during the foreseeable future. No 

companies, and few individuals, will devote themselves to an expensive and 

elaborate project which will take at least 17 years to complete and may at 

any stage be halted and come to nothing. Djerassi argues that it should still 

be possible to develop new agents under the existing regulati ons, if the 

government wou ld give such projects long-term financial and administrative 

support. Needless to say, the gove rnment has done nothing in the meantime 

to bring such hopes to reality. So from this s tudy of Djerassi's I draw the 

following conclusion . The price of safety in the development of new drugs 
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is that large public expenditures are required to do a job that in the past 

could be done by private industry, and in the future may not be done at a 11. 

This is one of the rare cases in whi ch the costs of saying no are not hidden 

but are almost calculable, as a result of one man's careful work in 

collecting the relevant facts. 

Let me now return briefly to the example of the supersonic air liner. 

I do not wish to argue that the killing of the SST project was a mistake. 

There were indeed some good reasons for kil ling it. Neverlheless the 

decision was actually influenced by calculatio ns of costs and benefits which 

bore little relation to reality. For example, it was argued that the SST 

would have a large adverse effect on the balance of payments of the United 

States, because it would stimulate a massive flow of American tourists to 

Europe , unbalanced by any comparable flow of Europeans to America. This 

argument may have had some merit, but the calculations that were used to 

support it have already been m ade completely obsolete by the world economic 

crisis. As often happens in such cases, a cost that could be calculated in 

dollars and cent s was taken seriously by the politicians, even though the 

precision of the cal culati o n was entirely illusory. I would venture to say 

that almost all numerical estimates of the long- range costs of technological 

innovations are illusory. In the case of the SST, I believe that the most 

important cost o ( saying no was the discouragement of future e nterpri ses in 

aeronautical engineering, many of which have not yet been conceived. This 

- 7-

is a cost which may in the long run heavily outweigh the costs which we 

should have incurred by saying yes. As a lways, the weighing of intangible 

costs is a matler o( taste and of judgment. 

Whenever l l ravel by air, I am always amazed by the efficiency and 

reliability of lhe modern commercial airline r. Theodore Taylor once 

collected some facts conce rnin g the history of commercia l airplanes. He 

found that the number of different lypes of airplane lhat have been developed 

and flown, not counting m i nor modifications, is considerably larger than 

one hundred thousand. It took a hu ndred thousand attempts, most o( which 

ended in failure, to produce the few types of airplane that are now flying. 

The evolution of airplanes was a s trictl y Darwinian nrocess of the survival 

o ( the fittest. And that i s why the modern airliner is efficient and reliable. 

l find it instructive to contrast this histor y of the airplane wi th the 

history of commercia l nuclear reactors. In the world-wide effort to develop 

an economical nuc l ea r power-station, less than a hundred different types of 

reactor have been operated. The number of diffe.rent types under development 

grows constanlly smaller, as the political authorities in various countries 

e liminate the less promi sing candidates for reasons of economy. The growth 

of extremely s t rict and complicated safety regulations also discourages any 

attempt at radical innovation. The consequence o( this history is that there 

now exist only about ten types of nuclear power-station that have any hopes of 

survival, and it is improbable that any new t ype differing radically from these 
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will ever receive a fair trial. Perhaps this is the fundamental reason why 

nuclear power-plants are not as success ful as airplanes. We did not have 

the patience to try out a hundred thousand different designs, and so the real I y 

good reactors were never found. Perhaps it is true in technology as it is 

in biological evolu t ion, that wastage is the key to efficiency. 

So far I have talked about the past , and it is now time to turn to the 

future. I shall discuss two problems o f the future which I consider t o be of 

central importance, name! y , climate modification and genetic engineering. 

It is obvious that any further large expansion of the industrial activities of 

mankind will cause noticeable changes in the climate of the earth. This fact 

is often used by advocates of" Limits to Growth" as an argument for halting 

further expansion . I wish to argue the co ntrary view. T see no reason at all 

to believe that the present climate of this planet is in any sense optimal. 

The concep t of an "opt imal climate" is in fact meaningless, since different 

people with different ways of life will always have different preferences in 

matters of climate . I do not cl aim that it is either possible or desirable to 

choose one particular climate, such as that of Mallorca or Hawaii, and impose 

it uniform ly upon the whole world. I claim only that there are many large 

areas of this planet, for example the Sahara desert and the Siberian tundra, 

where some miti gation of the climate would produce obvious benefits. A 

warmer Siberia and a wetter Sahara would allow a richer life not only for 

-9-

human beings but also for wild animals and plants. 

The idea that an artificially created ecology can be ric her and 

aesthetically more pleasing than a natural one is at present highly unpopular. 

The fas hionable belief is expressed by the writer Barry Commoner when he 

states as a basic law of ecology: "Nature Knows Best." Commoner is able 

to present an impressive collection of horror stories to support his opinion 

that human alteration of a natural ecology leads inevitably to deterioration 

and ultimate disaster. Nevertheless I know of equally impressive examples 

to the contrary. l spent my c hildhood years in rural England, and I frequently 

return there for a few days of rest and spiritual renewal. At any season of 

the year you may find in rural England an ecological harmony of extraordinary 

richness, with a tremendous variety of species of plants, birds and animal s. 

This ecology is also unusually robust, surviving without obvious damage the 

assaults inflicted by a high density of human population and industry. It is 

a community of species in which ecologists and poets can equally rejoice. 

But nothing in this ecology of rural England is natural. The natural state 

of England was incomparably poorer, being a rather uniform expanse of 

forest and swamp. Almost everything that now exists there is artHicial, 

created by men who were not afraid to turn wilderness into village, crop -

land and pasture. I do not believe that there exist any laws of nature that 

forbid us to create an artificial ecology as varied and as beautiful as that 

of rural England, either in the central Sahara or on the shores of the Arctic 

Ocean. To do this will require a long time, great quantities of energy, and 
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knowledge which we do not yet possess of the long- range con sequences of 

our actions. When we have acquired the knowledge and power to modify 

climates according to our taste, we shall be exposed to great clangers at 

the same time as we reap great rewards. There is no reason why a prudent 

fear of the dangers should cause us to deny the possibility of the rewards . 

A look at the past history o f the earth's natural climate gives 

additional grounds for optimism conce rning the feasibi~ity of producing 

desired changes without disastrous side-effects. It i s known that about 

5000 years ago the climate of Northern Europe and Asia was considerably 

milder than it is now, and the variety of indigenous plants and animals was 

considerably greater. Mixed forests grew far to the north, where now o nly 

conifers can survive. At roughly the same period, the rock paintings of the 

central Sahara show herds of giraffes, which are vivid evidence of a climate 

wet enough to support trees and grass over a wide area. We have absolutely 

no idea how and why the climate in these two widely separated areas deter

iorated, or whether the changes in the two areas were causally linked. It 

seems improbable that changes on this scale and at so early a date were 

strongly influenced by human activities. But our ignora nce of the mechanisms 

-II-

comparatively modes t human intervention , applied w ith adequate under

standing of the consequences, would result in the reestablishment of the 

regime which existed natu r al l y in the past. This is a possibility which 

should be a source of hope t o mankind. A wetter Sahara and a warmer 

Arcti c could mean a doubling of the area of this planet suitable for productive 

agriculture. A hungry world should count the cost before saying no to such 

possibilities . 

The seco nd problem of the futur e whic h I want to consider is genetic 

engineering. 1 am not a biologist, but it seems to me certain that the really 

impo rtant technological advances of the next fifty years will come from 

biology and not from the physical sciences . Within less than fifty years 

expect that we shall have achieved a mastery of the fundamental processes 

of 1 i ving organisms , as complete as the mastery we now possess of the 

processes of physics and chemistry. A mastery of biological processes 

will impl y, among other things, the ability to produce micro-organisms 

with enzymatic machinery tailored to suit ou r needs. Chemi cal process es 

carried out by systems of enzymes generally pr oceed with much higher 

efficiency, higher specificity, and lower wastage of material, than process es 

of climatic change is so profound that all theories of causation are pure specu- cai·ried out by conventional industrial methods . In particular, we can expect 

lation. What we can say with some degree of certainty is that 5000 years ago that Lhe development of microbiological technology will revolutionize the 

a clirratic regime existed which was in many parts of the Earth more hospitable production of food, the con vers ion of coal and crude oil into clean fuel, the 

to living creatures than the present regime. It is at least possible that some concentration and reduction of ores, and the handling and recycling of waste 
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materials. Each one of these revolutions will have profound effect s on the 

conditions o( human life. All of them together will change the world in 

ways that we can hardly imagine. When I use the phrase "genetic engineering," 

I am referring to this future industrial revolution based on artificially pro-

duced micro-organisms. I am not speaking about genetic engineering applied 

to human beings, since that is a separate problem with unique dangers and 

more dubious rewards. 

I am suggesting to you that the human rewards resulting from a 

massive development of mic robiological genetic engineering may be very 

great indeed. We can expect that almost any organic material, from sawdust 

to sewage, may be converted quantitatively into clean fuel and other useful 

chemicals. We can expect to evolve techniques of "indoor farming " which 

will allow abundant production of food in all parts of the globe . We can expect 

the overall style and appearance of industry to change in an aesthetically 

desirable direction. Oil refineries need not s tink, mine-dumps need not 

despoil the ear th , and men who work in factories need not drive to homes 

twenty kilometers away t o find clean air. A second in du str ial revolution, 

based on biological t echnology, may largely undo the evil effects o f the first 

industrial revolution based upon steam and coal. These are some of the 

rewards that genetic engineering appears to offer to us. 

These are the possible rewards. But of course there are also dangers. 

And in recent years my biologist colleagues seem to have been thinking much 

more about the dangers than about the rewards. In particular, a g r o up of 

- 13-

leading microbiologists under the c hairmanship o( Paul Berg recently 

issued a s tateme nt
21 

calling attention to the dangers involved in the use 

of new! y dis cove red techniques of manipulating DNA mole cul es. Berg' s 

group not only called attention to the dangers but called upon all biologists 

to abstain from certain types of experiment which were judged particularly 

hazardous. The particular! y haza rdou s experi ment s involve the grafting 

o( alien genes into the genetic apparatus of bacteria which might afterwa rds 

escape from con trol and infect human populations. [am not expert in 

biology, and I have no competence to assess the magnitude of the danger 

involved in these experiments. I am quite willin,g to accept the view of the 

experts that the danger is real and seriou s. Once again, we must re spect 

the caution o f scientists who do not wish to take any risk that they might 

inflict a new Thalidomide tragedy upon babies yet unborn. And ye t, the 

tone of the Berg statement leaves me with a feeling of deep dissatisfaction. 

The statement is written as if the only factors to be considered were, on the 

one hand, the danger to society involved in certain experiments, and on the 

other hand, the professional interest of a few biolo~isls in doing the experi-

ments. The cos t of saying yes to these expe riments is a risk of a disastrous 

epidemic disease, the cost of say in~ no is a minor setback in the professional 

career s of a few scientists. When the balance of costs i s p r esented in these 

terms, the inevitable conclu s i o n is a negative one. Any biologist performing 

such experiments is automatically judged to be selfish and irresponsible. 
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Unfortunately , the experiments now judged dangerous lie extremely 

close in technique and concept to the experime nts whic h would be r equ i red 

for the development of a genetic industrial technology. The prohibition of 

the dangerous experiments may well imply the pos tponement o f a n indu s trial 

technology that i s of c ru c ia l importance to manki nd . This is the hidden cost 

of saying no, a cos t whi c h the Berg statement to tally ignores. T h e Ber g 

statement includes a proposal fo r an international meedng to be held next 

year to "further dis c uss approp riate way s to deal w ith the potential bio

hazards o f recombinant DNA molecules." It is to be hoped that the inter-

national meeting will consider, not only the hazards o f these molecules but 

also their pro mis e for human welfare. Not only the cos t s o f saying yes but 

the costs of saying no. The most useful outco m e of the inte rnational meeting 

would be the definition of two cl early sep;irated c lasses o f experime nts, one 

class carrying danger to human populations, the o ther class carrying no 

visible danger but still promising to unravel the comolexitie s of structure 

that must be understood before ge ne tic engineering w ill become a reality . 

It is as important to e ncourage the second clas s of experime nt as to d i s-

courage the first. 

I have now passed in review four problems of the regulation o f tec h

nological de velopment, two from the past and two from the future. From the 

past came Djerassi' s s tudy of the regulation of chemical birth-control a gents, 

a nd the downfall of the American s uperso nic airliner. F r om the futur e came 
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c limate modification and genetic e ngi nee r ing. I wi.Jl now try to sum uo 

what general conclusions one can de ri ve from the con s ideration of these 

four examples. 

In e a c h case , there are two stubborn facts of life whi ch make it 

ext raordinar ily diffi cult fo r politi cal authorities to reach wise decisi o ns. 

These two fac t s a r e the unpredictability of technology and th e in n exibilily 

of bureaucratic institutions. Tec hnology ha s always been, a nd always 

will be, unpredi cta bl e. Whenever th i ngs seem to be m oving smoothl y 

along a pr edictabl e path, the r e i s a lways some unexpected twist w hich 

c hanges the rules of the game a nd makes the old predictions irrelevant. 

Quan titat ive fa c tors, which are more or les s pred ic table , a r e always out-

weighed by qualitati ve fact ors whi c h a r e unpredictable. To take a n example 

from the past whi c h I owe to Leon Cooper
3

), a mid-nineteenth- century 

development program aimed at the me c hanical reoroduction o f musi c might 

have produced a superbly engineered music-box or oia no la, but it would 

never have imagined a transistor radio or subsidized the work of Maxwell 

o n the physics of the electr o m agne ti c fie ld whic h made the tra nsi s t o r radio 

pos sible. As to the fu ture, it is clear th a t the development o f genetic 

engineering will have a major impa c t on agriculture and industry all over 

the world, but the impact will come in u nexpected ways a nd will a lmost 

certa inly not follow th e path w hich I have predic t ed fo r it. And yet, human 

l egisla tor s a re a lways tempted to act as if the future were predictable. They 
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attempt to legislate solutions to technological problems, and they make 

c hoices between technological alternatives before the evidence upon which 

a rational choice might be based is available. A glaring example of ore

mature choice was the American decision to give absolute priority to the 

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor in the nuclear oower orogram. The 

LMFBR is an excellent concept and should by all means be developed , but 

we have no reason to believe that other alternative concepts might not wor k 

better. It often happens in technological development that one design turns 

out to be not merely better, but enormously better, than its competitors, 

for reasons that could not have been predicted in advance. There is no 

way to find the best design except to try out as many desi~ns as possible 

and discard the failures. The governmental authorities in all countries 

have to learn the le sson which Blake etched o n a plate of copper 180 years 

ago : "You never know what is enough unless yo u know what is more than 

enough." 

The other lesson which we have to learn is that bureaucratic regu

lation has a killing effect o n all creative endeavor. No matter how wisely 

framed and well intentioned, legal formalities tend to become inflexible. 

Procedures design ed to fit one situation are applied indiscriminately to 

others. Regulations, whose purpose was to count the cost of saying yes to 

an unsound project, have the unintended effect of saying no to all projects 

whi ch do not fit snugly into the bureaucratic machine. Inventive spi rit s 

-17-

rebel against such rules and leave the leadership of technology to the 

uninventive. These are the hidden costs of sayin,g no. To mitigate such 

costs, every lawyer and every legislator should carry in his heart the 

o ther lesson which Blake has taught us : 

" One law for the Lion and Ox is Oppression." 
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April 18, 1974 

Dear Freeman: 

I received a f~rewell call this morning from 
Dieter Ohly, a classical archaeologist who is 
Director of the Glyptothek in Munich. Apparently, 
you and be have not encountered each other during 
the course of his visit. In ony event, he and 
his wife are both very lively, so I found occasion 
to mention that you would be in Munich next year. 
If you feel like meeting some archaeological 
classi c i sts, etc., 1 mn sure that they would be 
very pleased if you looked them up, and the 
Glyptothek is a lovely museum. 

If you are free, shall we have lunch on 
Monday and talk about nuclear power? 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Science 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Cordially, 

Csrl Kaysen 
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April 1 ~ 1974 

Dear Freeman: 

Thanks for your note. I guess what I got 
out of the paper was invariant to the details of 
the mistake. 

The essay I mentioned appears in a book called 
11 Impe.rialism and Social Classes", published by 
Augustus M. Kelley in 1951, translator Heinz 
Norden. The original essay appeared in the Archiv 
flir Sozialwissenschaft und Socialpolitik (Vol. 57 
(1927) pp. 1-67, title: "Die sozialen Klassen im 
ethnisch bomogenen Milieu". 

Yours, 

Carl Kaysen 

Professor Freeman Dyson 
School of Natural Sciences 
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Dr. Leslie Or ge l 
Salk Institute for B iological S tudies 
P. 0 . Box 1809 
La J olla, California 92112 

Dear Leslie: 

l\farch27, 1974 

A funny thing happened a fter I talked to you on the t elephone 
yeste rday. Havin g decided to publish this little piece I sat down and 
c arefully che c ked the det a ils for the firs t time. I t turns ou t th e app roxi
mation of going from Eq. (10) to (ll ) i s quite bad s ince when U i s large 
k is also l a r ge. Everyth ing fr om that p oint on is quant i t a tively wrong, 
although the qualitative behavior remains correct. You showed great 
wisdom in declining to have yo ur name put on the thin g as j oint author. 
Anyhow I shall not publish it. It will be amusing to see if any of the people 
I s e n t it to w i ll find the mistake . 

The basic idea of course r e mains valid . It is sti ll true if one 
does th e calculation r i ght that the number of une ssential s ites U comes 
into the expo nent only with a square- root. However the details get 
complica ted. And I t h ink the main point of suc h an abstract model i s lost 
if i t cannot be s olved elegantly and exactly . 

The model to which my analysis does apply exactly i s a continuum 
model. Each m olecule is a continuous string of leng th (E + U), which can 
have defects a t any s e t of points along i t s length . One defe ct i n the p a r t of 
length E and the molecule is dead . The rule of i nheritance is the same as 
before, i.e. if a parent has k u nessential defects , the offspring has defects 
d i s tributed at random along its l engt h with ave rage spacing (U / k }. The 
z ero- generation has defe cts d istributed a t random with average spacing L . 
The theory then gi ves (I h op e correctly th i s time) 

l .!. 
pn(O) = N exp[ - (3E + (2EUJa)/L] 

ins t ead of the old Eq. (18). But I feel this continuum m odel is so far .Lrom 
realit y that not m any biologists would find it o f interest. 

Looking forwar d to seeing you h e r e in April. 

Yo urs sincerely, 

FD:pb 
Freeman Dyson 
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THE I NSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRlNCETON, NEW JERSEY. 08540 

Telcphonc-609-92+-HoO 

SCHOOLOFNATURALSOENCES March 1, 1974 

Memorandwn to : Executive Officers of School of Historical Studies, 
School of Mathematics, School of Social Science 

From: E. S . Gorman 

The School of Natural Sciences committee assignments for 
next year are as follows: 

Social Science Committee: Tullio Regge (John Bahcall - alternate) 
Governance Committee: Stephen Adler (Roger Dashen - alternate) 

The SNS Executive Officer for next year is ·Marshall Rosenbluth. 

Freeman Dyson will be on sabbatical riext year . 

Copies to: Profs . Cherniss, Harish-Chandra, Kaysen, SNS Faculty. 
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